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The Be'stCD yet!
Meridian's Signature player sets the Reference

McIntosh pre/power amp
Monster amplifiers from the home of the Big Mac

Audiolab's eight- pack
First AV processor/amp from Brit- brand

Audio Exposed
Your amp is under stress —
but can you hear it?
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"... excelled at dynamics, transient fidelity,
and bottom- end impact ..."
Robert Harley - The Absolute Sound
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From £ 1795 to £57,995
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hi-fl news
recommends

the claimed specification of the
manufacturer. Market research
shows that readers expect this
level of thorough, investigative
scrutiny and it's the reason why
you'll discover unique facts and
foibles about your favourite gear
within our pages.
Innocent mistakes are bound
to happen, on both sides of the
fence, but our measurements
are presented in good faith as
objective fact, not subjective
opinion, and are uniquely
backed-up by the independent
publishing of complete test
data via our website. No other

ur news section
[p11] carries a
cautionary tale
this month as Russ
Andrews' popular accessories
business falls foul of the
Advertising Standards Agency.
The full text is available at www
asa.org.uk/ asa/ adjudications/
Public/ TF ADJ 44177.htm.
Some have speculated that
this represents the Death Nell
for aftermarket tweaks, but I
disagree. Instead, this ruling
behoves all participants in our
colourful home entertainment
industry to check their facts

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks products that
represent the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology

'No-one who has agenuine claim to
innovation or performance advantage
need have any fear of dispute'

hi-finews

OUTSTANDING

PRODUCT

twice and then twice again.
No-one who has agenuine
claim to engineering innovation
or performance advantage need
have any fear of dispute.
Iinclude the specialist
magazines in this role call of
responsibility, and not least
ourselves. HiFi News expends
asignificant resource every
month testing each and every
piece of equipment, in an effort
to validate and expand upon

Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands

hi-finews

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

magazine is this transparent in its
workings.
If any readers are confused
about wildly different test
measurements published
elsewhere, whether for
CD players, AV amplifiers,
loudspeakers or even projectors,
then drop us aline and we'll do
our best to separate fact from
fiction. You'll find our address on
p137.
Paul Miller,

THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation foidelivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.

RICHARD STEVENSON
is HFN's multichannel
specialist and token hi-fi .
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years
KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years. and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
'lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
imakes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
BARRY FOX - techno
journalist supreme, BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent
CHRIS BREUNIG for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN,
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
'depth to his reviews

Editor

Great sound or picture and,
ideally, great value - these

THE No.1 FOR IN DEPTH TESTING

are the ingredients of a

Not only does HiFi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with

Highly Commended product

audio and video test equipment, but
it's the orly magazine whose editor has
designed world-class test solutions from
SOUND

75%

•••••••

the award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multicharnel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
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In addition to our awards badges, the
sound/picture, features and build quality

of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See p20 for full details.
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NEWS
06

News
A new Perspex deck from Pro-Ject,
pro specs for projectiondesign's
consumer projectors, compact cinema
from NAD. Pioneer passes on the
production of plasmas, plus upcoming

06

events and ' Hi Fi Confidential'
Paris Show Blog
Sandwiched between CES in winter
and the Munich show in late spring,
the Salon Hi Fi Home Cinema is Paris'
premier audio event. Ken Kessler
reports on ashow that still surprises

18

FutureTech
As consumers are increasingly required
to hook up new audio equipment to
the net, Barry Fox looks at the risk of
your music files being unknowingly
shared over the web

OPINION & ADVICE
74

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our

88

music specialists
Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Keith Howard, Christopher Breunig
and, writing from the USA, Barry Willis

96

Sound Off
Our new-look letters page is the place
to air your comments, ideas and
questions on any audio or video topic.
Plus 'Way Back Then': Audiolab versus
TAG McLaren amps, from 1998

FEATURES
66

H141 @ Home
There ain't nothing like aNaim for this
month's reader whose 20K's worth
of Salisbury-sourced electronics take
pride of place alongside aRoksan
turntable and Art Emotion speakers.
Steve Harris meets the ' Polar Bear'.

82

Music on DVD
Ken Kessler's definitive guide to the
best of American TV show music,
edited, collated and available on DVD

102 Audio Exposed
Keith Howard considers amplifier
clipping in the real world: just how
much is detectable when listening?
106 Movers & Shakers:
Roksan's Touraj Moghaddam made
his first record deck from achunk of
discarded firedoor. The design is now
aclassic. Steve Harris meets him...
138 Classic Kit
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—) EXPERT OPINION & ADVICE
—) DEFINITIVE GROUP REVIEWS

From battei ymanufacturer to one of
the few speaker brands that can truly
claim to be ahousehold name...
John Howes has the history of Tannoy
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
22

McIntosh C23001MC501
Richard Stevenson makes room for
the big Mac experience in the form of
atube preamp and super-sized solidstate monoblock. Seconds anyone?

26

Meridian Reference 808.2
Packed with the latest technology.
Meridian reckons its revamped 808
marks anew benchmark in CD replay.
Dave Berriman concurs

32

Musical Fidelity A5.5 CD
player/A5.5 amplifier
The world may be downsizing, but
that hasn't stopped MF making avalve
CD player and amatching integrated
packing 250W per channel. Ken
Kessler is suitably impressed

38

Group Test: Loudspeakers
Keith Howard tests five sub- E900
floorstanders: 88„W 683, Dali Ikon 6,
Focal Chorus 716V, KEF iQ9 and Revel
Concerta Fl 2
SI 16-£900 FLOORSTANDERS

48

Audiolab 8000AP/8000X7
What's this? Home cinema from
Audiolab? Paul Miller investigates the
resurgent company's minimalist 7.1
channel AV processor and matching
7- channel power amplifier

52

SIM2 Domino D8OE projector
The ' E' stands for evolution, and
there's plenty of trickle- down
technology inside this Full HD 1080p
DLP projector to impress Paul Miller

56

#

Coda CL/CS
Ian Harris hears acompetitivelypriced pre/power amp combo
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from California boasting innovative
features, generous power and asound
that's both lean and clean
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62

Handbridge
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Pioneer

09

Audiolab

48

Icon Audio

06

Pro-Ject

09

B&VV

38

KEF

38

projectiondesign

06

Brennan

09

London

60

PURE

09

Coda
Dali

56
38

Meridian
McIntosh

26
22

Revel
Ringmat

38
08

Focal

38

Musical Fidelity

32

SIM2

52

Gamut

08

NAD

07

Supra

08

Giant

07

Opus Tech

08

Tangent

06

60

London tonearm
It looks like it was made of scrap metal
scavenged from askip behind the
Meccano factory, circa 1956, yet it
sounds sublime. Ken Kessler explains...

62

Super Systems
Alan Sircom hears Arcam's Solo Mini
with matching Muso speakers. With its
sweet sound and sub- E1000 pricetag, is this the ultimate den' system?
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New products and upcoming events...

HOME PROJECTORS TO BENEFIT FROM COMPANY'S PROFESSIONAL PEDIGREE
Features from professional models are

technology leader in the commercial

finding their way into projectiondesign's

field, boastirg advanced optics, product

home cinema market, taking technologies

new consumer line-up. It's amove which

design and software development. ' Our

from e- cinema and post- production

aims to combine afull range of state-ofthe-art DLP projectors boasting awealth

mission.' he says, ' is to transfer some of

experience. Among plans for the Aurora

this advanced technology into new home

range are to address the untapped market

pictures. The Aurora series sta-ts with an

cinema products.' Projectiondesign's
professional model, the cineo 3+ 1080,

that lies above two metre screen width,
and to deliver the same image quality no

entry•level model and runs through to a

was used in making of the film Earth.

matter what the screen size. Pricing of the

super- bright, Full HD thee- chip design.
Joe Manning from projectiondesign

The same technology has now been
adapted for use in the new Aurora Optix

range will span £ 3500 to £ 50,000.
Projectiondesign, + 47 69 304550

is proud that the brand has been a

projector. The company is aiming its

www.projectiondesign.com

of features and promising spectacular

higher-end projector line at the luxury

TUBES FOR ALL
HIGHER SPEC VERSION OF A POPULAR VALVE INTEGRATED
The revamped version of Icon's budget valve integrated contains
elements from its more costly sibling. The Stereo 40, in MkIlform,
is based on a 1950s circuit inspired by the legendary FIJ Leak, with
valves from even earlier. The renowned 6SN7 and 6SL7 triodes
date from the ' 40s but are still in production, largely because of a
reputation for longevity and richness of sound quality.
Other features of this £ 899 model include hand-wound
transformers and ahigh-gloss, white metal flake chassis. For the
output stage Icon relies on the tried and tested MuIlard EL34
pentode. Options allow for eitner 20W of pure triode operation for
use with high efficiency speakers, or 40W in ultra- linear mode.
Icon Audio, 0116 244 0593
www.iconAudio.com

GLOBAL TUNING
GET ACCESS TO WORLDWIDE RADIO STATIONS
Radio stations around the world are brought home for
£180 with the Tangent Quattro Mk2, tie company's
first internet-capable product. Connecting to the
thousands of internet radio stations is simple, and just
requires an ADSL connection. And, for rad.o closer to
home, the box is FM stereo equipped, too.
A range of file formats is catered for, including Real
audio, MP3, Windows media streams, OGG Vorbis, MC,
WAV, AIFF and AU.
For a £ 20 premium there a-ehigh-closs ‘ inish options
of white or red, to complement the standard walnut or
black. An aux input ( 3.5mm) allows for iPod, MP3 etc.
Sennheiser UK, 01494 551 551
www.sennheiser.co.uk
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QUART IN A PINT POT
COMPACT HOME THEATRE SOLUTION FROM NAD
NAD has unveiled its VISO TWO, aDVD/CD and stereo receiver, with
FM/AM tuner, in asingle package. Just add aTV monitor and speakers for
movie quality sound and video in any room.
Ideal where home theatre is needed but space is at apremium, the
£700 VISO TWO delivers DVD images in both interlaced and progressive
scan modes with upscaling to 1080i resolution. It also has an HDMI digital
video output, and abroad range of video capabilities, including multiangle, multi- sound, multi-subtitle, frame, zoom and repeat, all accessed
by remote. A DAB tuner model will be available for an extra £ 120.
As well as stereo DVD, Dolby's virtual speaker mode creates asurround
effect from two front speakers, while Dolby's headphone mode presents a
'holographic' surround sound for personal listening.
Armour, 01279 501111
www.nadelectronics.com

WEIGHING IN MORE CHEAPLY
SAME GAMUT QUALITY IN A LOWER PRICED PACKAGE

The design brief was to create a
more affordable high-end amplifier,
but without compromising the

STANDING TALL
HANDBRIDGE DESIGNED TO AVOID ' CHUFFING'
From Cheshire- based
Handbridge Audio

sounding harsh or
bright', Handbridge

comes the 501, anew
three-way tloorstanding
loudspeaker.

told HFN. A 2nd-order
bass to midrange

All the components used in the
Si100 are of the highest quality.
'They were selected through

musical and technical quality

intensive listening sessions,' GamuT

for which the GamuT brand has
become famous. The result is the

told HFN. '
Everything from the PCB
itself and the non-magnetic chassis

£3650 Si100 which aims to put

to the WBT output terminals has

GamuT-type sound quality in amore been chosen from our many years
affordable package and bring it to a of experience.'
wider audience.
The Si100 is based on
Unsurprisingly, therefore, the
long-standing GamuT philosophies
amp is engineered from the highest
which include an extremely
quality materials and incorporates
beefy power supply, with high
aGamuT single MOSFET output
bandwidth and low impedance and,
circuit providing aclaimed 130W
reassuringly, aprotection circuit to

crossover is employed to

into 8ohm ( 200W/4ohm). Six inputs

Its isobaric design

reduce midrange inter-

are provided to cope with today's

puts LF performance to
the fore to provide a

modulation distortion
while avoiding the high

sources, with an optional home
theatre direct input available.

bass response which the

frequency ' break-up'

designer claims will be

resonance of the dual

'felt as well as heard'.

bass drivers.

The company is proud of its build
quality and says all its products
are built to be used daily, and are

cabinet contributes to the overall
20kg weight.

expected to run without service for

Audio Reference, 01252 702705

many years, way beyond the two

www.gamutaudio.com

This £ 4195 package
combines a29mm soft
dome tweeter, a 174mm
midrange and apair of
215mm bass units, one
internally mounted to
create an earth- moving
low- end.

An oversized ( 70mm)
flared port is used on the
multiply braced cabinet

ensure that both the amplifier and
the connected loudspeakers will
survive severe faults, which might
otherwise cause critical damage.
An aluminum and stainless steel

year manufacturer's guarantee.

which is made from 25
and 18mm MDF. The
intention here is to avoid
audible turbulence or
'chuffing' sounds.

The design includes a
psycho-acoustic filter to

new speaker are cherry,

compensate for the fact
that human hearing is

rosenut, oak, black ash.
Handbridge Audio,

Finish options for the

less sensitive to diffuse

0161 303 7765

fields. 'This prevents
our loudspeakers from

www.hanbridgeaudio.
COM
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New products and upcoming events...

GIANT'S NEW FLAGSHIP
SONY LAUNCHES ITS BEST EVER HOME PROJECTOR
World-beating is how Sony

each frame in real time to remove

views its new, top of the range

noise, and create vibrant colours.

Bravia projector. At £ 7,500, the

Motionflow dark frame insertion, a

VPL-VW200 packs apunch by
combining all the technology the

technology exclusive to Sony and
unique among digital projectors,

company can muster.
Combining the best from no

doubles the frame rate to 100Hz.
The result, we are told, is ' afluid,
natural movement with no blur.'

fewer than three previous models,
the VPL-VW200 uses the very
latest high frame- rate Sony SXRD

The combined effect of these
innovations is anew level of

(Silicon Xtal Reflective Display)

picture excellence, which Sony

panel technology to deliver
Full HD 1080p resolution with

believes will redefine the home
theatre experience.

crystalline clarity.

A specially designed,

A professional- grade Carl Zeiss

and almost noiseless,

Vario-Tessar lens ensures that

fan assembly means the

what the triple SXRD panel array
creates is projected onto the

projector emits abarely
audible 22dB from its rear-

screen with absolute fidelity. The

facing exhaust.

design relies on Sony's exclusive

Sony, 0870 5111 999

algorithms to digitally enhance

www.sony.co.uk

HANDS-ON
KEEP CONTROL OF YOUR SYSTEM

SOLID BASE
SEEKING EQUIPMENT STABILITY

CLEAN-UP ACT
SEEKING PURE MAINS

Keep your whole home's lighting

For those troubled by ' di-ty• mains,

and A/V under contai with this new

Supra has launched amadelo-measure

£565 touchscreen keypad from Opus

product which it believes will offer a

Technologies. Designed to work with the

value-for- money solution.

Opus 500 system as well as third party

Realising that people need to try

products, the WCU600 can also display

to clean and p-otect acomplete hi-fi

images. Video playback on akeypad at
this price is unusual but it allows users

or home theatre system from asingle
distribution block, it has launched the
Supra LoRad MD06-BSISP, at £ 129.99.
The idea is to protect connected

to cue- up DVDs, browse iPod or music
servers or access aCCTV system.
Opus Technologies, 0207 089 1888

Hi-fi and home cinema systems can

equipment from potentially damaging
mains spikes and voltage surges.
'Uniquely, surge protection is rot
connected in the circuit until asurge

find astable home atop Ringmat's new
anti- resonance platform. Seven years of

occurs,' Supra tells HFN. The new unit
includes separate power and surge

www.opus.eu

investigation into the subject has led to
the company's new Vivacity AR design.
It's asolution which, says Ringmat's
experts, is based on specially designed
support panels that neutralise distortion

filtering NIF) is said to protect

that resonance has long been acorrupting

equipment without degrad ng sound.

8
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Supra, 01223 441 299

problems associated with resonance.
Ringmat Developments, 01277 200 210

JUNE 2008

Sup -anon- intrusive

www.supracables.co.uk

concept to rid sound and images of the

/

- he

His team used the NXT concept of
Distributed Mode Loudspeaker technology

As aresult, Ringmat is now celebrating
the implementation of an inversion of this

4'

interference.

factor in sound and image reproduction.

sound) to study resonant modes across
panels when excited by equipment and
equipment supports.

/

Swedish maker, include improved
sound and picture quality from reduced

caused by resonance.
Chief designer John Rogers told HFN

(a small motor generating bending waves
across the surface of aflat panel to create

o

indicator LEDs to confirm safe operation
and ongoing protection.
The benefits, according to the

www.ringmat.com

The Meridian F80.
Simply beautiful sound.

In 2005, Meridian Audio began aunique collaboration with
Ferrari to develop arange of products that would reflect the
qualities of both companies: performance, innovation and bold
product design.
The result is the Meridian F80 acomplete home
entertainment system that combines Meridian's legendary
expertise in digital audio with Ferrari's world- leading reputation
in materials technology.
Featuring CD and DVD-Video playback, aAM/FM/DAB tuner
and a2.1 digital active loudspeaker system, the F80 is compact,
complete and incredibly powerful. No wonder What HiFi? Sound
& Vision recently referred to the F80 as "awork of genius".
For more information and to find your nearest retailer,
visit www.thef80.com

Meridian Audio Ltd.
Latham Road, Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE29 6YE, UK
+44 (
0)1480 445678
errari
All trademark rights reserved Produced under licence of Ferrari SpA. FERRARI, the PRANCING
HORSE device, all associated logos and distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferrari Se.
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I
LLUMINATION
The art of dramatic realization, creating
the images that illustrate life in music.

INIORA

I

represents the

inspired distillation of our craftsmanship,
the desire to go beyond reproduction
toward adirect emotional communication
through the senses. New techniques in
energy field alignment bring coherent
immediacy to rhythm and pacing, the
visceral impact of each transient apotent
force woven into every line of music. A
profound experience that is both
exacting and sensual, INRFI will
immerse you in aholographic soundfield
beyond boundaries.
"Ultimately, this speaker is about power:

DESIGNED BY NEIL PATEL FOR AVALON ACOUSTICS

the power of one, the power of many."
-Roy Gregory, Editor/HiFi+
HiFi+ Product of the Year 2007,
United Kingdom

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO -I- HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol @ audiofreaks.co.uk
www.audiofreaks.co.uk

CABLE AD BANNED
SUPPLIER'S RFI REJECTION CLAIMS NOT UPHELD

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

An accessories supplier has been told to stop
making claims about aproduct unless they can be

Here at HiFi News we're very
conscious of energy saving, busily

substantiated with ' robust scientific evidence'. That
was the ruling handed down by the Advertising

writing our reports in the dark and
only drinking cold tea. So we are

Standards Authority to Kendal- based Russ Andrews.

particularly pleased to hear when
manufacturers pick up awards

The watchdog ruled after acomplaint made about
The Big Book 06/07 catalogue. An expert was called in
to judge PowerKords' ability to reduce radio frequency
interference ( RFI) already on the mains supply, and to
reject further pick up of RFI. www.asa.org.uk

THE

LATEST

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

for their own ecoconscious
activities. Witness PURE, which
has recently had its Move portable
radio - part of the company's
EcoPlusTM range - endorsed by

ABOVE: PURE's
Move DAB radio, winner

the Energy Saving Trust.

of an energy saving award

DAB receivers tend to be very
power thirsty due to the chipsets
employed inside, so anything that
can run for 40 hours, use less
than 1W power in standby and
only 3.5W while active is certainly
worthy of praise. Indeed, this is
the first time aDAB radio has been

••

given such an award.

THIS WEEK'S
FORMAT WAR?

REAL SPINNER
CLEARLY A WHOLE NEW PROJECT
The inspiring folk at Pro- feet have come up with a
new 6 PerspeX manual turntable and accompanying
9cc Evolution tonearm. The transparent acrylic
plinth stands on three individually height- adjustable
Sorbothane cones. [ See ' On Location' feature, Oct ' 07
issue, for more on this Czech brand and its products.]
Henley Designs, 01235 511166

Just as Iget bored talking about
the failing alternative to Blu-ray

mains. The company's ' Ultrapure'
system of silver-plating is said to
cut resistance to 1.23 milliohms
compared with the standard
reading of around 5.11 milliohms.
Using new hyper-sensitive test
equipment ( brought in especially
to measure down to 0.0001 of
aohm), Missing Link believes its
connectors are now the most well
connected around.

ARE YOU BEING SERVED?

(HD DVD - remember that?) so

Finally, aCambridge- based

New Medium Enterprises Inc

company has announced what

(NME) proudly rekindles its format,
which was first talked about

it believes to be the cheapest
hi-fi music server available. At

and shown back in 2006. VMD,

just £ 249 the Brennan 1B7 Digital

'DAB receivers tend to be power
thirsty, due to the chipsets inside'

www.project-audio.com
or Versatile Multilayer Disc, has

PIONEER BOWS OUT

acapacity of 30GB and uses a

Jukebox includes a20GB hard
drive, CD player and 30W amplifier

traditional red laser, as employed

in one box the size of apaperback.

in CD technology. Whereas

The unit gives users the option to

Pioneer has decided to quit production of its own

DVDs hold up to two layers per

make lossless copies of CDs and

plasma display panels. Instead, OEM suppliers will
make and badge its products as amore cost effective
option. The company was forced to review its
manufacturing but says it is still committed to the

side, NME hopes its format will

record from other line- level sources

eventually hold up to 20 each

using the auxiliary input. What's

side. Please, let's not start another

more, 40GB and 80GB versions are

format war...

available for those with abulging
collection, at £ 299 and £ 319.

home audio/video product line-up', aspokesman
told HFN. '
They help to enhance the image of the
company's brands in the home electronics business.'

NOW FOR SOME
HOME NEWS...

On the other hand, if you want
hi-fi and monster hard-disk space,

In Nottingham, one cable

Pioneer GB Ltd, 0870 600 1539 wwvv.pioneer.co.uk

manufacturer claims to have

then the £ 12,900 METAVision
multi- media server from HiAudio

JAPANESE BOSSES SUB- CONTRACT PLASMAS

technology. ' Displays are at the heart of Pioneer's

41%
HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
29-3 AUGUST IFA, Berlin, Germany. wwvv.ifa-berlin.de
London Sound & Vision Show, Park Inn,
19-21 SEPT
London. wv.rw.chestergroup.org
18-19 OCT

Home Entertainment Show 2008,

31-2 OCT

Renaissance Manchester Hotel.
www.home-entertainment-show.co.uk
Sound and Vision Show, ExCel, London

developed the perfect wall socket.
Missing Link says noise generated

may be just the ticket with its

by contact resistance causes
distortion to the 50Hz waveform,

16TB of storage. The unit boasts
96kHz/24-bit upsampling, abuilt-in
DVD recorder, playback upscaling

so degrading the quality of the

to 1080p, wi-fi, atouch-screen
remote, and good looks. A number
of storage options are offered by
METAVision, with the basic 500GB
baby costing £ 2050.
LEFT: Brennan's1137 Digital Jukebox
-at £ 249 probably the most
affordable media server around
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NEWS
First sight of new products & technology

PARIS
SHOW
2008
Report by Ken Kessler

D

espite being bookended by CES in
Las Vegas every January, and the
massive high-end show in Munich

1. ' High- end only' declared the

in April ( or May), spring in Paris

press release and high-end only

always manages to deliver something new. As
expected, the French brands held something

from around the world set up

back (though the show in Bristol usurped a

stall in the Hotel Pullman in

scoop from Focal), but the weak dollar kept

southwestern Paris. The Salon

it was, as over 60 exhibitors

most of the Americans at bay. Even so, a

Hi Fi Home Cnema has been

surprise or two could be found in the McIntosh
room, Cabasse wowed crowds with the

Paris' premier event for a
quarter-century; plans have been

enormous La Sphere, anew Lowther appeared,

announced for asecond show in

and - as ever - the Salon Hi Fi Home Cinema

October, possibly at the Palais des

played host to anumber of wild table top

Congrès. Organiser Jean-Marie

radios - something of aFrench passion?

Hubert is optimistic about the
future of home entertainment in
France, this nation of cinephiles
welcoming the end to the Blu-ray
vs HD DVD format war
242b. Talk of the show was
Cabasse's La Sphere, seen here in
black, while the all-white version
graced the hotel lobby. Drivers
are concentric - in this case a
four-way coaxial - and the system
comes with all the necessary
electronics, including amplifiers.
Which takes abit of the sting out
of its low six-figure price tag
3. Pro-ject can't make enough of
their super-cute ' Box' modules;
for Paris, they turned up with
customised housings that hold
four of the small units or two of
the larger modules
4. Those of you mourning the
absence of Axhorn but who still
crave some concrete DIY horns
might wish to check out
Musique-Concrète, which I
suppose is aFrench pun. This
design can be made at home,
but you'd be advised not to shift
them unaided. ( Go to www.
musique-concrete.com)
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1. New from C.E.C. is the TL1N CD transport
—as with previous top-of-the- range C.E.C. disc
spinners, this one is belt-driven
2. Van Medevoort — I'm guessing the company's
Dutch — displayed this enticing pair, the CD350
CD/SACD player ( 2300 euros) and the MA460
Class D integrated amplifier ( 4400 euros), good
for 2x300W. Despite the virtual silence on the
SACD front, the format was certainly
well- represented at the Paris show
3. Matching KTR Lab's KTR845 [ p14] is the
KTR5725 eVolution preamp, seen here on top of
its Class D power amplifier. The 5725 is an alltube design using 8 or 12 new-old-stock military
valves, depending on configuration, ALPS pots
and audiophile-grade components throughout
4. McIntosh pulled out all the stops by showing
its entire 'YK2' system, including the new MT10
turntable — with matching fascia!

McIntosh

RADII ON OF EXCEMENCE
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1. Metronome Technologie covered all the CD
bases with achoice of transport, DAC or
all- in-one unit, most notable being the all- Perspex
construct of tie Kalista Reference (top left)
feeding the Efektra DAC below. To its right is the
CD5 integrated CD player
2. Davis Acoustics' entry-level range includes the
Eva and its horizontal centre channel version; the
enclosures measure 200x180x200mm and the
driver complement in the two-way consists of a
25mm tweeter and 130mm Kevlar woofer
3. B&W's Zeppelin speakers for the iPod, in the
running for Best of Show
4. KTR Lab's KTR845 eVolution arrived just in time
for the show, too soon to be accompanied by any
literature. My poor French uncovered that the
amp delivers 2x2OW from the 845 output tubes
and that there's afour-valve version available
that delivers 2x5OW. It's 100% French- made, it
weighs 42kg, and the price will be in the region
of 6000-7500 euros
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‘‘ Iwas so pleased this year when Martin Logan
introduced the NEW ' Source' model. It is a
magnificent achievement to produce an electrostatic
of such refinement and immediacy for under U000!

M ARTIN LOGAN

A true source of listening pleasure...

,5

Jon Harker, Proprietor
Oxford Audio Consultants

Oxford Audio Consultants
dartZeel

audio research

prima luna

krell

copland

martin logan

sonus fabar

wilson audio

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 1JD

Tel: 01865 790 879
Fax: 01865 791 665
info@oxfordaudio.co.uk
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
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1. Just two models in alarge iange of all- in-one
iPod dock systems with hi-fi aspirations. The
brand is Geneva, and the two units seen here
are the 100W Model Lon the left ( 1199 euros),
and the 600W Model XL ( 2299 euros). As well as
providing access to one's iPod, both also contain
CD players and tuners with 6 presets
2. In case you though iPods were strictly
domestic, here's apro application for Dis:
Neonument showed this mixer with cross-faders,
three- band equalis..., er, sorry, tone controls,
punch- in and everything else needed to turn the
iPod into apocket-sized club DJ sound system
3. French company Ode of Sound ensured that
there was atraditionally high quotient of freaky
speakers, their offerings consisting of aprimary
speaker (front) called the Stupa, with three
upward-firing drivers ( 250mm woofer, 160mm
mid and an annular tweeter), and the massive,
egg-shaped Accurate. Its driver complement
includes a320mm woofer and acompression
driver for the tweeter
4. iPod docks and iPod-ready amps were
everywhere; Ithought Advance Acoustic's 2x5OW
EZY-7 RDS receiver showed the most elegant
nesting position of all
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MEGALINE
EllPHONIA

HELICON I
400 MK2
MENTOR
11:0N
CONCEPT
SUBWOOFER

THE NEW DALI
HELICON 400 MK2
Hybrid tweeter module
Bi wiring terminal

2x6.5" driver

42-30,000 Hz

H1026 xW267 xD501 mm

32.0 kg

FEATURES
2,5- way floor-stander with
optional spikes included
New terminals
a Matched real wood veneer
in high- gloss Rosewood or
Cherry finish
Available as 7.1 system

"While this speaker's alluring
good looks might make even
asuper model green with envy,
its sound is better still."
The Absolute Sound

IDALI•
IN

DALI UK + 44 (0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

ADMIRATION

OF

MUSIC

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

HI-FI'S PC POLICE

As the PC becomes another component in the hi-fi chain could having amusic file in the wrong
folder see you prosecuted for attempted file sharing? It's happening in the US, says Barry Fox

T

he Electronic Frontier Foundation in the USA
tells achilling tale. The Recording Industry
Association of America is seeking thousands of
dollars in damages from acouple, for alleged
unauthorised distribution of copyrighted digital music.
The RIM cannot prove that the prosecuted pair
actually distributed music files — except to the RIAA's
investigators who trapped them — so is arguing that it
is sufficient to show that they had songs in the 'shared'
folder of peer-to-peer file- sharing software Kazaa.
The EFF civil liberties organization objects to the RIM
taking alegal ' short cut'.
'This amounts to suing someone for attempted
copyright infringement — something the Copyright Act
simply does not allow,' said EFF Senior Staff Attorney
Fred von Lohmann. ' If the RIM wants to keep bringing
these suits and collecting big settlements, then they
have to follow the law and prove their case. It's not
enough to say the law could have been broken. The
RIM must prove it actually was broken.'
SO WHAT?
This matters to the hi-fi world because people who just
want to listen to music or watch movies are now being

'It is now all too easy for athird party
to hijack someone else's computer'
encouraged to use computer equipment which they
do not understand. More and more new hi-fi products
boast ' network connectivity', ' internet radio' and
'media streaming' from computers and UPnP devices by
ethernet cable and Wi-Fi wireless links.
It is now all too easy for athird party to hijack
someone else's computer and internet access, and use it
for illegal downloading. Networks often don't work and
Wi-Fi devices won't talk to each other unless security
is switched off and firewalls and virus protection are
disabled. This leaves the system wide open to intruders.
The Internet is currently awash with messages from
people who are tearing their hair out because anetwork
RIGHT:
File sharing
program
Rana; should
music or
photo files
find their way
into its ' share'
folder they'll
be available
for the whole
world to
download
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ABOVE: The Archos 605 MP3 player needs plug- ins to
enable it to play some podcasts and sound formats
that works one day, suddenly stops connecting
the next. AOL's broadband support in India ( run by
Carphone Warehouse) will not investigate aline fault
until the user has been led through aseries of tick
box test steps that includes re-setting the broadband
router that connects to the phone line.
The subscriber is given no warning that re-setting
the Netgear router that AOL gives subscribers will
remove all password protection and encryption and
leave the system broadcasting Wi-Fi signals that
anyone within a300 metre range can tap into.
MULTIMEDIA MAZE
it isn't only security that bedevils computer- based
entertainment. There are now so many flavours of
compression that there is avery good chance that a
recording made for one device will not play pictures
or sound on another. Archos devices are becoming
notorious for refusing to play popular formats ( like
Podcasts or Freeview recordings) until the owner has
paid to download software ' plug- ins'. Registering
an Archos device to purchase the plug- ins can be so
complicated that it prevents purchase.
The software used by multimedia computers is
now so bloated with features that it is like amaze to
navigate, painfully slow to respond to commands and
more likely to crash.
German company Nero shares the multimedia
software market with rival Roxio's Easy Media Creator.
Both suites aggregate around 20 different programs,
which try to do anything anyone could possibly want,
and much more besides. The aggregation makes it
hard and slow to do something simple.
'The result is now almost unmanageable,' admits
Patrick Peeters, Nero's European General Manager.
'People don't want one size fits all software any more.
The market has changed. In the future we shan't add
any more features. In fact we wdl take things out.'
For some people asimpler answer will be to use
standalone CD and DVD players and recorders that
are connected by ordinary audio and video cables. (5

How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.
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HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
magazine in the world. Each month we
offer aclear evaluation of all types of
audio equipment - two- channel audio
from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
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the myriad varieties of loudspeakers,
subwoofers and headphones.
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Our speaker Lab Reports are all
conducted and written by our Consultant
wrenis
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electronics are measured using the
six-channel QC Suite testing station
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developed by HiFi News' Editor,
Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
Not only does this exhaustive testing give
HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
also the only magazine to offer its full test
report data online. Log onto
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to obtain free downloads.
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UNDER l'HE BONNET

Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
'""1 CD/DVDillniversal player or AV processor
nnOfll
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
hue
on each and every review product to give
if the
you the inside track on its key building
ciS
blocks. The bitie 'speech bubble' captions
ncr
are generated by our engineers, rather than
Mee
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the
product's inner workings.
RIG
disj
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
au
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
dig
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
lev.
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
20
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.,
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
;pending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
betow). aittiough he pi
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
szil oPyruextiaordi lea'
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
Cimsrt ice 151.091. tie,
example, our reviews of CD/DVDiUniversal players, outboard DACs and
The an punts IS. his
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AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
rt, its pea.. output (- /
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both lkHz (black trace
the be; -nced SIR con.
or infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
and Jtot sD.0.03
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 10W/8ohm.
-lecElFs.s
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
C.ple this we
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
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might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
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This specific 30 or waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
pbttecil from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on cnotfucing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these 'noises' emerging from the speaker (3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

nso
Frequency in Hz »
(1)
(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can seethe effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples cf the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd. 3id, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about a product in our Verdict
section. with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between E1001-E3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at E3000+.

TESTED THIS MONTH...

38 Group test: Five sub- E900 floorstanders fight it out
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PIE CHART COLOUR KEY
1

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY
For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents abalance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

22 McIntosh pre/power amps

26 Meridian 808.2 CD Player

32 Musical Fidelity CD/amp

48 Audiolab AV combo

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES
This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

FEATURES

75%
52 SIM2 Domino D8OE projector

"gerWre
ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity
bills
tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

BUILD

75%
_410

ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in a stunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5 year guarantee.

Coda pre/power amp

60 London tonearm

r
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Super Second) Systems: Arcam's Solo Mini and Muso speaker

Big Macs
mcINTOSH C2300/MC501 (
E5795/ £4595 each)

Avalve preamplifier and monoblock solid-state power
2mplifiers, transformer- coupled and all rit up in
classic McIntosh style

Tested by Richard Stevenson
en and the art of subtle styling' is probably
not abook on the shelf at McIntosh's
New York head office. The bestial MC501
monoblock amplifiers have been around for a
while, scaring small children all over the world with their
part open-plan design, chrome, black paint, glass fascias
and more fins than you'd find in the local aquarium. The
vivid green illuminated logos and bright blue powermeters the size of my lounge window simply add to the
understated style. ( Cough.)
The new C2300 tube preamplifier is amore
traditionally shaped device, but styling queues, legends
and meters are no less restrained. The design is topped
by aglass window in the lid that reveals half adozen
12AX7A valves - backlit in vibrant green. Powered
up, and particularly in adarkened room, the whole
ensemble is the visual equivalent of emptying an ice
bucket down your Chinos. Still, as the styling has been
fairly consistent throughout McIntosh's 60- odd year rise
to become one of the USA's premiere audio brands, who
am Ito argue with it?
But it is beneath this garish façade that the real
magic begins. The MC501s offer amonstrous quantity
of very clean power, with balanced XLR and singleended RCA inputs and individual output taps for Bohm,
4ohm and 2ohm speaker loads. The preamp is equally
flexible, with agood spread of balanced and unbalanced
inputs, three sets of outputs ( one permanent and two
switchable) and individual phono inputs for MM and MC.
It is acomplex hybrid of adevice, mixing what McIntosh

AUDIO

FILE
Tube preamp
and mono, solidstate power
amps. Rated at
500W18ohm

ABOVE: MM/ MC plus six line inputs, four of which with the
option of balanced XLRs, are joined by three single- ended
and three balanced outputs plus ahost of hardwired 12V
trigger and proprietary `data port' sockets
five tracks in, and the McIntosh trio had established a
firm place in my affections. Building with foot-tapping
tracks like 'Young At Heart' and ' Corne Fly With Me', the
music became progressively more involving until Ifound

refers to as ' digital logic integrated circuits' and a

Made by:
McIntosh Lab Inc

myself standing on the sofa belting out ' My Way' into
the remote control.

'multi- stage, digitally controlled volume', with tube
amplification. Of the six 12AX7As on parade, two each

Supplied by:
Market Leaders

FULSOME PARTY ANIMAL

are dedicated to the MM and MC phono stages with the
right hand pair for the Lilt main output.
OL' BLUE EYES
If ever asystem were to mix solid state and tube design
to elicit the best of both worlds, this is it. Choosing
another classic product from the US of A, Frank Sinatra,
the sound has immediate body and authority. The
potent bass and effortless swell in volume on ` Luck Be A
Lady' has all the immediacy and power of avery serious
transistor amplifier, coupled with asilky smooth treble
and unflappably cohesive balance across the range. Not

Telephone:
07518 389830
Web: vvww.
marketleadersuk.
org

Sinatia's vocals on Reprise's The Very Good Years CD
highlights every facet of his voice, and the McIntosh
treats the cracks and peaks with an equally even hand.
From his silky tones on ' IGet A Kick Out Of You' to a
raw and ragged edge on ' Send in The Clowns', every
nuance and wart is there - but never to an extent that

'Every nuance and wart is there - but
never to an extent that it detracts from
the emotion and timing of the tracks'

MAC FOR ALL WEATHERS

it detracts from the emotion and timing of the tracks.

McIntosh's roots date back to the late 1940s, to post-war USA. Radio
engineer Frank McIntosh, with his right hand man Gordon Gow, set

Compared with Marantz's highly sophisticated and
ultra- detailed sounding Legendary pre/power combo,
the big Mac system is something of ahigh-end party

about creating areliable tube amplifier offering astaggering (for the
time) 50W output with only 1% distortion. The 50W-1 legend was
born and set McIntosh Laboratories on the
path to dominate the US hi-fi scene with
arange of audio components for many
decades to come. Even today's products
have the familiar retro cosmetic and are
underpinned by athree-year guarantee.
Further expansion into Europe and Asia,
multi- channel products

animal. Its balance is rich, revealing and entertaining,
and imbued with plenty of tonal detail without
clinically analysing every note.
Isuspect those looking to eek out the
last nuances of light choral or string works
might find the McIntosh sound alittle bold
and fulsome, but you cannot fail to love the
way it cuts to the chase and gets into the
groove. The moody female

and the flagship

vocal and infectious

2000W MC2KW

rhythms of Rose

amplifier have kept

Polenzani's eponymous

McIntosh at the
forefront of the high-

first album are crafted
with real passion. Ieven

end scene to this day.

found myself growing
to like Plant and Krauss's G>
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McINTOSH

C2300/MC501 £57951£4595 (each)

RESULTS
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Six pairs of 12AX7A
double triodes (each
illuminated at its base
by agreen LED). Two
pairs are used nthe
MM/MC stages, the
remaining pair fcr the
balanced line ou:put

Fuly discrete
MM/MC RIM
ecurralisation and
gain stages
BLrr-Brown PGA2311
digitally-controlled analogue
volume contrDI together
w^th tone control and
output selection circuitry

comprehensive
power supply
regulation
ALITOFORNIERS - TRANSFORMERS IN DISGUISE
The MC501 power amplifier is no valve amp but still
uses transformer- coupled outputs with separate

•
Logic, meter and
display boards

Amer

8ohm, 4ohm and 2ohm speaker connections. These

a Ana

customised ring transformers combine the output of
the amplifier's two ( balanced) 250W sides, attenuating
even- order distortions while blocking any DC offset.
The autoformers provide a continuous and higher
impedance load for the amplifiers without too high an
increase in output impedance. PM

Rising Sand CD simply because the music just seemed to
make more sense (... than it has any right too). With my
personal penchant for rock and classical works on the
wilder side of Vivaldi, the Mac's balance and musicality
makes for damn' near my perfect amplifier. The power
and dynamic range are close to unsurpassed and the
sheer involvement factor is arevelation.
RED HOT GOES ORANGE
It goes loud too - Imean real yloud. One mad Red Hot
Chilli Peppers evening saw those power needles holding
on the 500W mark, creating 110dB+ of sheer rock and
roll heaven. Few amplifiers get close to these levels
without my Tannoy TD12s flapping like wind socks and
the treble removing loose ear-wax at five paces. Not so
the Macs, which keep atight rein on the balance right
up to obscene real-world concert levels. Even if you
do push the MC501s to the limits, the Power Guard

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Despite the legend bearing ' 500W into 8,
4 or 2ohm load...', in practice the MC501
power amps develop progressively higher
outputs into lower loads through each
matched tap. So, through the Bohm tap
it offers 195W/8ohm, through the 4ohm
tap 390W/4ohm and via the 2ohm tap
700W/2ohm. Under dynamic conditions. the
MC501 will deliver afull 788W/1560W into
2/1ohm loads, reflecting the tremendous
load tolerance that this amplifier enjoys.
Difficult speakers will be grasped by an
iron f,st, as the near-doubling in dynamic
output with halving load [see graph.
below] very clearly illustrates. Incidentally.
each MC501 draws some 42W at idle,
increasing to 65W at 1Witiohm all the way
up to 470W at 125W/8ohm and 850W for
390W/4ohm. Distortion is also impressively
low, especially at very low frequencies,
despite the outputs being transformer-

the fascia, presumably to warn you that neighbours five
doors on either side have all called the police. Talented,
passionate, bullet-proof and ready to rock, this is cearly
the Keith Richards of amplifiers. cO

The big Mac's mix of solid-state

SOI NU

85%

and tube technologies elicits the

button at www.hifinetes.co.uk. PM
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

midrange at 48dB at 20kHz. Full QC Suite
reports of these high-flying performers are
available by clicking onto the ' Download'

El tow

circuit kicks in to subtly reduce peak current before
clipping. This is accompanied by asmall orange LED on

coupled. Less than 0.001% is possible from
5Hz-60Hz increasing to 0.003% at 1kHz.
0.05% at 20kHz and 0.1% at 40kHz. The
matching C2300 preamp [see inside shot,
above] offers even lower distortion at
- 0.0006% across the midrange and only
0.003% at 40kHz [see blue infill on graph,
below]. This is assisted by the professional.
grade volume control from Burr-Brown,
wide 93.1dB A-wtd SIN ratio and flat
response (-0.8dB/100kHz) of the doubletriode output stage. The response of the
power amp is only marginally more tailored
at - 1.7d6/100kHz (8ohm) and -3.2dB/
100kHz ( 2ohm). Channel balance is good to
0.01dB but stereo separation is marginally
weaker, falling from - 80dB through the

•

.vk

0.000

20

100

Dynnnu Pony, Dun>. —

1k

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into 8ohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion
vs frequency for preamp ( blue infill) and power amp ( 10W/8ohm, black infill)

best of both worlds, delivering a

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

potent, high- end performance
blissfully free of hi-fi pretence.

Power Output, iii412ohm (<1% THD)

195W/390W/700W

Dynamic Power, 8/ 4/211ohm

200W/395W/788W/1560W

analytical detail, and about

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.026-0.11ohm

making the best of your entire

Frequency Response (20Hz- 100kHz)

-.0.12dB to -1.66dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW1200W)

96mV/1355mV

This is an amplifier about
timing and tempo over

[CO

co collection rather than
simply a handful of audiophile

57%

CDs. A real- world winner.
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A-wtd SIN ratio (for WM/10200W)

78.6dB/101.6dB

Distortion (IOW/Rohm, 20Hz-201cItt)

0.00065-0.047%

experience some

majik
A Linn Majik System is a simple, dedicated music
system which delivers exceptional musical performance
and makes your CD collection sound better than ever,
helping you to rediscover music.
Please call into Peter Tyson or Newcastle Hifi to
hear this superb system.
EISA Best
AWARJ
Product
2006-2007

•••'.
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and New
Majik LP12
released
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Linn Majik Iintegrated amplifier
...«1111011.111111e

Please call instore to hear
this superb system
Price includes full UK installation.

Linn Majik 140 Loudspeaker

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
Latest Award winning
On kyo Receivers

Latest

Linn Ex Dem List

Award winning AV products on permanent
demonstration.

ARCAM

Solo Mini

Just arrived. This fantastic new product from Arcam
An evolution of the Solo range. Combing CD,
DAB Tuner in an even more compact stylish
box. This wonderful product also comes complete

Including TX-SR505E,605 and 875.
....•=131311min-

Please call instore to hear this superb system.

fe/CIrfer
PDP-LX608D £ 4899
PDP-LX508D £ 3299
PDP-428XD £ 1399
PDP-4280XD £ 1399

Price includes free delivery
in the UK.
Please call for details.

•
VARIOUS SPEAKER PACKS
AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES
PLEASE CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS

e

1

eits

FIDIT111 -

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B8(0, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

6 Abbey Street, Cal lisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

£6000
£4500
f2500
£225C
£350
£400

Used
Ex Dem
Used
Ex Dew
Used
Used

Colours available
Silver
Black IS Silver
Black 8 Silver
Black at Silver
Black
Black

Control
Kisto AV Processoa
Kinos AV Processor
Kairn Pre Amplifier

£5000
£3750
£400

Ex Dem
Ex Dew
Used

Black
Black
Black

Ex Dew
Used
Ex Dew
Ex Dern
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Ex Dew
Ex Dern
Ex Dew
Ex Dew
Ex Dew
Ex Dew
Ex Dew
Ex Dern

Sliver
Sliver
Black ilk Silver
Black
Silver
Black
Black
Maple
Rosenut ( Immaculate)
High gloss Black S Cherry
Rosenut
High gloss Cherry
High gloss Cherry
High gloss Cherry
Rosenut
Maple
Maple & Black

Playback
Klima> Solo Power Amplinere £4950
Klimax Solo Power Ampllners £4000
Chakra 5100 Power Amplifier £ 1400
Chakra 2100 Power Amplifie,
£ 1000
2250 Power Ampliner
£900
LK140 Power Ampilner £ 400
LK85 Power Amplifier £ 400
Komri Loudspeakers
E 14000
Llnn Keltik Loudspeakers £ 1800
Artikulat 350A Loudspeakers £ 15000
Artikulat 350P Loudspeakers £ 8000
Artikulat 345 Subwoofer £ 2600
Artikulat 340A Loudspeaker £ 6000
Artlkulat 320A Loudspeakers £ 9000
Akurate 242 Loudspeakers
f4000
Akurate 212 Loudspeakers £ 2500
Akurate 221 Subwoofer £ 1400

mum.

with an IPod Interface.

VARIOUS SPEAKER PACKS
AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES
PLEASE CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
FOR DETAILS

Source
Linn CD12 CO Player
UnIdisk 1.1 Universal Player
UnIdisk 2.1 Universal Player
Uniclisk SC
Karlk CO Player
NumerIlt DA Converter

Various Linn Knekt inultIrooin Ex IONBUI1 and used Products available.
Please sell for details.

cet

irriPl Now showing, the fantastic new
Multimedia
C3X 1080 DIP 3 Chip Projector.
Special

3 chip DLP
i• •
projector for sale normal RRP £ 12000
Available at £ 7000

newcastle

Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday-Satarday 9am-5.30pm

153 Kenton Road, Gcsforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857L79.

Telephoie 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk

e

Used Sim2 C3Xergier

hifi

www.newcastlehiti.co.uk
Email mark@rewcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

CD PLAYER TEST

Ringing the changes
MERIDIAN 808.2 SIGNATURE REFERENCE (
E7195)

Packed with proprietary technology,
Meridian's stunning 808.2 promises a
new high in CD performance
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Tested by David Berriman

A

lthough CD has improved in leaps and bounds
since its introduction, the sound initially
disappointed many audiophiles and music
lovers. One of the first companies to realise

that CD replay could be improved was Meridian, giving
rise, in 1984, to the Meridian MCD and MCD Pro. Based
on arobust Philips mechanism, but with Meridian's own
analogue circuits and oscillator, the MCD Pro really lifted
CD sound and asuccession of Meridian CD players have
continued to set high standards ever since.
The CD- only 808 was launched in 2004, but Meridian
has developed its replay technology so far since then
that it has significantly re-designed and re- launched it
as the 808.2 Signature Reference. The new machine
(reviewed exclusively here) incorporates Meridian's
Resolution Enhancement DSP. This uses anew 150MIPS
(million instructions per second) processor to up/
oversample the signal to an exact multiple frequency of
176.4kHz with 48- bit internal precision ( 24- bit output).
Meridian claims this ' perfect' or 'true up- sampling'
significantly improves sound quality.
NEW FILTER
Meridian also claims that high-definition sound is

and anti- image filtering (
after the DAC). Meridian's antiimage filter is claimed to combine avery sharp cut-off

achieved from vanilla CD by using anew digital low-pass

with, it claims, no pre- ringing [ see Lab Report].
Meridian claims this gives the Signature Reference
808.2 ' perfect' timing and significantly improved

filter, based on its work on apodizing filters. As with the
upsampling, it uses the player's 150MIPS processor. This
filter is claimed to remove supersonic artefacts — called
'images' and produced by all DACs — with minimum

sound quality to provide higher resolution sound from

phase and without adding ripple or pre- echo. Pre-echo is

made in the recording itself, by cutting off the signal so
hard and sharp above 20kHz that any ringing already

time- smearing not found in nature, or analogue systems.
Unlike post- echo, which may be ' masked' by the ear, it
is potentially much more audible. It's the bugbear of
the sharp digital linear- phase filters used for both antialiasing (
before the ADC), interpolation ( in upsampling)

conventional CDs. It is also claimed to correct errors

present above this filter's cut-off is removed.
The Signature Reference 808.2 is built with separate
high- current power supplies for each circuit section
or sub-system. For improved serviceability, reliability
and upgradeability, the player is assembled on a
mother-daughter circuit board system. The DVD-ROM
transport reads the disc in multiple passes, to improve
error correction, and there are two FIFO buffers to

ABOVE: Its
modular
architecture
allows the 808.2
to be upgraded
with aseparate
preamp card. As
reviewed, the
player offers
both singleended ( RCA) and
balanced (XLR)
outputs, Si PDIF
and proprietary
R.145 digital
outputs

'It seems that to buy into the top
level in CD players there is now a
very expensive membership fee'
A LIFESTYLE BRAND
Though started in true ' cottage industry' style

help reduce jitter. Even the delta- sigma DAC has been

by founders Bob Stuart and Allen Boothroyd in
1977, Meridian came under the ownership of

Signature Reference and it makes quite apackage.

improved. Add these elements together in the 808.2

KEF/AGI briefly in the 1980s. In 1992 it regained its
independence as afamily- owned business.
In December 2007, Muse SA, aLuxembourgbased consortium of investors, took ashareholding
in Meridian. Muse SA was assembled by film

THE WHEEL DEAL
This is the very latest in adistinguished line of players,

producer Aron Milchan of Regency Entertainment.
It includes Columbus Venture Capital ( asubsidiary

review and £ 8,250 for the ' i' version, with its built-in
preamplifier. That's apretty penny, for mere mortals to

of the Swiss Luxury goods group Richemont), the

contemplate, but should be kept in context with

principals of Consolidated Press Holdings Ltd and
Trian Fund Management. The group now holds four
seats on the Meridian Board of Directors; the Taylor

such as the Nagra and Linn players. It seems that to

family retain three. Bob and Allen now have access

expensive membership fee. Though Idon't much like

to increased funds to develop new technologies
and products. And with the group's profile and

motoring analogies, the 808.2 Signature Reference is
no Ford Focus, more of aBentley in its look and feel:

success in marketing luxury products, the aim is to
take Meridian forwards as alifestyle brand too.

quietly understated, well-built, and solid to the core.

although now the price of buying into the top end
of the Meridian CD club is £ 7,195 for the player on

high-spec, high- price high-performance contemporaries
buy into the top level in CD players there is now avery

Just lifting it out of the box, loosening the tie-string
and removing the player from its protective bag instils

AUDIO

FILE
Reference
upsampling CD
player
Made By:
Meridian Audio
Ltd
Telephone:
01480 445678
Web: www
meridian- audio.
Coin
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an initial reverence. It is physically large and heavy. In
less capable hands than Allen Boothroyd's, the player
could have looked very bulky, but the gently contoured
cast metal front panel, large display and big keys play
down the size, and soften what might otherwise have
been abit of abehemoth.
Outputs around the back include analogue RCA and
balanced XLR left/right audio outputs, digital coaxial
and the R145 sockets and, for computer control, an
RS232 connector, acouple of COMS sockets and three
trigger sockets. The ' i' version ( not tested here) has
many more inputs for the preamplifier.
Even the remote control is no normal beast,
looking more like amini keyboard, many keys having
dual functions via a ' shift' key. Though this doubles
up as acontroller for the preamped ' i' version, with
many buttons unused, it actually fits neatly into both
hands, and so is, if anything, easier to manage than a
small one- hand unit. Overall, the player is easy to use
-once one gets the hang of the dual-function keys
(for example, function plus open for open, which is not
really intuitive). The disc is read quickly and ready to
play in no time, and the sound - well, that's something
for the following section.

A SPECIAL SOUND

ABOVE: Primary
controls loom

detail, natural acoustic cues, spatial information and
so on. Most notably, treble detail was well presented,

large as part
of the fascia

with acombination of smoothness and clarity which

while secondary
buttons (volume
and input

and vivid impression of instruments and the musicians

is rare from CD. The spatial cues helped form astrong
playing them. Of course, all this is dependent on agood
recording in the first place.

Higher resolution disc storage systems have regrettably
not taken hold in the market place, leaving CD as our

fitted under the

most widespread high-quality music storage medium.

TRY BEETHOVEN

broad flap above

For instance, take the DG ' 4D' recording of Beethoven's
Violin Sonata Op.30:1, with Gidon Kremer and Martha
Agerich on piano. This recording was made using mic

selection) are

Having piled all its latest technology into the 808.2

'Treble detail is well presented,
with acombination of smoothness
and clarity which is rare from CD'
Meridian believes it is the best sounding CD player it has
ever built and, of course, the proof is in the listening.
Iran the player in for afew hours before serious
auditioning, but from the very start it was clear that
this CD player is very special. The words lush, smooth,
detailed and powerful all cropped up repeatedly
through my notes. Superficially, the sound is, if
anything, understated and self-effacing. It does not
impose ' clarity' or ' detail', but delivers both in such
ameasured and precise fashion that the music is
brought to life. It seems to eek out subtle musical
GOING ACTIVE
Meridian first manufactured active speakers
back in 1977 and invented the digital-active
loudspeaker over 15 years ago. Much of this
review was done in aconventional hi-fi system,
but Meridian briefly lent me apair of its latest
DSP7200 digital loudspeakers which Ialso
used for part of this test. The loudspeakers
were connected via the R145 sockets on the
back of the player using CAT- 5twisted pair
Ethernet cable. In this small space, all Ican
say is that the sound of the DSP7200 wired

preamplifier/AD stages placed close to the microphone,
each using 21- bit ADCs and 'Authentic Bit Imaging' ( DG's
answer to Sony's ` Super Bit Mapping').
This was reproduced with stunning quality. Kremer's
violin was incisive and clear, biting when required, yet
avoiding harshness. This was no softened, rolled- off
or dulled sound, but also it was not over-emphasised
or distorted. In this recording the treble seems much
extended and the violin might sound sharp and wiry
with less than ideal players, but there was little trace
of such unnaturalness. Kremer's short intakes of breath
were also perfectly audible as he was playing. The
acoustics around the violin were quite apparent, giving
it agenuine sense of position.
Likewise, Argerich's piano had real presence, but in
away Ihad not expected. As each key was pressed the
power and impact of hammer on string was palpable. It
was as though the air pulsed in synchronism. The piano
had warmth, power and clarity but, again, without
excess edge or brittleness. Maybe this is due to the
'time- perfect' filter not blurring the transient rise and
timing of harmonic waveforms, so that they all happen
at the right instant, or maybe it is due to other factors.
Idon't know, but the effect is there right enough,
making most other players sound anaemic.
Of course one cannot expect the CD player to
improve rubbishy recordings, but if the quality is there
in the first place, the Signature Reference 808.2 will
bring it out.

to the Signature Reference 808.2 was little

RAW POWER

short of stunning, with astonishing levels

Take another Beethoven example, one with less than

of power, solid, deep well- controlled bass

perfect sound quality: the EMI symphony cycle made
with Sir Simon Rattle and the Vienna Philharmonic.

and crystalline mid and treble clarity. Grand
Pianoforte sounded stunning but, at £ 17,495,
the ' 7200s do cost as much as the real thing!

These are generally quite dense recordings. They
can sound constricted in the bass and midrange,
and coarse or even harsh in the treble, especially (->
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Everyb)dy loves the iPod, yet its ability to play back music to
audiophile standards has never been one of its strengths. As the
domimant music carrier of the 21st Century. it's ripe for upgrading
... but you won't access the iPod's magic with the cheap docks or
headphoies that have proliferated in its wake. They simply cripple
the sound of music.
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ElectroKID

KID'S STUFF

Absolute Sounds, established for 30 years as the reference
importer of the highest quality audio equipment, presents the
ElectroKID system to iPod
users everywhere. It has been
assembled from components manufactured by two of the greatest
names in high- end audio.

.. .• '
'''''''''
'

Fortunately for music lovers around the world. Krell recognisec
the iPods potential and created asuitade platform to enable true
music lovers to enjoy its performance at a level never before
achieved. The KID is Krell's take on what an iPod dock should do.
retrieve the musical signal, handle it with respect and reproduce it
with levels of sound quality that will delight the most
\\I critical listener.

„\

›i›is

But that's not all: Marlin Lcgan - purveyors of the prettiest
electrostatic loudspeakers on the market today - were thinking
along similar lines, eager to create aturnkey system that would
deliver all the joys of high- end audio without the pain. The Purity
is the first-ever Martin Logan with built-in amplification. IBye-bye
speaker wires!
Take one KID and apair of P.wity speakers, and all-of-a-sudden:
1+1 equals a million dollars! The ' ElektroKID• is the world's
simplest, most accessible entry into high-end musical bliss:
functional, compact. stylish.affordable. Connect the KID to the
Purity, slip in your iPod No adjustments. no headaches, no
weeks with owner's manuals.
A simple system delivering superb sound. Kid's stuff. realty
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Cortad us for the location of your nearest audic ns'a Rer
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absolute sounds ltd

58 Durham Road. Loador SW20 orei
.44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: . 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com mfo60aosolutesounds.corn

the

T0118 981

9891

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

d Peak Consult Princess loudspeakers.
The Princess Floorstander is aslim design,

•

occupying only

21 X 32cm

on the floor.

Atwo way design with an extremely linear
response but with awide frequency
extension that you would normally expect

Tqfff

from larger speakers. The extensively
damped cabinets, each one weighing
42kg, come in 3solid wood finishes, ash,
rosewood or walnut, and are finished front
and back with real leather trim. When
partnered with ancillary equipment of
commensurate quality, it is arevelation to
experience such alarge, transparent sound
from asmall cabinet. From £6600.

For

of

II I

our products please

mclioconsultants.co.uk

35
311.711111—

a Spectral 155 pre- amplifier looS power amp.
The latest version of these products brings some
of the technology associated with their reference

himmiummuimmialP

products into amore affordable price point.
Total cost £9600.
b MIT Cables. We are delighted to represent

e Ayre K-5 pre- amplifier V-5 power amp.

this long standing US cable manufacturer.

The classic Ayre sound in avery affordable

Extremely transparent, extended bandwidth,

package. Elegant, refined sound from adual

superb linearity and current delivery compared

mono, fully balanced design. Total cost

to many other cables. We also have aselection

£499 0 .

of their MA (Maximum Articulation) grades

f System Audio The Ranger loudspeakers.

for home evaluation trials.
c Accuphase

C-2000

The latest elegant, slim floorstander from

pre-amplifier A3o power amp.

this Danish manufacturer. A large sound

30 watts of pure Class A power plus asuperb

stage from aspeaker that is not room

pre- amp gives one of the most 3- dimensional

placement fussy. £ 1749-

soundstages. Total cost £ 7500.

ACUSTICA APPLICATA

e

ACCUPHASE

e

ESOTERIC • F
UTUREGLASS » GAMUT
MIT CABLES

MONOPULSE

SILTECH • SME L
IMITED

e

NAGRA

AESTHETIX

AUDIO PHYSIC

GERMAN PHYSIKS
NORDOST

SPECTRAL AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

e

e

STAX

AYRE ACOUSTICS

GRAND PRIX AUDIO

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE " OPERA
SYSTEM AUD:0

T
HIEL

e

BENZ- MICRO ' CARDAS

e

DAVINCIAUDIO L
ABS

HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS
P
AGODE

TRANSFIGURATION

PEAK CONSULT
VELODYNE

L
EBEN

L
YRA

QUADRASPIRE

WHEST AUDIO

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG78JA

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
AC/HF11148
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The analogue cutout card offers XL Rand RCA
connections. Meridian's choice of Analog
Devices AC 1852 DAC iuns at 176.4kHz (4x up/
oversampned). The analogue output stages also
include a nixed analogue/digital volume control
The CD decoderIripper is located here
alongside aDSP card containing aArlotosola
LSI that accommodates Meridian's
proprietary upicwersompling, de-jittering and
digital filter sol care

I

ABOVE: Already familiar to Meridian-watchers, this angled

A conventional S/PDIF digital output
can also carry encrypted data for use
ion Meridian's LAHR system. An R145

and fully programmable table-top remote offers control
over its entire product range

with less sympathetic players. The Meridian does a
very competent job with these discs. Take the Fifth
Symphony for example: the sound was still densely
presented, but the sheer power of this work came
through. Here we have arelentless rhythmical pounding
from the orchestra, yet all instruments stayed separate,
despite that. The strings sounded maybe the best Ihave
heard with this CD via any other player. The sound was
still not perfect by any means, but it so conveyed the
feeling of the music that Iwas satisfied enough to listen
right through and enjoy it.
MOVE ON TO JAZZ
With the Miles Davis '
Kind of Blue' (
on Columbia Legacy
'Super Bit Mapped'), Iheard possibly the freshest and
most immediate replay of this CD. Taking 'So what' as
an example, the clarinet was rich and reedy and the
music really 'swung'. Cymbals rode and rang clearly and
the timing of sticks on metal and skin were obvious.
Rim shots had power and precision; Miles' trumpet
had warmth and richness, being so focused in clarity
that the gentle addition and variation of echo- plate
was quite clear. Miles' exquisite phrasing was there to
be heard - again it was about the music, and critical
analysis leaves mere words inadequate to describe what
was musically obvious.
Many other discs were of course played. The result
was generally the same - aconvincing replay of music,
with warmth and asolid, palpable presence. The sound
does not equate with 24/96 or SACD done well, but the
resolution does seem greater than usual with CD.
This player limits the edginess typical of CD and so
has less artificial treble grain and Sparkle'. It does not
shout ' clarity' but the sound of the real instruments,
their harmonics, separation, timing, power and acoustic
space - in short, naturalness - is perfectly clear. cb

connection carries both balanced
AESIEBU digital audio and comms for it;
digital loudspeakers

Meridian's prcprietary control
card bandies the front panel
disolay, carries ark RS232 port for
anitomation (and software update )
plus additional pmrts for its 'Meridian
interconnect

I
I

ehmode power
pp yhas separate
reguation for
transport, digital and
analogue circuits

In common nrith Meridian's DVD/
DVD-A disc player (the 8E:10). the
808.2 also employs amulti-speed
DVD-ROM drive with an IDE link to
the mainboard

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
From the multi-speed DVD-ROM drive
through the custom 4x uploversampling
and final conversion through Meridian's
choice of Analog Devices AD1852 DACs,
this potentially complex path still rewards
the 808.2 with avery 'clean' digita'
performance. Meridian's 'triple buffering'
maintains any digital jitter at just - 120psec
which is at the limit of measurement with
CD's rather limited 16- bit coding. The A-wtd
S/N ratio is over 110dB with adynamic
range that suggests apotential 18 to 19bit capacity through the balanced (XLR)
outputs. If this were aDVD-A player, it could
really make use of such arange!
The analogue preamp does show some
signs of stress over the top 10 or 2GdB of
its dynamic range, however, as evidenced
by the mild increase in distortion from
- 0.0008% at - 20dBFs to - 0.004% at the
peak OdBFs output of 4.9Vrms [see graph,
below left]. This trait is entirely consistent
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with frequency from 20Hz right through
to 20kHz where the response shows an
early ( 19.56kHz) cut off that's aside-effect
of the novel digital fitter with its reduced
pre-echo [see graph, below right]. You'll
not hear the cut off, but the absence of
pre-echo will prove beneficial. The superb
rejection of ultrasonic requantisation noise
above 20kHz is also significant - thanks in
part to Meridian's upsampling, the noiseshaping employed in Analog Devices' DAC
and the subsequent analogue filtering. The
'flatness' of this noise should, together with
the excellent > 116c18 image rejection and
low source impedance, ensure the 808.2
performs very consistently with different
partnering amplifiers.
Readers are invited to view afull QC
Suite test report for Meridian's Signature
808.2 CD player by navigating to vvww.
hifinews.co.uk and clicking onto the red
'Download' button. PM
Elmo
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SCUND

Meridian's Bentley of a player

013 13/0

65%

player, but the warmth,
transparency, dynamic
impact and musical presence
are hard to beat from the

will reward the listener with
music many times over.

0.0250

(blue); ABOVE RIGHT: Proof of the digital pudding as Meridian's bespoke

"RUES

Packed with the latest
technology, it is not a cheap

Signature Reference 808.2

11.11i45

filter is shown to be free of any pre- ringing

surprising clarity and precision.

CD medium. As much for

04240

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20kHz

replays stereo CDs with

the heart as the head, the

4.11i35
Dee ee

(Derreeelng) Deal Sepval Level >,

BUILD

5% 8
77%
ECO

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level post balanced outputs)

4.87Vrms

A-wtd S/N Ratio

110.5d8

Distortion ticHz. OdBFs/-30dBFs

0.00379 I0.00;6%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.004%

Frequency response. 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0r18 to - 1.1dB

Digital Jitter

122psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.4d8

Stereo separation 120Hz-20kHz)

>82d8
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CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER TEST

The A-Team Reprised
A5.5 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER (£ 1699)
A5.5 CD PLAYER (£ 1499)

hi-finews

HIGHLY

Musical Fidelity weds its latest high
power integrated amplifier
with atube-tastic
CD player

COMMENDED
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Tested by Ken Kessler

W

hether or not two- channel is undergoing
arevival - it never went away - there

UOSA

seems to be renewed interest in integrated
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amps and all- in- ones. Arcam's new Solo
Mini [ see p62], Meridian's G95, Linn's Classik, stunners
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from Denon, Onkyo, et al, represent the latter, while
the usual suspects are delivering delicious new
integrateds. Not least is the return of NAD with its best
budget integrated in years. However, any example of a

11MY;

to *ea

MID

proliferating equipment type demands what admen call
a ' USP': unique selling point.
Musical Fidelity has always taken that seriously, only
in the new A5.5 range, it's in the plural. You sense it

Output

+

the very instant you wrestle with the A5.5 Integrated
Amplifier: it weighs over 16kg, and is built like avault.
There is absolutely nothing about it to suggest aprice
well below two grand. So it starts out with perceived
value and desirability that smacks of Luxman, rather
than of refugees of the Nytech ( rhymes with dreck) era.
Next, you see that it is adorned with robust connectors
and binding posts, the company's signature whacking
great volume control, asystem remote. To nail home
its individuality, it boasts 250W/ch. And that is serious
grunt by any measure.
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ABOVE: Rear

affordable CD players out there. Not so with 250W

player and
(below) amplifier,

accompanied by the A5.5 CD player. It's sufficient
that it matches the A5.5 perfectly in its identical
440x125x385mm (whd) case, with their trademark
curved black ' handles' and recessed faceplate sections.
Better still, it has asound reminiscent of the much- loved

separate pre/power combinations for high power
situations, is obvious: the world is downsizing, and even
MF was conscious of this by creating the SJpercharger
with asmall footprint. But, as Antony Michaelson

Nu-Vista because it contains apair of ECC88 tubes. If

maintains, ' Our opinion is that almost all hi-fi amplifiers
available are underpowered. With speakers less than

there's astar amongst these two, it's hard to choose

irme---eig

which, though one suspects the amp will garner more
attention, simply because there are so many great,
integrateds at mic-level prices.
Motivation for releasing ahigh- power integrated,
when there's still an automatic tendency to look to

GOING BY TUBE(S)
As if that's not enough USP-wise, the integrated is

me/

92dB sensitivity it is afact that amplifiers with less than
200W are clipping... frequently.'
This has been debated everywhere, and I'm not
about to re- open it beyond saying that I'd rather have
250W than 2.5W; end of story and shove your 300Bs

panels of CD

showing phono
RCAs and ground
terminal, USB
connection and
RCA sockets
for tape/line-in
facilities. Aux is
switchable for
Home Theatre.
CD player offers
optical and coax
digital outputs
and stereo RCAs

'The A5.5 had an opportunity to show
that it can provide openness, clarity
and dead-silent backgrounds'
where the sun don't shine. What the A5.5 showed,
especially with my current darlings, the Sonus faber
Cremona Auditor Elipsa, was that the extra oomph pays
off across the frequency spectrum, irrespective of levels.

AUDIO

One might suspect that this is no accident: Michaelson

FILE

with the legendary Al's revival - low- power Class A

has long admired Sonus fabers and may even use

Tube hybrid

operation rather than sheer wattage - he delivers
another integrated in keeping with his current

C:-emonas as areference. But the benefits of threefigure wattage were apparent even with the new Rogers

payer and
integrated

supercharger fixation. Is this schizophrenia?

LS3/5As, Tannoy's Autograph Mini and PMC's DB1+.

SCHIZOPHRENIA?
You gotta love Antony Michaelson: concurrent

Probably no more so than others producing both
valve and solid-state, or turntables and CD players.
Are you gonna accuse Quad or Rega of having split

e

co

amplifier. Rated
at 250W18ohm
Made by:

LONDON CALLING

Graced as it is with plenty of inputs, four line and phono,
Iwas able to compare the 5.5 amp-plus-CD combo with
my own Musical Fidelity kW25 CD/DAC combination and

personalities?
It's an issue only if you proselytise one over the
other. So where does MF stand? Isuspect Antony

the Marantz CD- 12, while the phono stage matched the

still values huge wattage above low. But, hey, the
Al's reincarnation shouldn't be cancelled because
of this. So if this is schizophrenia, well, then Imust

London Reference ( in the new London arm on aGarrard
401) to perfection [ see pH]. The CD-to- amp connection
was via apair of Acrolinks that probably cost more than

be Norman Bates.

the two MF components combined, while the speakers
were attached via Kimber Select.

Musical Fidelity
Telephone:
0208 900 2866
Web: vvww.
musicalfidelity.
COT
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A5.5 CD PLAY /£ 1499

RESULTS

ECC88 triodes
feature in the
player's line outpu
Philips VAM1202 linea
tracking CD mechanq

No less than three
stereo op-amps
are utilised in the
1
to-Vand postDA
filtering per chan

Burr Brown
DSD1 1/92 (SACO
compaliiblel 24
Hz-DA(

Burr-Brown
131174192 di ¡tal
audio trans itter
drives the ptical
and coaxial S/PDIF
outputs

ABOVE: The CD player controls are duplicated on the
remote, while the display has two brightness levels and off
BJrr-Browr SRC4193
asyr cirommus sample
rate conve,ter

Phono was assessed first because Iwas eager to
get as much use out of the London Reference as I
could during its all-to- brief tenure chez Kessler. Good
God, Ilove that cartridge! As dramatic as aLondon
(née Decca) cartridge is, the A5.5 never squashed the
broad dynamics, the percussion on the new Mobile
Fidelity pressing of Santana's Abraxas being an ideal
test, particularly the mix of signature Latin instruments.
Attack was lightning- quick, whether it was percussive
snaps or fast guitar play from Carlos himself. Best of
all, though, was body to the larger drums akin to an
all-valve set-up. Although the prominent top on Londons
can force an impression of leanness, the A5.5/Sonus
faber combo exhibited the richness and warmth more
typically associated with classic moving-coils.
Better still was the handling of strong vocals loaded
with character. For some unknown reason, I'm on aJanis
Joplin jag at the moment, obsessed with re-experiencing
the chills delivered in, say, the full version of ' Piece of
My Heart'. My original pressing of Pearl is still clean
as awhistle, and the London retrieved every nuance
—the delicious mix of liquidity and torture that made
her screeches the perfect punctuation for peerless

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
This is not the first Musical Fidelity CD player
(or outboard DAC for that matter) to employ
avalve-based output stage, incorporated for
its 'colour' rather than deliver any significant
gain. That said, distortion is still so low at
0.0015-0.004% over the top 30dB of its
dynamic range [see graph, below left] that
you'd be hard-pressed to identify atriode
anywhere in the analogue circuit. Noise too,
is sufficiently low to rewai dus with a 107dB
A-wtd S/N ratio from aperfectly standard
2.1V maximum output.
Regular readers might be interested to
compare the performance of this A5.5 with
that from the Astin Trew AT3500 CD player
[HFN Feb '08] - another valve-based player
equipped with an alternative Burr- Brown
DAC. The similarity in the ( upsampled)
jitter spectrum [see graph, below right] is

uncanny, epresented here on the same
scale used in our review of the AT3500.
Both players perform at the state-of-the-art
for 16 bk CD at some 120psec.
Other technical features of the A5.5
CD player are largely determined by
MF's choice of Burr- Brown's sample-rate
converter and DAC, including the superb
>125dB rejection of digital images and
low-level iesolution good to ± 0.5dB over a
full 110dB dynamic range. Meanwhile, the
+21ppm clock accuracy is testament to
Mrs crystal selection and > 97dB separation
to its analogue circuit layout.
Readers are invited to view an extensive
QC Suite report for the Musical Fidelity A5.5
CD player by logging onto www.hifinews.
co.uk and clic king on the red ' Download'
button. PM

torch singing. ( If she lives long enough, maybe Amy
Winehouse will be the 21st Century's Ji surrogate.)
-100

SOFT LANDING
Thumbing through my C&W stash, Ilanded on the Judds
(if only...) and whipped out their staggering take of
'Don't Be Cruel'. With vocals as far removed from Joplin's
as imaginable, although Wynona can get down and dirty
with the best of them, the A5.5 had an opportunity to
show that it can provide openness, clarity and dead-
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silent backgrounds even with the London at the front.
Usually the source of much inexplicable humming,

ABOVE LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at lkHz ( black) and 20kHz
(blue); ABOVE RIGHT: High resolution jitter analysis with pairs of sidebands

farting and buzzing just to keep us on our toes, the

indicated by markers. This is an excellent result

latest evolutionary stage of the original Decca behaved
like awaiter at the Connaught.
Which suggests one of two things: either the
new Londons are better- made than their ancestors

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICAMNS
Maximum output level

2.14Vmu

A-wtd SIN ratio

not complaining, because it was some of the most
enjoyable, glitch-free/noise-free LP playback I've heard
this year. Best of all, the A5.5 did nothing to rein in the

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs/-30c1E1Fs

107.8e8
_
0.0015% I0.004%

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.041%

London's intrinsic exuberance. The calm behaviour was a
delicious and unexpected juxtaposition.

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0d8 to -0.27dB

Digital jitter

118psec

Resolution @ -100dB

to.5rIB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>92d0

(true) or they simply love the A5.5's phono input. I'm

For this alone, I'm eager to recommend the A5.51
Sonus faber combination with aLondon up front.
Moving to the A5.5 CD player, the CD versions of the
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RESULTS
Burr-Brown
PCM2706 USB
DAC serves MPS
auxiliary digital
input for use with
PC media

The power amplifier
HOYT prises two pairs of Sanken
STD03 enhanced Darlington'
transistors ( per chaarnel)
mounted directly canto the
side heatsinks

Phono -leadamp and
RIM equalisation

Substantial toroidal mains
ransformer supports the
amplifiers dual-mono
[rower supply

ABOVE: It's MF's typical huge gain control again for the
A5.5 amplifier - even though it's remote controlled - and
arow of rather small push-button selection switches

Remotely-controlled,
motorised volume control

same tracks turned up another surprise: it would appear
that Musical Fidelity ' voiced' this player to sound as
analogue- like as it could, and Idon't just mean the
presence of two valves in the output section.
TRUE TO TYPE
Amongst the Joplin rarities are tracks culled from what
are called the 'typewriter tapes' because someone was
pecking away in another room while Janis was singing
along to the guitar of Jorma Kaukonen, of Jefferson
Airplane. This is as unplugged, unadulterated and raw
as it gets, and yet the almost surreal presence of that
typewriter adds aspatial realism that transforms a
crude-ish, archival relic into one of the most vivid and
realistic recordings in the Janis three- disc set of 1993.
With the A5.5, even using mono recordings, plenty
of air and that utterly silent canvas collaborate to
produce an exquisitely convincing soundstage. Width is
far more impressive than the front-to- back depth, but
the latter is hardly what you'd call truncated. Within
this you will find superbly rich and controlled bass, and
-another USP perhaps - transient attack that makes
you want to re- play the rim-shot that opens Keb' Mo's
'People Got To Be Free'. It'll make you jump out of your
seat, with in-the- room realism and impact.
If the amp is abargain of apowerhouse, then the CD
player is equally agift, if you like your digital playback
both detailed and luscious. Clearly, there's adirect line

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
While this A5.5 integrated maintains the MF
tradition for high power output, in practice
it only just achieves its rated 250W/8ohm
specification, at which point it's drawing
some 750W from the wall. Similarly into
4ohm where the 400W specification
is achieved by the skin of its transistors
at 2x410W. Under dynamic conditions,
the A5.5 shows more flair, delivering a
full 2x320W and 2x5861A/ into 814ohm
loads before electronic protection limits
its capability to 430W/245W into lower
2/1ohm loads. So this is no arc-welding
amplifier in the kW tradition, but it's still
more than powerful enough to tackle likely
partnering foudspeakers.
This amplifier also has an 'engineered'
level of noise that yields an A-wtd Spsi
ratio of just 80.8dB ( re. OcIBW), some 5dB
below the average value for an integrated
amplifier. Nevertheless, the 'white noise'
characteristic of its floor is no bad thing
Mime
2

0.100

from the kW25 to this player. It, and the amp, simply
ooze class - high-end class. C5

from asubjective standpoint. Distortion on
the other hand is very low, if slightly better
on the right rather than left channel. The
former enjoys values as low as 0.0008%
through bass and midrange, only climbing
to - 0.009% at 20kHz and ~ 0.027% at
40k1-1z. By way of comparison, the left
channel climbs to ~ 0.02% at 20kHz.
The response of the amplifier is balanced
within 0.02dB across left and right channels
and remains flat to -0.15d13/20kHz and
-2.3dB/100kHz into 8ohm. The treble
is lolled-away slightly earlier into lower
impedance loads in line with its output
impedance which increases from ~ 0.04ohm
through bass and midrange to 0.075ohmt
20kHz and 0.47ohm/100kHz.
Readers are invited to view an extensive
QC Suite report for the Musical Fidelity A5.5
amplifier by logging onto wwwhifinews.
cauk and clicking on the red ' Download'
button. PM
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

72/76%

What atruly ' honest'
audiophile pairing! The sane

1

10

100
Dynamo: Power Output »

S

10

ii.

1k

101,

pricing ices this cake with

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into 8ohm ( black

far greater perceived value
than you dare expect for

trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm (
blue) and lohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:
Distortion versus frequency at 10W/Liohm from 5Hz to 40kHz

the money. Both worked
straight out of their boxes,
the amp drove any speaker

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power output, 814ohm (< 1%THD)

it was asked to, the remote
is comprehensive, the
phono stage sweet, the
sound coherent - what else
do you need?

BUILD

759(475%
ECO

8409(0

255W/410W

Dynamic power, 81412/1ohm

320W / 580W / 430W I245W

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.042-0.075zihm

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

-0.07dB to -:.'. 3dB

Input sensitivity (forOdBW/ 250W)

22m11/347mV

RIGHT: Pie values for CD

A-wtd 5[N ratio (far OdBW/250W)

80.8dB/104.8dB

player/amplifier

Distortion ( lOW/Bohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0008-0.009%
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0845 4000 400

Ask most people what
they associate with the
word 'finest' and they
will tell you - 'the most
expensive'.
Ask Audio Salon and you will get a
different answer, which goes back
some 30 years.
Let us explain...
The BEST loudspeaker, says
one forum posting, like your
best girlfriend, is the NEXT one!
Upgrading is, at best, dead money
and at worst ajourney with no
end and no worth. The cheapest
solution is the right solution. It's
worth making sacrifices.. not
compromises.
If you prefer the open highway to
the endless-loop of the racetrack
contact the Audio Salon today to
discuss how we can help.
Jack Lawson & Bill Armstrong
Audio Salon

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland, UK •

t: 0845 4000 400, w: vvww.audiosalon.co.uk

[0] Gryphon Colosseum ( NEW)
[4] Unison Research Preludio

[1] Are K-XR ( NEW) [ 2] Thiel 3.7 [ 3] VAC 3C0.1 ( NEW)
[5] Escteric P-05 / D-05 [ 6] Zingali Client Name

[7] BOW ZZ-Eight [ 8] ATC EL1 50 ELP ( NEW) [ 9] Grand Prix Monaco ( NEW)
[10] Pro AC D-Two ( NEVV) [ 11 ]Ayre MX-R

2

[ 12] Gryphon VIP ( NEW)

J

Helpful Unbiased advice •

I

4 Demonstration Rooms •

2

Part Exchange / Trade-ins •

Next-day UK Delivery

SUB- E900 FLOORSTANDERS

Rivalry is fierce at this price point, but only one of these five speakers can be top dog

REVIEWS AND LAB TESTS BY KEITH HOWARD

T

here are three principal upsides to choosing a
floorstanding speaker in preference to asmaller

in parallel at low frequencies. But they still have

standmount alternative. For astart, you save

apart, over and above the aesthetic aspect.
Just look at their tweeters for evidence. All use metal
domes except the Dali Ikon 6which has atweeter
module comprising asoft dome lower-treble unit and
'ribbon' ( leaf) high-treble partner. The Focal Chorus 716

yourself the cost of asturdy pair of stands,
which can easly amount to £ 200 or more. Second,
floorstanders are arguably more elegant, as their
external finish, whatever it may be, doesn't stop where
the stand starts. Third, on amore purist note, more of
the speaker's footprint is represented as useful internal
volume, which allows the designer to increase sersitivity
or bass extensron, or abit of both.
But there a7e downsides too. Floorstanders have
larger side panels, : he resonances of which must be
carefully controlled if they are not to add athickening,
rhythm- obscuring coloration. And floorstanders are

idiosyncratic distinguishing features which set them

BELOW: B&W's
683 has a
new tweeter
surround. The
twin bass drivers
use ' mushroom'

V's tweeter is metal domed but concave rather than
convex, while the KEF iQ9 and Revel Concerta F12 both

diaphragm
construction
for high rigidity

employ tweeters that are front- loaded with ashallow
horn - in KEF's case the midrange cone of its Uni Q

while the
forward-facing

coincident drive unit.

port has dimpled

Taking acloser look at each speaker, B&W's 600
series is its bread and butter range, two steps down
from the prestigious 800 series but arecipient of

surfaces to
discourage
turbulent flow

generally less stable than potential owners with children
or pets are likely to consider acceptable. Narrow bases
and high centres of gravity combine to make them
quite easy to knock over - although the same applies to
standmcunts that aren't rigidly affixed to heavy stands.

`It's inusual to find aspeaker
with amidrange driver
larger than its bass drivers'

This familiar B&W 25mm
aluminium dome tweeter
is placed very close to the
top edge of the cabinet
and features anew
surround design that is
claimed to improve both
spaciousness and imaging

Some manufacturers in the past have countered this
by allow ng owners to mass- load the bottom section
of the cabinet, thereby lowering the centre of gravity

AUDIO

-but then the internal volume advantage is squardered.

FILE

Adding aplinth is asimple, neat solution, adopted by
only one manufacturer of this group: B&W with the 683.
To look at these five speakers, all priced in the range
£749 to £ 900, is to see convergent evolution at work.
All are port- loaded in the bass. All are three-ways or
two- and- a- half-ways with twin drivers operating

B&W 683

B&W 683

Twin bass drivers lave
aluminiumfpaperiKevlar
cones and are but
using B&W's 'musiroom'
diaphragm construction
which merges the cone,
dust cap and extended
voice coil former into a
high-rigidity whole

£900
Tel: 01903
221800
www.bowerswilkins.corn
Dali Ikon 6
£899

As it's athree-way design, with crossovers at

Tel: 0845 644

350Hz and 4kHz, the 683 is able to exploit
B&W's FST midrange driver, best known from the

www.dali.dk

3537

larger 800 series models. Although the FST uses
B&W's trademark woven Kevlar cone, what really

Focal Chorus
716 V
£749

distinguishes it from conventional midrange drivers
is its surround. Whereas other cone drivers almost
always have roll surrounds. the FST has afoamed
plastic ring which seals between the swaged outer
edge of the cone and the metal chassis beneath.
For decades drive unit designers have attempted to
design surrounds which act as aperfect termination

Tel: 0845 660
Forward-firing Flowport
reflex port incorporates
surface dimples which,
just like those on agolf
ball, discourage turbulent
flow, in this case at high
bass output levels.

2680
www.focattm.fr
KEF iQ9
£800
Tel: 01622
672261
www.kef.com

to bending waves travelling through the cone from
the voice coil, thereby preventing the formation
of diaphragm ' breakup' resonances. B&W claims

Revel Concerta
F12
£900

that the FST's foam ring achieves this much more
effectively than any roll surround could. But the

Tel: 01423
359054
www.

driver's excursion capability is limited as aresult,

revelspeakers.

which is why FST can't be used in abass/mid driver.

COT
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GROUP TEST

many technologies spun- off from it. Prime of these
in the 683 is the FST midrange driver. It is unusual to
find aspeaker with amidrange unit larger than its

The Uni Q has been significantly improved in recent

bass driver(s) but that's the case here, its effective
diameter being about 140mm. Such alarge diaphragm
would normally be considered abad idea in aunit that

the 19mm tweeter. The trick is to find ashape that

years, particular attention being paid to the form of
the midrange cone which acts as ashallow horn for
provides both an effective acoustic waveguide and good
control of cone breakup behaviour. The only speaker

crosses over to the tweeter at 4kHz, because of cone

in this group to deploy such adrive unit, the iQ9 also

breakup and directivity issues. But the superior cone

distinguishes itself by having acurved cabinet form,

termination provided by the FST's unique surround and
the anisotropic nature of its woven Kevlar cone combine

which should make its enclosure agood deal stiffer than
conventional flat- panel alternatives.

to suppress resonance, and reduce its effective radiating
area at high frequencies, through controlled flexure.

DIFFERENT PRIORITIES

THE LINES OF FIRE

that forms part of the powerful Harman Group,

Danish speaker maker Dali is increasingly well-known

which also includes 113L. The two marques share some

in the UK, not least because of the critical success of
its Ikon range, all of which are designed to fire straight

design priorities as aresult of research conducted in
Harman's central R&D department, but the products

down the room rather than be toed- in to the listening
position - afeature which, as explained in the box- out,

and the marketing stories are distinct. JBL exploits its C7>

Last up is the Concerta F12 from Revel, acompany

gives rise to the aforementioned twin-tweeter module.
A sign of Dali's attention to detail is that its bespoke

'A feature of all of them is
that they are designed to fire
straight down the room'
input terminals are the only ones in the test group
to provide aclamping action on 4mm input plugs to
ensure afirm connection.
Focal-JMIab has earned itself agreat reputation in

•

This leaf tweeter's narrow
diaphragm improves
horizontal dispersion
above 14kHz, where it
takes over from the
dome tweeter

Conventional soft
textile dome tweeter
reproduces the lower
treble. Integrated with the
ribbon tweeter in asingle
housing, it crosses over to
the upper of the two bassmid units at 3.2kHz

the UK in recent years, in large part though its Utopia
Be and Electra Be models, which incorporate beryllium
dome tweeters. There is no such exoticism in the lesser
Chorus range but its use of aconvex tweeter dome is
still unusual. Just as in the B&W, this is located unusually
close to the top edge of the front baffle, presumably to
improve vertical dispersion at high frequencies. Another
standout feature is the lack of asplit crossover, the

Twin bass-mid drivers
operate en twoandahalf-way mode.
Both reproduce bass
frequencies but the lower
of the two is rolled off
above 800Hz

Chorus 716 V being the only model here with asingle
pair of input terminals.
KEF needs no introduction, any more than its
Uni Q combined midrange-tweeter driver - the original
coincident driver design, copied by many others since.

Dati Ikon 6
Dali's trademark design feature is its hybrid tweeter
module which combines aconventional dome
tweeter and arectangular ' ribbon' tweeter, in fact a
leaf unit with aplanar diaphragm and etched voice
coil. The dome unit handles the lower treble and
the leaf unit the upper, crossing over at 14kHz. Dali
specifies that its speakers should fire straight down
the listening room rather than being toed- in towards
the listening position, which means that the central
listening position will be about 30 degrees off-axis.
This ensures that the direct and side-wall- reflected
sounds will have similar spectral content but requires

LEFT: Dali's Ikon
6is designed
to fire straight
ahead and
features a

that the speaker has wide dispersion throughout
the audible frequency range. A dome tweeter can't

hybrid tweeter
to achieve best

maintain the required off- axis response to high treble
frequencies, while anarrower ribbon tweeter can
but is unable to provide the necessary excursion
capability at low treble frequencies. Combining the
two exploits the best aspects of both.

results. Its
bi-wire terminals
are specially
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designed to
clamp the 4mm
insert plugs

*When you purchase any McIntosh Component (excluding accessories)
from nuildford Audio. Whilst stocks last.

GROUP TEST

professional background and is not averse to voicing

do the 683. Rocket science? This isn't even catapult

BELOW: The

its domestic products to give them showroom appeal.

science, so why such poor design?

convex tweeter

(I should have been adiplomat!) Revel takes amore

While the 683 gets apat on the back for its spiking

of the Focal

conservative, more purist path, favouring aflat on-axis

arrangements, Imust - for readers who give the lab

Chorus 716 V

frequency response and careful control of directivity. If

reports amiss - voice anote of concern about its

sits at the top

you know Revel from its stylish Ultima 2products, let

measured performance, particularly its on-axis frequency
response. All the others here make apretty good stab at

of anarrowing

alone its earlier Ultima Salon and Studio models, the F12
will seem visually alittle bland, but it offers outstanding

enclosure, which

perceived value, as the largest and one of the heaviest

achieving aflat response, whereas the 683's is notably
irregular, with two wide suck- outs between 1kHz and

front edges

speakers of the test group.

10kHz that threaten to denude it of presence and detail.

to reduce

Afour- pack of Exposure XVIII Mono power amps and a

has chamfered

diffraction

GETTING THE POINT(S)

Musical Fidelity 250W A5cr were both on hand to power

Setting up these speakers caused me to ask whether, in

the speakers. All the speakers with split crossovers were

supplying carpet- piercing spikes, many manufacturers

bi-amped with the Exposures and bi-wired with the MF,

in the group

are just going through the motions rather than

using Townshend DCT speaker cables. Only the Focal,

applying some thought as to what is required. The

with its single pair of input terminals, was used single-

that precludes
bi-wiring

object of spikes is to achieve arigid foundation for the

amped and single-wired. All five speakers were listened

loudspeaker when it is used on acarpeted floor ( like

to ( and measured) with their grilles removed.

effects. This is
the only speaker

mine), but many of this group's spiking provisions were
poorly conceived and didn't achieve this.
How it should be done is demonstrated by the B&W.

HI RESOLVE
Iselected four varied pieces of music, all of them

The combination of thin, pointy spikes and the wide

hi res 24/96 recordings from DVD-A. (Well, one is a

plinth make it abreeze to achieve afirm foundation

24/96 digital transcription from analogue tape, to be
accurate, but you get my drift: no 16/44.1 CD audio

'Rocket science? This isn't
even catapult science, so
why such poor design?'

here.) The first of the tracks Ihave mentioned countless cs

As in the B&W, the
aluminium/magnesium
dome tweeter is
positioned close to the top
edge of the cabinet. But
the dome is concave and
incorporates aflat annulus
around its outer edge

for the 683, even on athick carpet. How not to do
it is epitomised by the KEF, whose wider, stubbier
spikes don't penetrate carpet well: afailing which is
compounded by the iQ9's relatively light weight and
the narrow separation of its rear spikes, resulting from
its curved cabinet.
The Revel's spikes are thinner, and it has the weight

Like the Ikon 6, the chorus
uses twin bass drivers
in atwo-and-a-half-way
configuration. Both
feature Polyglass cones
(*impregnated with afine
layer of silica micro-balls')
but the upper bass-mid
unit has an extended dust
cap to act as aphase plug

to push them through carpet to the floor beneath, but
the threaded inserts in its base are housed within hard
rubber feet which make it impossible to apply locknuts.
Focal's spikes are too fat and their cone angle too wide
to provide effective carpet- piercing for the Chorus 716
V, while Dali's spikes are thinner and on short outriggers
for improved stability but not long enough or pointy
enough to anchor the Ikon 6as effectively as B&W's

Unlike the other speakers
here, the chorus does
not incorporate asplit
crossover with two pairs
of input terminals - so biwiring and bi-amping are
not possible

Focal Chorus 716 V
Someone should have aword in Focal's corporate
ear and explain that it is not getting its technical
message across. Neither the Focal Home Audio
2008 brochure nor the user manual supplied have
much of substance to say about how this speaker
is engineered or how it distinguishes itself from
the crowd. Unfortunately Focal's website is no
more informative - unlike B&VV's, Dali's and KEF's
which are bursting to elucidate their key technical
features. So there is little insight Ican give you into
what makes this speaker tick. Features that catch
the eye, though, apart from the everted tweeter
dome placed deliberately close to the speaker's top
edge, are the diffraction- reducing chamfers along
each vertical edge of the front baffle, the slight
narrowing of the cabinet from front to back ( which
is too little to be effective at suppressing side- toside resonant modes within the enclosed air), and
the lack of asplit crossover.
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times in these pages: Classic Records' DAD re-release

much clearer impression of real instruments playing in a

of Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances, originally on
Vox Turnabout [ Classic Records DAD1004]. But the

natural acoustic. To this it added vivid tonal colours and
great dynamic snap, the complete effect being one of
engaging musical story-telling.

other three Idon't recall using before for areview:
David Johansen and the Harry Smiths"Well, I've Been
to Memphis', apiece of raw and raucous Americana

SITTING ON THE EDGE

[on Chesky CHDVD221]; the last movement from

Next up was 'Well, I've Been to Memphis', atrack that

Haydn's Piano Trio Nol, apiece of refined but playful

falls flat if it doesn't have acertain edginess or if it is

chamber music [AIX Records 1340 AX]; and lastly the
Concord Ensemble's 'This Endris Night', an evocative,

rhythmically compromised. All too easily with inferior
systems it can merge into an undifferentiated mess.

unaccompanied, one voice per part piece of 15th
Century polyphony, from AIX Records' original sampler
disc - transcendently beautiful music that makes you
wish you had joined the school choir after all.
Symphonic Dances is afine test of aloudspeaker's
handling of dynamic range and its ability to separate
and burnish the myriad tone colours of asymphony
orchestra. Played first via the 683, it didn't engage me

'What Haydn would have
made of "Well, I've Been to
Memphis" heaven knows'
or have me tensing in the listening seat as Iknow it
can. The stereo image was big and deep, and the 683's
superior bass extension was obvious but the sound was
too veiled, too distanced. The layering of dynamic to the
first climax just didn't build as Iexpect.
Switching to the Revel Concerta F12 brought an
improvement. This speaker sounds nothing if not tonally
neutral and it generates alarge, deep soundstage.
But there was alack of resolving power which left
the strings sounding alittle amorphous, my overall
impression being of ashortfall in transparency. The KEF

Again the 683 disappointed on this track. David
Johansen's vocals were clean and instrumental
separation was OK but the rhythm was alittle plodding,
and there was apervading lack of snap and crackle. The
Concerta F12 added life to the vocal quality yet gave
the impression of softened leading edges and alack of
transparency, as did the iQ9.
Things were much improved via the Ikon 6which
projected abelievable soundstage and delivered great
rhythmical assurance. There was no sense of blending
and muddle here. The Chorus 716V gave adistinctly
'live' feel, with aconvincing rhythmic pulse -> and

Updated UniQ driver
incorporates arevised
profile for the midrange
diaphragm, which
provides horn loading
of the 19mm aluminium
dome tweeter positioned
at its acoustic centre

Midrange cone is formed
of atitanium-coated
polymer, is energised by
an edge-wound CCAW
(copper coated aluminium
wire) voice coil

iQ9 brought asimilar reaction. It achieved good weight
in crescendos and the soundstage was big but the
precise acoustic space wasn't explicit.
With the arrival of the Dali Ikon 6 astep change
occurred with an immediately convincing portrayal of
the recording acoustic, which was spacious and specific
rather than spacious but generalised. Clarity improved
too, and along with it the dynamics. This Ienjoyed. As
Idid the Focal Chorus 716 V, which like the Dali gave a

KEF 109
The raison d'être of the Uni Q driver - or Uni Q array
as KEF prefers to call it, to emphasise that it is two
drivers in one chassis - is to eliminate the effects
on directivity that result from having midrange
and treble drive units of different sizes at different

These twin bass
each have adiecast
chassis, vented suspension
and arubber roll surround
all designed to provide
an enhanced excursion
capability

positions on the speaker's front baffle. As KEF points
out, the Uni Q isn't merely acoaxial driver, it is
acoincident driver. In other words, the acoustic
centres of its two drivers - the midrange cone
driver and the dome tweeter at its apex - have
their acoustic centres in the same position. Ideally

LEFT: KEF's IQ9

this should eliminate off-axis lobing effects and

has aUni Q

narrowing of the vertical dispersion at crossover,
and - because the directivity of the two drive units

(coincident
driver) array, its
midrange cone
acting as ahorn

is the same at crossover - eliminate any stepchange in off-axis behaviour, making the hand- over
from one unit to the other as seamless as possible.
Still, our measurements show that the iQ9's on- axis
high treble response is surprisingly uneven.

for the tweeter.
The curved form
adds stiffness to
the enclosure
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There is up to an incredible 70% off the original RRP on these end- of- line* hi-fi and home cinema separates,
speakers and accessories. Stock is limited and when it's gone, it's gone so don't miss achance to pick up abargain!
BRIGHTON

GLASGOW

LINCOLN

''397

Arcam DNA A90 Amp'der
£499.00
Amaro Dol/A CD192 CD Player
£499.00
Aman, DNA P90 Power AmpIdler £299.00
Arcam FMJ A32 Ampfifer
Arcam FMJ CD36 CD Player . £699.00
Arcam FMJ P35 Power Arnplder £499.00
Arcam FMJ P35/3 Power Arriplrfer
Arcarn FMJ C30 7:1 Pre Ampldier £499.00
Cyrus CD8X CO Player
£599.00
Cyrus PSXR Power Supply .. . ........ .......

Fujitsu P42HHA1OUS Plasma Mondor.
£994.00
Maranta DV9500 DVD Player
£974.00
Maranta RC5400 Universal Remote Control .£199.00
Maranlz SA15S1 CD / SACD Player . . £714.00
Monitor Audio GS20 Speakers . £749.00
Primers DVD26 DVD Player.
Amplifier . £584.00
Primate SPA21 AV.£ 1,299.00
0 Acoustics 1000 Centre Speaker £64.00
0 Acoustics 1000 Sub Woofer.£129.00

Dab Ikon 2Speaker. Dal, Mentor 2Speakers
KEF 0805 Surround Speakers
KEF 6C Centre Speaker
ProAcStride 110 Speakers.
ProAc Studio 130 Speakers.

BRISTOL

GUILDFORD

LOUGHTON

Amain DNA DV78 DVD Player.. £349.00
Arcam FMJ 832 Amplrf or ....................................£649.00
Arcam FMJ 2D36
£
CD Player.... £725.00
Arcam DNA P1000 AV Power Ampld
Arcarn DNA A90 Arnold«
£614.00
Menden 007 CD Player
£845.00
MI.1011 M-Cube AV Spkr Pack (Inc Stands) £499.00
Musrsal Fidelity A5 Amplifier ........... ........... £974.00
Pioneer DV989AVG DVD Player ........ ........... £499.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player ..... ............. £499.00

Sim2 C3X Lite DLP Projector ..._£6,499.00

B&W 582 Sub Woofer
.£249.00
Linn Komponent AV Speaker Package... .. £1,699.00
Marantz DV7600 DVD Player . £349.00
Marantz SR8500 AV Recerve- £449.00
Musical Frdelity AS Prs Arnplrfrer £999.00
SBCRU1000 Universal Remote ControL £299.00
Pereer DVR440HXS DVD / HDD Recorder £219.00

PRESTON
£349.00
£1,299.00
£
1
72
199
49 ..00
°
£494.00
£849.00

ProAc Studio
D38 Speakers
140 Speakers..£1,099.00
.£2,999.00
Operador Sae Speakers
Spendor 55e Speakers

£599.00
£924.00

SEVENOAKS

20770

Secare DNA A70 Ampldier
Amen DNA A90 Amplifier
Arcam DNA AVR350 AV Receiver
Amare DNA CD192 CD Player
Amare DNA CD73 CD Player
Amare DNA 00137 DVD Player
Maranta DV7001 IND Player
Maranta SR4001 AV Receiver
Yamaha DVDS2700 DVD Player
Yamaha YSP900 Sound Projector

Arcam DNA AVR280 AV Receiver. £779.00
Amare DNA 00135 DVD Player £584.00
Amare DNA DV137 CND Player £844.00
Denon DVD3930 DVD Player
£779.00
Harman Karson AVR630 AV Receiver £499.00
Loewe Morro LCD TV
£
944.03
Musical Aridity A5 CD Player
£974.00
Musical Fidelity AS Pre Amplifier £974.00
Project Perspectrrs Turntable £699.00
Yamaha MXCl 00 MuseCAST Server ........ £1,039.00

£344.00
£614.00
£ 774.00
£ 584.00
£289.00
£649.00
£389.00
£244.03
£499.03
£389.03

Arcam Alto Speakers._
£199.03
Proem DNA AVR250 AV Recever £399.00
Cyrus DVD8 END Player
£399.00
Denon AVR2307 AV Receiver
£349.00
£59900
Denon DVDA1 CND Player
In Focus SP5700 DLP Protector
£49900
M&K LCR750TI-IX Surround Speakers
£399 00
Pioneer DV989 END Player........... ..... . ........... . ..... £499.00
Pioneer DVR940HXS DVD / HOD Recorder £699.00
Sunfire 012 Sub Woofer
£499.00
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Visit www.ssay.com for more amazing clearance offers!
HOLBORN '
20 7837 7540

MANCFIESTER 0161 831 7969

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

Cyrus Link Power Pow. ............ -£299.00
Denon AVR3806 AV Recener
Fujitsu P5OXF{A.58EB Plasma Monitor ....... £1,999.00
KEF KIT200 DVD System ............ ............... ........ £949.00
Pnmare CD21 CO Player.
£639.00
Pnrnare 121 Amplifier
£599.00
Sim2 Domino D35 DLP Projector £1,499.00

Denon 8302 DVD System
£809.00
i'Scan VP30 Une Scaler
£724.00
Maranta DV9600 DVD Player
£779.00
Neon SL Unwersal Remote Control £324.00
0 Acoustics 1030 Speakers
£114.00
Screen Play SP7210 OLP Projector £974.00
Yamaha DSPAX861SE AV Arnold ter
£349.00
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player £199.00
Yamaha DVDS2700 CND Player £449.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver £249.00

Arcam FM.I P35 Power Amplifier £549.00
Auchca CS-Sub 8Sub Woofer
£11500
KEF H155001 Speaker Stands
£115.00
M&K KJO 0Sub Woofer
£295.00
Monitor Audio GS10 Speakers
£375.00
Pnrnare CCI10 CD System
£699.00
Pnmare 00026 CND Player
£395.00
Revel M12 Speakers
£175.03
Revel S12 Surround Speakers £215.00
Yamaha 63046600 AV Roomer
£299.00

Maranta PM15 S1 Amplifier £649.00
Maranta PM7001 KI Amplifier £349.00
Maranta SA15 Si CD Player
£649.00
Maranta SA7001 KI CD Player
£389.00
Maranta ST15 S1 DA6 Tuner
£454.00
Maranta VP11 S1 DLP Projector £6,499.00
Musical Fdekty XRay v8/XT100/PSU £1,099.00
Yamaha DSPAX861SE AV Amplifier £449.00
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player £259.00
Yamaha TX761DAB Tuner
£
259.00

CAMBRIDGE

HULL

NORWICH 01603 767605

SWINDON 01793 010992

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988
Arsam DNA AVR250 AV Recener......... .............. £399.00

1223 304770

3
825117171

Cyrus tank Power Power Amplifier £324.00
Denon AVR2307 AV Recerver £389.00
Loewe Concept 32 LCD TV
£974.00
Maranta DV41000SE DVD Player
f259.00
Mondor Audio GR Centre Centre Speaker £324.00
REL Strata 5Sub Woofer
£519.00
lean AGL800 AV Receiver . £389.00
Yamaha MCX1000 MuseCAST Server £1,169.00
Yamaha MCXA10 MusicCAST Client
£389.00
Yamaha YSP1 Sound Protector .
£519.00

Amaro FMJ 532 Amplifier £909.00
Amare Solo Move DVD System £1,299.00
Loewe Xelos A32 LCD TV
£974.00
Musical Fidelity Xplora DAB Tuner £454.00
Spend« Che Centre Speaker
£324.00
Spend« S3e Speakers
£1,299.00
Spendor S5e Speakers
£324.00
Spender 88e Speakers
£1,299.00
Yamaha DSPA761SE AV Amplifier £249.00
Yamaha YSP1100 Sound Projector £449.00

Arcam DNA T61 Tuner
£159.00
Audica CS LCR Surround Speaker £89.00
Audica CS Tower 1Speakers £339.00
Audica CS-51 Satellite Speakers £109.00
Rotel RCO3 Pre Amplifier £179.00
Spender CSe Centre Speaker
£419.00
Spender S8e Speakers
£1,359.00
Yamaha MCX1000 MusicCAST Server £1,034.00
Yamaha MCX.A10 MusicCAST Client £339.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV receiver £389.00

Arcam DNA AVR300 AV Receiver £1,499.00
Fujitsu 42HTS51 Plasma Monitor £1,499.00
KEF KfT100 DVID System
£1,999.00
KEF PSW3500 Sub Woofer
£389.00
Maranta 5R7001 AV Recent«
£999.00
Quad L-Centre Speakers
£584.00
Toshiba 37WLT68 LCD TV
£179.00
Yamaha DSPZ9 AV Arnpirfer £714.00
Yamaha RXN600D AV Receiver £259.00
Yamaha YSP1000 Sound Projector £1,649.00

EPSOM

KINGSTON ' 20 8547 0717

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531

SAW FPM4 Surround Speakers (Inc Stands)....£519.00
SAW 582 Sub Woofer
£224.00
Dal, Mentor 5Speakers
£1234.00
Dali Ikon Vokal 2Centre Speaker £204.00
Dal, Ikon 6Speakers
£584.00
KEF KHT3005SE AV Speaker Package £649.00
Mondor Audio GSLCR Centre Speaker
bonfire TrueE0 Signature Sub Woofer. ...... .£1,429.00
Suelen HRS8 Sub Woofer
£419.00

Amain DNA AVP703 AV Processor £724.00
Amen OVA AVR300 &around Receiver.. ....... £669.00
Audelab 8000S Amplifier £324.03
REL Stampede Sub Woofer
£404.00
Denon AVR3806 Surround Receiver.. ..... ...... £499.00
M&K Xenon AV Speaker Package . £1,559.00
Prirnare CO110 CD System ..... ..... ......... ..... £599.00
Pnmare SPA21 Surround Receiver_ ...... ..... ...£1,299.00
Srrn2 Domino 35 DLP Protector £1,499.00
Yamaha YSP1000 Sound Projector £449.00

Arcam FM.1 532 Amplifie
£6,969.00
Arcam DNA CD73 CI)) Player
£999.00
Harman lardon HS500 AV Speaker Package £599.00
KEF 007100 DVD System (Inc Stands) £499.00
Loewe View Vision DR. DVD / HOD Recorder £844.00
Loewe Xelos 537 LCD TV
£549.00
Musical Fidelity X-Ray / XT100 System £339.00
Srm2 010 DLP Projector
£289.00
Sonance T1 eSala Sub Woofer
£799.00
Yamaha MCXA1000 MusicCAST Server £999.00

Denon AVR4306 AV Receiver
f899.00
lmerge S2002-160 Sound Server ............... £549.00
In Focus SP7205 DLP Projector... ....... ..... £599.00
Onkyo 11038989 (Ver 2.0) AV Receiver £499.00
Philips 42PF9731D LCD TV
£999.00
Pioneer DVR940HXS DVD / HOD Recorder £699.00
Pioneer PDP5000EX-T Plasma Monitor £2,599.00
Samsung LE40F71BX LCD N
£639.00
Samsung LE46F71BX LCD TV
£959.00
Samsung PS42P5H Plasma
£599.00

EXETER ' 1392 218895

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567

POOLE 01202 671677

YEOVIL 0193E 700078

Avid Sequel Turntable
£2,599.00
M&K Xenon LCR36 Surround Speakers £619.130
Menden 008 CO Player
£1,499.00
Mondan G51 Raceme,
£1,299.00
Mendian 091DH DVD-A Player/Controller £1,299.00
Nairn Neiva Speakers
£675.00
Roksan FRC Centre Speaker
£299.00
Sirn2 Dommo 35 DLP Projector. £1,699.00
Spender C5e Centre Speaker .......... £424.00
Spender S/he Speakers
£1,314.00

Arcam FMJ AV8 Pre Amp / Processor.. ....... £1,574.00
Aman, FMJ C30 Pre Amphfire £599.00
Arcarn FMJ P1 Power Amplrfier £599.00
Arcarn Atto Speakers
£249.00
Harman Karclon AVR630 AV Receiver £359.00
Harman Kandon AVR7300 AV Receiver £679.00
Onkyo TXDS989 AV Receiver £994.00
Venna Acoustics Schonberg Speakers £749.00
Yamaha MCX1000 MusicCAST Server £794.00
Yamaha MCXA10 MusicCAST Client £264.00

Arcam DNA AVR280 AV Receiver £584.00
Arcam DIVA DV135 DVD Player £454.00
Cyrus 8VS2 Amplifier
£549.00
Cyrus CD8X CD Player
£649.00
Delon AVR3806 AV Receiver £499.00
Denon DVD3930 DVD Player
£549.00
KEF KHT Model 11 Surround Speakers. £714.00
Mondor Aude 00100 Speakers £519.00
Yamaha DVDS1700 DVD Player £259.00
Yamaha RX.N6000 AV receiver £389.00

Arcam DNA A90 Amplifier £614.00
Arcam DNA CD192 CD Player
£584.00
<imam CD73 CD Player
£289.00
Arcam FMJ 532 ..... ..... . ..... £844.00
Arran-,FMJ CD36 CO Player.....
£939.00
Steam DNA P90 Power Amplifier £389.00
Musical Fidelity X- Ray V8 CO Player £399.00
Musical Fidelity X-T1
Amplifier £449.00
Pioneer DVRLX7OD HOD / DVD Recorder £614.00
Themescene HD80 ID,_P Projector £1,299.00

www.ssav.com

•
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GROUP TEST

enhanced insight into Johansen's gravelly vocals. What
Haydn would have made of 'Well, I've Been to Memphis'
heaven only knows. What the B&W made of the Haydn
piano trio was less than it should. Yes, the sound was
spacious: yes it was effortless. But the piano sounded
muffled, its runs slurred, and the musicians might
almost have been bored with playing the piece — the
musical interplay that is such an essential component of
chamber music was less than fully revealed. There was
some slight blurring and thickening via the Revel as well,

'The human voice is one
of the hardest things to
reproduce convincingly'

of the voice quality of each performer and there was
anasal coloration of the countertenor. The special
something that makes this music speak was suppressed.
Switching to the Revel improved matters. This
speaker always exuded agreat sense of control but
once more it couldn't illuminate those subtle details of
musical performance that elevate reproduced sound
to the highest level. Ijust preferred the KEF which, by
achieving alittle more precision and clarity, made the
musical performance more telling.
As Iby now expected, the Dali and Focal were
significantly more convincing, both of them revealing
more of the character of each voice and the musicality
of each singer. The Dali scored for its excellent imaging
which Iknow (from years spent experimenting with
side-wall reflections) to be in large part due to its
preferred orientation of firing straight down the room.

and the trend of smoothed- over string sound, slightly
fuzzy piano and ageneralised acoustic was continued
by the KEF, although it was alittle more precise, alittle
more enticing.
Once more it fell to the Dali and the Focal to reveal
how engaging and communicative this music should be.
The sound was sprightlier, the piano became percussive

The Focal's image wasn't quite as expansive but I
marginally preferred its clear, realistically toned sound,
even though it more ruthlessly revealed occasional
imperfections in vocal ensemble. More than any other
speaker here, it had me singing ( inexpertly) along.

and the recording acoustic had aclear character. The
sound drew you in and made you hesitate over the stop
button in expectation of the next musical phrase.

Metal dome tweeter is
recessed into ashallow
horn (waveguide)
designed with the aid
of computer simulation.
This limits the tweeter's
dispersion, ensuring that
it matches that of the
midrange driver at the
crossover point

NO HIDING PLACE
And so to the mediaeval choral piece. Iknow what
some of you will be thinking: what can arecording
of small vocal forces possibly tell you about hi-fi
equipment? There is no thundering bass, no sizzling

The 5.25in midrange
driver features adiecast
chassis for rigidity
and incorporates an
OCC (organic ceramic
composite) cone which
is said to eliminate
coloration due to breakup
resonances

treble and no punchy dynamics. Indeed not, but we
have such an acquired biological grasp on the many
subtleties and inflexions of the human voice that it is
one of the hardest things to reproduce convincingly.
And this is particularly so in the context of small vocal
ensembles, where any fuzzing of timbrai detail has the
effect of denuding the individual character of each
contribution. Just as there is nowhere for performers to
hide when performing this music, there is nowhere for
loudspeakers to hide when attempting to reproduce it.
Via the 683 'This Endris Night' was pleasant but

These twin bass drivers
work in parallel to
reproduce low frequencies
and are claimed to provide
high excursion with low
distortion due to their
suspension and surround
design. The speaker's
reflex loading is provided
by arear-firing port

bland. The B&W delivered aless than tabloid exposé

Revel Concerta F12
This is atrue four- diaphragm, three-way design
having adedicated midrange driver rather than
abass/midrange unit, and two paralleled bass
drivers to handle the low frequencies. Despite the
F12's high sensitivity, its drive units place adesign
emphasis on high power handling. The twin bass
drivers feature high- temperature Kapton voice coil
formers and avented pole piece to aid cooling. A
high- temperature voice coil former also features in
the midrange driver; and Ferrofluid is used in the

vie
LEFT: The

tweeter magnet gap to conduct heat away fast
from the voice coil, reducing compression effects
due to voice coil heating. As you'd expect of a

tallest
speaker

Harman design, the F12 also has design features

Revel boasts

here, the

to control the smoothness of its off- axis responses,
notably shallow horn loading of the tweeter to
ensure that its directivity matches that of the
larger midrange driver at crossover, preventing a
coloration- inducing step change in off- axis output.

09
99

adedicated
midrange
driver
mounted
above twin
bass drivers
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The Missing Link Orbit Signature
only £ 94 per metre
All Missing Link Power Cables are
fitted with Ultra-Pure Silver Plated plugs
the Quietest Power Connectors
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our full cable
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GROUP TEST

LOUDSPEAKER VERDICT
For me these five speakers fall naturally

test across abroad range of programme

into three groups, beginning with the B&W
683 in agroup of its own because of its

material. Next come the KEF iQ9 and Revel

idiosyncratically uneven frequency response
and the effects this has. Although the 683
can sound seductive on the right material
-solo vocal, for example - its denuded
presence band output robs it of too much
leading edge delineation and clarity for it
to contend with the other speakers in this

B&W 683

Dali and Focal's Chorus 716 V slugging it
out for top honours. Both provide alevel
of transparency and musical joie de vivre

Concerta F12, which are quite difficult to
sepa -ate. Both have amuch more neutral
tonal balance than the B&W but both also

that put them on adifferent plane to the
other speakers here. Either would grace
an audiophile listening room but, forced
to choose between them, Iwould take the
Focal, which delivers just asmidgen more
musical insight and satisfaction - and is

lack some transparency and musical insight
compared to the best two speakers in this
group. Imarginally preferred the KEF and
the fact that it is £ 100 cheaper clinches
the decision. Which leaves the Ikon 6from

DALI IKON 6

FOCAL CHORUS 716 V

£150 cheaper. (.1)

KEF iQ9

REVEL CONCERTA F12

SOUND
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B&W 683

DALI IKON 6

FOCAL CHORUS 716 V

KEF IQ9

B&VV's specified sensitivity of
90dB for the 683 is overly
ambitious, being afull 3dB
higher than we recorded.
Frequency response is far
from flat, with quite large
switchbacks around afalling
trend until, as with many
recent B&Ws, the high treble
output increases beyond
8kHz. Pair matching, though.
was excellent. Low frequency
extension is easily the best in
group but the 683 presents a
tough load with aminimum
impedance modulus of 2.6ohm
and minimum EPDR (equivalent
peak dissipation resistance) of
just 1.1ohm. The cumulative
spectral decay waterfall reveals
some low-level breakup modes
in the FST midrange driver. KH

REVEL CONCERTA F12

Dali's specified 91.5dB
sensitivity for the Ikon 6 is 1d3
higher than we measured, but
this is still the most sensitive
speaker here. Its on-axis
frequency response shows a

Again, the Chorus has a
somewhat exaggerated
specified sensitivity of 91.5dB,
which is 2.5dB above what we
measured. Frequency response
is one of the flattest out to
16kHz, above which its output
rises rapidly due to atweeter
dome resonance - hence the
unflattering frequency response
error figures. Despite its high
sensitivity the Chorus presents
arelatively benign load in this
company, with aminimum
impedance modulus of
3.9ohm and aminimum EPDR
of 2.5ohm. The cumulative
spectral decay waterfall reveals

Once again we couldn't

Our measured sensitivity of
89.5dB for the F12 came
closest here to meeting the
manufacturer's specification,
the shortfall of ldB being
within experimental error. Its
on-axis frequency response is
also the flattest of the group.
the slightly higher error figure

Graph below: Cumulative spectral
decay or waterfall plot

Graph below: Cumulative spectral
decay or waterfall plot

TEST PARAMETERS / MODEL

B&VV 683

gently rising trend; 30 degrees
away, on the intended listening
axis, the response trend is
mostly flat to 10kHz, above
which the output falls off
quickly. Pair matching could
have been better, particularly
around 8kHz. With aminimum
impedance modulus of 4.2ohm
and aminimum EPDR of
2.3ohm. the Ikon 6 presents
one of the easier amplifier
loads in the group. Some
mild midrange driver breakup
is visible in the cumulative
spectral decay waterfall. KH

match the manufacturer's
specified 91dB sensitivity.
measuring 2.5dB lower at
88.5dB. Below 9.5kHz the
iQ9's on-axis response has
only small excursions about
agently declining trend but
above this frequency the
treble output begins to rise
and is very uneven, hence the
- 6.8dB response error figures.
Compared to the challenging
B&W the iQ9 presents a
more friendly amplifier load
with aminimum impedance
modulus of 3.3ohm and a
minimum EPDR of 1.9ohm.

for one speaker being due to a
narrow dip in output close to
20kHz and wh ch is unlikely to
be audible.
With aminimum impedance
modulus of 2.7ohm and a
minimum EPDR of 1.6ohm the
F12 is not an especially easy
speaker to drive, although

some resonant ridges of
unknown origin below 1.2kHz
but these are at asuppressed
level. KH

The cumulative spectral decay
waterfall is the cleanest of the
group with afast decay and
little sign of resonance. KH

not as tough as the B&W. Its
cumulative spectral decay
waterfall is one of the cleanest
of the group. KH

Graph below: Cumulative spectral
decay or waterfall' plot

Graph below: Cumulative spectral
decay or waterfall plot

Graph below: Cumulative spectral
decay or waterfall' plot

DM IKON 6

FOCAL CHORUS 716V

KEF iQ9

REVEL CONCERTA F12

Sensitivity (SPI. at 1m/2.83V)

87dB

90.5d13dB

89dB

88.bdB

89.5dB

Impedance modulus (min/max)

2.6 ohms @ 102Hz
/27.0 ohms @ 2.7kFlz

4.2ohm @ 3.5kHz
118.9ohm @ 68Hz

3.9ohm @ 42Hz
120.3ohm @ 2.2kHz

3.3ohm @ 15.3kHz
122.6ohm @ 2.0kHz

2.7 ohm @ 2.6kHz
I21.8 ohm @ 56Hz

Impedance phase (minimax)

-73° @ 62Hz 156° @ 1.3kHz

-46° @ 88Hz / 32° @ 20Hz

-34° @ 3.9kHz 141° @ 828Hz

-47'@ 2.8kHz 144° @ 1.2kHz

-62° @ 72Hz 134° @ 3.5kHz

Freq. reap. error (200Hr2OkHz)

±4.9d8 / t5.0dB

t4.2dB / t3.9dB

±5.6dB / t5.0dB

t6.8dB It5.8dB

±2.1dB / t2.5dB

Pair matching (200Hz-201d4z)

±0.7dB

±2.6dB

±1.2dB

±3.2d13

il.6dB

Basseteble extension (-6d6)

27Hz I>40kHz/>40IcHz

52Hz 1>40kHz1>40kHz

48Hz / 30.11cHz130.7kHz

47Hz 1 >40IcHz/>40kHz

50Hz 1>40kHzi>40kHz

THD 100Hz/ 11tHz/101cHz mode ekm

0.5% / 0.1% f0.1%

0.6% 10.3%1 OA%

0.6% / 1.2% 10.4%

0.3% 11.2% 10.4%

0.2%1 0.1% / 0.3%
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AV PROCESSOR/AMPLIFIER TEST

Pieces of Eight
AUDIOLAB 8000AP/8000X7 (E 1000/

1500)

A 7.1- channel AV processor and matching
7- channel power amplifier marks the return of a
resurgent Audiolab brand
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Tested by Paul Miller

I

fever abrand typified the most conservative values
of reliable, performance-driven British hi-fi, then
Audiolab alongside its IAG stablemate, Quad, would
be firmly in the running. Which is why the launch

of its first AV product demands some serious attention.
After all, this processor/amplifier combination even
bears the moniker of the company's formidable 8000series separates, with the historical resonance that
this invites. Audiolab itself is reticent in the 8000AP's
description, referring to its new HDMI-enabled product
as a ' reference quality 7-channel audio processor and
preamplifier'. The term 'AV' is never mentioned.
In practice, the DSP on offer directly services the
digital output of AV sources including DVD players, Bturay and legacy HD DVD devices. Dolby Digital EX and
DTS ES decoding is included alongside DTS 96/24 while
comprehensive bass management, level and distance
settings are available to configure afull 7.1-channel
home cinema. A suitably intuitive, text- based menu
is provided for this purpose. Look carefully and you'll
also discover two digital filter modes plus a2x up/

Audiolab's take on its lack of internal HD audio
decoding is simple: just let the Blu-ray player do the
donkey work and pass the decoded multichannel LPCM

oversampling option, the latter evidently optimised for

over HDMI to the 8000AP. This allows Audiolab to

5.1 and one
tape input are

44.1/48kHz inputs rather than 96kHz [ see Lab Report].

specify HDMI 1.2 rather than 1.3 and reduce the code

joined on the

FLIRTING WITH HD

resource required by its DSP. Even the eight DACs are
incorporated, together with stereo ADCs, into asingle

The two HDMI inputs represent Audiolab's first flirtation

ABOVE: Four
stereo, one

processor by
four optical and
coaxial digital

solution does not currently support Dolby TrueHD or

CODEC [ inside shot, p50]. Nevertheless, passing LPCM
over HDMI is not without its pitfalls [see boxout. left].
The partnering 8000X7 power amplifier is

DTS-HD Master Audio. Neither does the 8000AP offer

engineered solidly enough where it counts, but the plain

any video processing - what comes in ( up to 1080p) is
simply routed to the single HDMI monitor output.

aloy faceplate and pressed steel chassis and bonnet

output plus a
full 7.1 channel

are atrifle utilitarian. Inside, the power amp channels
are divided three to the right and four to the left, this

analogue output.
Acompanion set

latter PCB enabling the four ( surround L/R and back L/R)

of inputs and
4mm speaker

with the new breed of HD media but its decoding

channels to be bridged into two higher- power outputs.
These would drive the front pair of a5.1-channel system

inputs, two HDMI
inputs/one HDMI

binding posts are

with the centre and surrounds driven by the remaining

located on the

100W channels. Once installed, the 8000X7 may be left

power amp

'het the BD player do the donkey work
and pass decoded multichannel audio
over HDMI to the 8000AP processor'
HIGHLY DISAPPOINTING MULTIMEDIA INTERFACE
This is the tongue-in-cheek description of HDMI
(High Definition Multimedia Interface), anear-

or external trigger. Oddly, the 8000AP has no trigger

ubiquitous AV connection, appearing on everything
from high-end home cinema equipment to

output and the RS232 terminal facilitates software
upgrades rather than third- party controllers.

games consoles and mobile phones. The 1.0 to
1.2 standards will carry up to eight channels of

0

24- bit/ 192kHz LPCM audio, which is more than

in standby mode and activated either by an audio signal

AUDIO

SCENT OF A ROSE

sufficient to support the six to eight-channel 48kHz

Somewhat fortuitously, the subjective impact of HDMI's
jitter is most obvious with two-channel stereo than with

LPCM delivered by most Blu-ray media.

multichannel audio. The simple two-mic recording of

Like the S/PDIF digital connection used
between CD transports and DACs over the last
20 years, HDMI still requires the audio clock to
be regenerated at the receiver. With HDMI this

Adele Anthony's ' Recitativo in Scherzo' ( Fritz Kreisler,
from Live Recordings at Red Rose Music) sounds that
bit sharper of focus and anchored centre stage via the
Audiolab's S/PDIF connection than through the HDMI

FILE
8ch AV processor
and matching
7ch power
amp. Rated at
7x100W/8ohm

Made by:
Audiolab

is typically achieved with recourse to the MPEG
video clock streamed in parallel, often resulting

pipe which finds the same violin with amore generous
but , ess precise image.

in 10x ( or greater) digital jitter than might be
anticipated with Si PDIF. Until manufacturers begin
synchronising their HDMI streams with aserial

A similar effect is noticeable with strong, central
vocal imagery that typically sounds more direct and

Supplied by:
IAG Ltd

focused via S/PDIF while sounding slightly 'fluffy' and
fractionally less articulate via HDMI. It's impossible to
perform the same A/B comparisons with multichannel

Telephone:
01480 447700

clock fed back to the source ( rather like Denon's
Link regime) then plain vanilla S/PDIF may still
sound like the better, albeit two- channel option.

LPCM audio because S/PDIF only supports multichannel
bitsVeams, nevertheless any lack of 'focus' seems C
÷->
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AV PROCES'SOFt/AMPLIFIER TEST
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LAB

AUDIOLAB

8000AP/8000X7 £1000/£1500

RESULTS

This pair of Burr-Brown
PGA4311 four-channel devices
' provides the 100dB, eightchannel volume control for the
8:00AP's 7.1-channel output

5iare'

ABOVE: The 5.1- channel bypass mode re-routes the
multichannel analogue inputs around the DSP core and
directly to the digitally-governed volume control

This one compact IC ( aC
CS42518) hcludes an S/PDIF
receiver ( multiplexed to handle
eight independent digital inputs
stereo 24-tit/48kHz ADC and el.
channel 24i-bit/192kHz DAC

Silicon Image 559033 PanelLink
HDMI receiver is rated to HDMI 1.2
and so will pass Dolby Digital/DTS
bitstreams and multichannel OVOA
but not Dolby lrueHD or DISHD
Master Audio brtstreams from HD
DVD or 81u- ray Dlayers

Cirrus Logic's popular CS494003
multichannel audio decoder lies
at the hear: of this AV receiver,
Digital EX, DIS ES
gement functions

fundamentally less obvious when the performance
already has five or seven direct points of origin.
The remastered Vangelis soundtrack to Blade Runner,
The Final Cut can be delivered as 5.1-channel Dolby
Digital or as a6-channel LPCM via HDMI ( depending
on the configuration of your Blu-ray player), in which
case the difference in performance depends almost
solely upon Audiolab's choice of Dolby decoder and
that found in the Blu-ray player. With Pioneer's BDPLX70A as the source, the spectacularly atmospheric
soundtrack either sounded slightly richer with amildly
claustrophobic centre dialogue ( DD over HDMI) or more
open but slightly thinner and perhaps less sympathetic
(LPCM over HDMI). In either guise, the movie sounded
superb, with music and effects that placed arow full of
listeners smack in the centre of Ridley Scott's vision of a
disturbing and not-too- distant future.

A HARD LANDING
HD formats are the way ahead, however, and the
decoded DTS-HD Master Audio stream from Planet of
the Apes film Burton's version) sounded as clear as
glass crystal once decoded in the Pioneer and carried
via HCrMI to the Audiolab. The dynamic range of these
new HD soundtracks should be approached with some
caution however, for while you might adjust the volume
to suit the dialogue and incidental effects throughout

HI- Fl NEWS LAB REPORT
HDMI offers the luxury of multichannel LPCM
over S/PDIFs mere stereo capability, but
while the latter suffers amodest 485psec
jitter, the HDMI connection is blighted by
8490psec with 48kHz data [see boxout p48
and graph, below left]. This is more than
sufficient to exert an audible impact with
LPCM movie or music soundtracks.
Meanwhile, there's no appreciable
change in response or distortion with
44.1kHz or 48kHz inputs between digital
filter settings (although the rejection
of stopband artefacts improves from
68dB to 91dB) nor with upsampling - all
permutations yielding a -0.75c113/20kHz
response. With 96kHz digital inputs there's
no change in distortion or noise as the
spectrum is dominated by ultrasonic
requantisation noise from the DACs above
10kHz [see graph, below right], but there is
ashift in response from -2.7dB/45kHz (slow)
to - 1.45d8 (fast).
Ej -70

the opening scenes on the space station, the sound
of the shuttle pod ripping through the forest has the
8000X7 sounding bitingly hard.
With more sensitive speakers than my B&W 802s, this
will be less likely to occur, but warmer-sounding boxes
are still likely to make more comfortable bedfellows for
this pair of 8000s. (5

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
If you were weaned on Audiolab's

SOUND
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum power output, 8/4ohm (< 1% THD)

combination. Sure enough,

BUILD

there's no on- board HD

75%

audio decoding or video
processing, but with multiple
HDMI inputs there's still the

ECO

67%

Ilk

211k

conventional S PDIF ( black trace); ABOVE RIGHT: Dolby Digital distortion vs
frequency ( all channels), LPCM ( blue infill), 8000X7 at 10W ( black dash)

of its first ' minimalist' AV
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PM

ABOVE LEFT: Digital jitter ; 5a bigger problem with HDMI ( green trace) than

insightful, clean-cut sound

50

- 0.11ohm.

•,‹jet0 Ftequen‘V

you are going to delight in the

quality via a Blu-ray player.

moderate at

4.

-140-e - ,
-3500

original 8000A amplifier then

promise of next gen sound

clIl==>•••••••••

Upsampling looks to truncate any
audio beyond - 40kHz regardless of DAC
filter setting with all the repercussions
this entails. The speaker menu also needs
careful navigating as, with the LFE channel
switched off, excess bass is re-directed to
both front and surround speakers.
The matching 8000X7 power amplifier
just meets its 7x100W/8ohm specification
at which point it's drawing 1.1kW from
the wall. Fewer channels means aslightly
increased output at 5x1 10W and 2x125W/
8ohm with sufficient headroom for 135W
and 225W under dynamic conditions into
8 and 4ohm loads. But the 8000X7 is not
ideally suited to driving very low or taxing
speaker loads. Distortion is impressively low,
however, at - 0.0005% through bass and
midrange, increasing to 0.035% at 20kHz
(10W/8ohm). The S/N ratio is very wide at
94dB ( re. OdBW) and the output impedance

2x125iAL 5x110W, 7x100W I2x200W

Dynamic power output. 8/412/1ohm

135W/225W / 125W/40W

Distortion. digital input (OdBFs, ilcHz1201014

0.0004%10.04%

Distortion. analogue input (101/1118ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0003 -0.035%

Frequency Response ( 20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d8 to -1.5d8

Digital Jitter, SI
PDIF

485p,:ec I8490psec

J HDMI

Resolution @ -100dB

(24-bit/48kHz)

±0.3d8

GuildfÂrc
uc io

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01.483 537 577

un by professionals - for professiona

Audio Research was four ded in
1970 in Minneapolis win. one goal
in mind: to advance the state-of-theart in music reproduction
Today, the brand continues that same pursuit for
'HIGH DEFINITION', which has become the
hallmark of the company's products.
Guildford Audio are Audio Research
specialists and they know of very few other
brands that con involve you in your music as
infmately as Audio Research.
Of course the proof is in the listening and
at Guildford Audio you can aucition the
compete Audio Research range in comfo,-t of
atime that suits you.
Call Trevor today for further information and to
arrange an audition.
1
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astintrew • audio cnalogue • audio research • copland • crystal cable • dream vision • final • focal jmlab
gamut • grado • isophon • isotek • jadis • koetsu • krell • lavardin • leema acoustics • martin logan • mimetism
music first audio • nordost • opera • pathos • prima luna • resolution audio • roksan • shanling • sme • sonus Faber
stands unique • stax • sterling broadcast • stratton furniture • sugden • sunfire • theta • transparent • unison research
velodyme • wadia • wilson audio • yter & many more...

PROJECTOR TEST

The Domino
Effect
SIM2 DOMINO D8OE

(
E4500)

Full HD performance impossible
afew years ago is now within
the reach of agrowing
band of home cinema
enthusiasts. SIM2
lights the path

hi-finews
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

411

e.`
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Tested by Paul Miller

S

inglechip 1080p DLP projectors have tumbled
in price over the last year or so, and not just
because the likes of Marantz and SIM2 are

locked into ahead-to- head battle [
HFN, May
'08]. In practice, both these champions of TI's DLP
technology are competing against arash of 'three
chip' 1080p LCD projectors at or below the £ 5000
price point. These projectors employ individual red,
green and blue LCD panels, each offering 1920x1080
resolution, in place of the single DLP chip and rotating
colour wheel at the heart of models like this Domino
D8OE from SIM2. Nevertheless, while the three- panel
LCD projectors might seem to have the upper hand with
their freedom from acolour wheel's ' rainbow flicker', for
many enthusiasts they also lack the dramatic punch, the
crispness and dynamic colour palette of agood singlechip DLP system. Comparable three-chip 1080p DLP
projectors remain horrendously expensive of course, but
we all live in hope [ see News, p6].
INTO THE LIGHT
The ' E' in D8OE indicates an evolution over the older
model that's not even hinted at by the unassuming and
highly compact 350x173x318mm (WxHxD) moulded
enclosure. Numerous key technologies combine inside

SIM2's own Live Colors Management software is
the icing on the cake, providing exquisite control
over the colour gamut, greyscale and white point of
the projected image. This facet of the setup menu is

ABOVE: One
of each video
input including
composite,

to squeeze the very best from TI's 0.95in DarkChip3 DLP
chip, including the ' BrilliantColor' colour wheel with its
primary and secondary colour segments designed to

just about the most comprehensive I've encountered

5-video,

and yet its operation is far more transparent than the
high/low RGB gain adjustments favoured by competing

component, PC/

extend the colour gamut while also improving overall
brightness. The folded 'Alphapath' light engine delivers

display devices. If this is the icing then SIM2 also
provides the candles in the form of motorised and
remotely-controlled zoom and focus adjustment,
complete with test patterns. And yes, the HDMI input is
fully 1.3-compliant to service DeepColor sources if and
when they arrive.

important of

the performance of afar longer assembly while the
'Unishape' lamp driver adapts the light output to image
content, improving both contrast and colour resolution
[see boxout, below].

RGB and, most

all, an HDMI 1.3
connection. The
menu may also
be navigated via
a diamond array
of buttons on

LATEX, MAKE-UP, ACTION!
Driven via HDMI by the 1080p output of my Pioneer

this panel

BDP-LX70A Blu-ray player, the SIM2 D8OE proved
capable of delivering atruly exceptional performance,

DCWINO
•

'The ' Unishape' lamp driver adapts
light output to image content, improving
both contrast and colour resolution'
as Planet of the Apes served to demonstrate. Scenes
shot in the night time ape encampment and within the

THE UNISHAPE EVOLUTION
Brighter whites are normally achieved by fitting

bowels of the ruined Oberon spaceship are still best
appreciated in ablacked-out room, if fine contrasting

bigger lamp engines and bigger, noisier fans to
deal with the excess heat. Not here. Instead,

detail is not to be lost in the darker recesses of the
image. In this respect, the D8OE is really no different

this ' Evolution' version of the D80 uses amere

from the Marantz VP- 15S1. It is, however, perceptibly
sharper, crisper and more dynamic in tone despite

160W UHP lamp ( 200W is more typical) which is
modulated by aUnishape pattern generator in
sympathy with the image content. The adapted
light waveform is precisely synchronised to
both the rotation of the colour wheel (further

offering the same native 1920x1080 pixel resolution.
The glistening fleshtones, even those composed entirely
of latex and make-up, portrayed asoft and realistic
texture that contrasted with the glint of sunlight

smoothing the colour gradient) and switching
of the 1920x1080 DMD chip. Lamp efficiency is
increased by up to 40%, lifting the peak white
output while also enhancing its greyscale

reflecting off the hard and edgy carapaces serving as
the apes' armour.

resolution in dark images. Not only is there aclaim
of increased lamp life but contrast is improved
without relying on amechanical iris.

The definition in these images was superb, aquality
maintained even through quick- paced action where

LICENCE TO THRILL

competing LCD projectors would tend to deliver a
soft-focused image, often mistakenly described as G>

AUDIO

FILE

Full HD projector
with 1x0.95in
1080p DarkChip3
DMD. Contrast
rated at >4500:1
Price: £4500
Made by: SIM2
Multimedia Spa
Supplied by:
SIM2 UK
Telephone:
01825 750850
Web:
www.sim2.co.uk
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When it comes to Vinyl,
you need the best

il Pro ect
•

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

Makers of
award-winning
turntables

To find out more about the full range of turntables from

ENLEY

Pro-Ject, and where you can buy them visit: www.henleydesigns.co.uk
www.nenteydesigns.co.uk
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SIM2

DOMINO D8OE £450C
The proprietary lens
assembly has a 1.5-2.0:1
thrcrw ratio

RESULTS

TrilliantColor .colour
wheel with primary and
secondary co our segments

Push-pull fans draw
air through the 160W
lamp assembly

ABOVE RIGHT: A mechanical ± 50% vertical lens shift is
joined by digital keystone correction offering another
±18%. INSET: Remote offers zoom, focus and menu access

Mecharical lens shift offers
a± 50% vertical offset
in image position whi.e,
above. the gearing for
51M2's motorised zoom
and foc is can be seen

r.

5
.
1M2 uses asingle 01.95in
DarkChip3 1060p MAD
from Texas Insoruments

Input scaling and Unishape
lamp driving electronics

'filmic'. Iwas reminded of the differences, demonstrated
by Dolby, between astandard flat- panel TV and one
employing its adaptive backlighting technology.
The same improvement to the impact of blacks and
contrasting edge-detail was apparant here, but with no
distracting change in the movie's colour cast. Neither
does the D8OE trade its dynamic and punchy sense
of contrast for any obvious susceptibility to ' rainbow
flicker', aphenomenon further reduced by the ' shaped'

HI-FI NEWS RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Picture Menu

output of its proprietary light engine.
Brighter- looking films, including Casino Royale, look

Brightness

50

Contrast

59

Color

50

stunninç through the 080E - the beach scenes from

Sharpness

10

Nassau are as vivid and polished as you could wish for
without exaggerating any residual film grain or skewing

Noise Reduction

24

Aspect

Pixel to Pixel

Image Menu

the slightly pinched gamma this film already possesses.

Color Management

In this respect, the D8OE has an edge over the VP- 15S1
which was not quite as convincing in its portrayal of the
whitest highlights.

Animated movies are always agood test of colour purity

and saturation and Disney's Ratatouille (
adual- layer BD
with data rates up to 48Mbps) is atextbook exponent.
The soft, downy texture of the rodent hair ensures the
little critters look appropriately cute while the rich livery
of the restaurant is revealed in wonderful counterpoint
to the rustic functionality of the kitchen. Bigger
projectors like the HT5000 [
HFN, Nov ' 07] will deliver a
more cframatic, three-dimensional image than the 080E
but, by never over-stretching itself, the little box reliably
casts acannily well-balanced, acutely detailed, colourful
and impactful image. It's awinner. d)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This little projector blends ahighly
tuned and crisply defined image
quality with the convenience
of remotely- controlled zoom
of its colour management
software, BrilliantColor
wheel and Unishape lamp
technology is clearly a boost
to performance, ensuring the
080E offers more than a taste

HDTV
User (
6loolq

x=0.321; y=0.337

5T1

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

REMY THE RAT

and focus. The combination

Gamma Correction

Primaries
White Point

FEATURES

83%

Fresh out of the box. SIM2's D65 colour
reference came up fractionally too blue at
7500K on my white screen but the User
setting [see table, above] is not amillion
miles away, bringing up the red quotient
while dropping the white point closer to
6800K. Tracking is within — 150K over afull
30-100IRE dynamic (greyscale) range with
these settings, realising asubstantial 2.35fL
increase in maximum brightness over the
Marantz VP- 1551 tested last month ( 10.3f1
versus 7.95fL). Contrast, too, is improved to
2200:1 over the reference 3m white sc-een
and afull 3120:1 at 1m through-the-lens.
This is the widest contrast measured from
any projector in this class and testament to
what can be achieved with alower power
160W ¡amp combined with the Unishape
adapative light engine.
Despite the potential of ' BrilliantColor'
the slight restriction in green gamut might
be seen as an acceptable recompense for
this extra brightness and contrast. While

this shortfall looks dramatic compared
with the extended green palette offered by
the VP- 1551, in practice the difference in
perceived green extension and saturatior
will be minimal. PM

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Colour Temperature (Calibrated)

6800X

Reflected brightness @ 5m

10.3ft

Reflected contrast (0-100IRE window)

2200:1

Directcontrast through-the-lens @ 1m

3120:1

of SIM2's top- of-the- line Full

Gamma

2.1

HD projectors.

Fan Noise (A-wtd. 20Hz-201(Hz @ 1m)

33dI3A
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AMPLIFIER TEST

CODA CL (£ 1450)
CODA CS (£2450)

With ablend of innovative features
and high power performance, these
novel Codas promise amusical
crescendo to rememper
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Tested by Ian Harris

U

pto now, Coda Technologies Inc of
Sacramento, California, has managed to
resist the economic rip-tide which has swept
so much audiophile manufacturing towards

the Far East. Resolutely continuing to design and build
wholly in the US, Coda offers both integrated and
pre/power amplification solutions, with prices starting
at apoint that sits squarely in the territory of the
burgeoning Chinese high-end zone.
In terms of build quality, the Coda faces tough
competition from the latest Far Eastern products. On
construction alone, the CS earns adraw, but the CL's
slightly less than hewn-from- solid casework cedes the
initiative to the best competition. However, Coda has
one extra card to play: an impressive 10-year warranty,
bettered only by the 20-year guarantee offered by the
beefcakes at Bryston in Canada.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

SHOCK. DO MOT
ER DERIFT....
SE /MEMO

TO

AGDIRET HDOCH
FOS ,

rorr4

DADE

In terms of specification, the CS is generously endowed,
with aclaimed 300W/8ohm, doubling into 4ohm and
remaining load-stable' into 2ohm [ see Lab Report].

manufactured competition — impressive given

ABOVE: Coda's

Californian labour and infrastructure costs. Sound has to

However, in this skirmish, it's the CL preamplifier that

be the deciding factor, so on to round two.

punches above its weight. Remote control, three singleended and one balanced line- level inputs, plus tape

se GOING WEST

CL preamplifier
has one balanced
(XLR) and three

monitor and processor loops are all thoroughly practical
features, but it is the intelligent flexibility of the unit
that impresses most.

In deference to the all- US construction, awholly US
listening programme seemed appropriate, so where

single-ended line
level inputs, plus
atape monitor

better to start than the Deep South, with Lynyrd

facility. The

increments via the large dual- mode dial, with all inputs
defaulting to amaximum output of unity gain. However,
each may be individually adjusted to allow gain of up to

Skynyrd's 1972 debut Pronounced. '
IAin't the One' was
amodel of clarity and refined energy, with the band's
signature Southern swagger fairly bursting through
the speakers. Both vocals and instruments had solid in-

features both
balanced and
unbalanced input

18dB. This function can be used either to match source
components with varying output levels or to optimise

room presence, although it was quite clear that agility,
dynamics and neutrality were topping the agenda, the

gain for the user's chosen power amplifier. While this
facility is far from unique, it's rare in apreamplifier at

sound displaying no trace of excess weight in the form
of exaggerated richness or warmth.

the CL's price point, so chalk one up for US value.
At the end of round one, balancing build quality,

Lucinda William's West provided amarked change of
gear. \While Skynyrd's rambunctious energy is fully lofi

functionality and claimed performance, the Coda

friendly, West only really blossoms througih genuinely

Both volume and balance are adjustable in ldB

pair yields nothing to the best of the Far- Eastern

CS power amp

connections

high quality kit. The Coda pairing duly revealed afine
sense of acoustic space, with Lucinda's alluring Southern

'Moving on to the wildly energetic, the
Coda combo was in its element with
the manic power of Eels' Souljacker'
drawl providing aclearly defined yet natural presence
in the room. Backing vocals on West are subtle enough
to sound alittle ephemeral at times, but the CLICS had
sufficient transparency to place them clearly in the mix,
and highlight their interplay with the lead.
CODA TECHNOLOGIES INC

Moving back to home Californian turf ( by way of

Producing audio electronics since 1989 the

New Haven, Connecticut) and the altogether gentler

company evolved as amanufacturer from founders
Eric Lauchli, BD Dale and Lorin Peterson's previous

appeal of Karen Carpenter, Ifelt the Codas did not quite
transmit the full yearning beauty of the vocals. It was

vehicle, Continuum Electronics, an independent

not that the reproduction was not highly satisfying, just

consultancy. Since then the company has produced

that some of the honeyed depths of that amazing voice
seemed to remain untapped.

components under both brand names and, while
production is now centralised under the Coda
badge, its design and consultancy work has
continued. Coda has even delivered an amplifier
design for electrostatic specialist Inner Sound
—explaining its synergy with this type of speaker.

By contrast, on 'Ticket To Ride', the sparse genius
of Richard Carpenter's arrangements were handled
wonderfully. Here the CL and CS showed an impressive
ability to reproduce simultaneously instruments of
widely varying timbre, giving each its conect weighting
and scale without, say, the power of apiano obscuring C-,

AUDIO

FILE
Stereo preamp
and power
amplifier. Rated
at 300111/18ohm
Made by:
Coda
Technologies In::

Supplied by:
Metropolis Music
Telephone:
01435 867438
www.metropolismusic.co.uk
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The all-new

M-series

fromIZOKSÁN

High performance hi-fi separates
that will make your heart sing

To find out more about the M-Series of high performance hi-fi separates
from Roksan, and where you can buy them
visit: wwvv.henleydesigns.co.uk

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
ROKSAN

CENTRES

OF

EXCELLENCE

Midland Hi Fi Studio, Wolverhampton • Audio Merchants, Glasgow • Audio Republic Ltd., Headingley, Leeds • HG Raplcin, Northampton • Hi Fi Sound, Darlingto
Home Media, MaidstoneKronos Hi Fi, Dungannon • Merlin Music, Melrose • Music Unlimited, Leverton, Boston • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Yeovil
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southgate • Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Holborn • Technosound Systems Ltd., Dunstable
Unilet Sound & Vision, New Malden • Videotech, Huddersfield • Zouch Audio, Asby-De-La-Zouch
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Massive ' Keen Ocean''
toroida mains transfomadr
with 'independent secondary
windings for the left and

ABOVE: preamplifier controls are

right crannels.

duplicated on the supplied remote
the detail of even the lightest brush of
acymbal or strummed harp.
Moving on to the wi dly energetic,
the Coda combo was in its element
with the manic power of Eels'
Souljacker. Bass was tight yet

Each power amplifier channel featees
nine pairs of ' PowerBase 5.154281AI
4302A silicon transismrs -. 35C5V

satisfyingly full, while the pairing's

capable devices specified for - high
power audio' applications

refusal to add even amodicum
of artificial warmth was apositive advantage,
providing amanically toe-tapping performance with
dynamics entirely free of musical inertia.
ON MESSAGE
A succinct summary of the Codas would be ' well sorted
solid-state', the pairing providing arefreshingly lucid
sound, majoring on neutrality without ever losing : ouch
with the musical message. In terms of top-to- bottom
balance they were hard to fault, with low, midrange and
high frequencies all erring ever so slightly towards the
lean, but without displaying even avestige of harshness
or edge. If Ifelt there was aslight lack of ' soul' in the
midrange, any limitations with the most intimate vocal
works were compensated for by the units' dynamics and
unerring levels of refinement.
In terms of system building, my own feeling is that a
slightly rich or warm source makes abest match, while
the CS offers enough power to drive all but the most
recalcitrant of real-world speakers. If the CL preamplifier
is not quite the most transparent performer at its price,
it offers agenuinely impressive balance of performance
against functionality. I'm ahair- shirt minimalism man
at heart, but felt that every feature of the CL was
both useful and, more importantly, would genuirely

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
2x360W from 20Hz-20kHz into 8ohm,
increasing to 580W, 630W and 340W into
8, 4 and 2ohm under dynamic conditions.
This is equivalent to aburst current of
13A which is not particularly generous
for a300W amplifier. So peihaps the CS
will not be as adept at driving the lowest
impedance speakers as yot. 'might think.
Otherwise, the exceptionally flat
response, low 0.001-0.02% distortion [black
trace, below] and wide 93.5dB A-vvtd Sifil
ratio (re. 1W/8ohm) aie all impressive. The
0.1ohm output ' impedance is fractionally

The Cl preamp's programmable volume
control is very fle)oble, variable in - 1dB
steps from -90dB up to + 14.7dB (+ 18
on the yellow readout). Unity gain occurs
between steps 3-4. not 0, and distortion
broadly increases with gain from 0.007% at
-6dB to unity to 0.011% at full gain [blue
trace, graph below right].
The noise floor of the preamp looks, well,
rathe -' elect -onic' instead of smooth with
agreater number of spikes contributing to
the poorer 87.9dB SIN ratio ( right) versus
92.9dB ( left). Harmonic distortion is also
lower on the left channel. Separation
detenarated almost uniformly with ( log)
frequency - 90dB at 20Hz, 58dB at lkHz
and Pie 32d6 at 20kHz.
The matching power amp, ostensibly
biased into Class A over the first 10W but
running very cool and with an idle power
consumption af just 68W, delivers afull

high even though the CS's subsonic
performance is good to -0.18dBf5Hz,
subject to speaker loading. On balance the
power amp looks to be the stronger, more
'analogue-looking' performer.
Fuller test reports an both pre and power
amp may be obtained via the ' Download'
button at www.hifinews.co.uk. PM
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contribute to the ownership experience.
So, well worth an audition. (.5

4.001

100
Dynan. Power Oatpul

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

020

10k

100

value, real-world power and

FEATUR ES

70%

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, iii4ohm (< 1% THD)

36W/580 1:V

Dynamic Power, 814i 2/1ohm

4713W/630W1340W/180W

musical agility and energy

Output Impedance ( ZDHz-2(1<fizi

0.C185-0.1Dohm

are required, but those who

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to - 0.45c113

like to sink their ears into all-

Input Sensitivity (fo , OdBW(3001/1/1

109mV/1895mV

A-wtd Sire ratio (for OdBW1300VV)

93.5dB1118.0dB

Distortion ( 10Witiohm, 20Hz 20kfiz)

0.51012-0.021%

and refined, if erring slightly
towards the lean. Great where

enveloping warmth might be
better served elsewhere.

Mt

Free/m.0

trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:
Distortion versus frequency, preamp ( blue infill) and power amp ( black infill)

power combination offers good
genuinely useful functionality.

"

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black

This US designed and built pre/

The sonic signature is pure

1k
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TURNTABLE TEST

Floating on Air
PRESENCE AUDIO LONDON TONEARM (£2495)

In spite of its lack of finish, this parallel tracker's performance surprises Ken Kessler
BELOW:
The
cylindrical
arm bearing
assembly is
connected
by tubing to
an air pump,
which may

F

lor those who use SME
arms as the yardstick for all
others, the mere presence
-no pun intended - of

as asleeve, over aprimary cylinder

the original firm.): Thus, by swapping

connected to an air pump and the
top of the turntable chassis. The
idea is that the friction between

cartridges, Iwas easily zble to
separate the arm's contribution. Also
part Pf the package is asurprisingly
quiet air pump, with sufficient

Presence Audio's London tonearm
will come as aslap in the face.

moving and fixed cylinders should

No, make that abucket of foetid,
lukewarm water poured over one's

the mechanical drag, its horizontal

tubiirg to isolate it another room
should you feel it's too intrusive,

motion ' driven' by the groove,

though the shhhhhh is no more

post-modern, refined- by- Wallpaper

irritating than v«inyl whoosh.
Fed into the Musical Fidelity

be so low as to virtually eliminate

be remotely

magazine sensibilities. It looks as if it

against which the cartridge stays
perfectly aligned. And that's the

sited as

was made of scrap metal scavenged
from askip behind the Meccano

arm's entire raison d'être: zero

A5.5S phono stage - aperfect

tracking error.

match - and auditioned via Sonus
faber Cremona Auditor Elipsas

required

factory, circa 1956. Finish? The
review sample hit every branch on

UDIO

ILE

arallel tracking
onearm
rice: £ 2495
ade by:
resence Audio
elephone:
1444 461611
eb: www.
resenceaudlo.
om

DECKED OUT

connected with- Kimber Select,

the shabby tree, and didn't even
stop at the roots.

Presence supplied the London arm
on aGarrard 401, which suited me

In audio terms then ( as opposed
to the faultless work of, say, Savile

perfectly: my 401 is also Decca mated, but with an original Decca

Row tailors), it's so British that it
hurts. The ' London' moniker takes
on anew resonance, as if it were

uni pivot arm and aLondon- era
cartridge. ( It's worth noting here
that all cartridges and arms

named after what is one of the

supplied by Presence are
named ' London':

least pleasant cities in the world
that's not in awar zone. Yet even
Heath Robinson and Roland

'Decca' means

Emett must be turning
in their graves at this
contraption.
Design-wise, it's
as basic as aparallel- ,
tracking, air- bearing
design can be: an
arm tube fixed to
acylinder
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the all- London front end exhibited

the Presence stable lives up to its

every one of the virtues that go
back to Decca Reds, Blues, Greys
and Golds. Only better, because the
(£2199) London Reference banishes

name, it has to be this arm, but
only in tandem with Reference or
Gold cartridges.
With little difficulty, Ifitted

so many of the Deccas' flaws: that

aKoetsu Urushi, and it was
blindingly obvious that this arm

solid body does more than eliminate
atin can which would surely reveal

was optimised for the behaviour of
aLondon- néeDecca. The London/
Koetsu combination lacked the
openness, air and power provided

Fray Bentos tampo printing on the
inside if you took one apart.
Having satisfied myself that,

by the SME Series V, and this swap
also revealed its one downside.

horrifying assembly aside, the arm
does extract the characteristic
performance peculiarities that

Beyond, that is, its unappealing
construction and styling, which
hardly suggest £ 2.5k.

endear Decca cartridges (and now
Londons) to acertain sort of listener,
it was down to splitting hairs. And
the first to be bisected was any
argument that the old unipivot

SCARY DEMEANOUR
Tersely put, the performance lacks
the absolutely robust, carvedfrom-solid image specificity and
sheer mass of the SME Series V.

arm might even come close to this
parallel tracker.
STOPS CHATTERING
More than anything, the new
arm eradicates the slight chatter
familiar to Decca/London users if the

heavily- strummed notes which

ABOVE: Leadout

damping isn't 'just so'. Given that

possess incisive leading edges and
near- perfect decay.
With the electric guitar of

wires on
the arm are
extremely fine,

there's no damping applied to the

Santana, on the Abraxas Mobile

and accurate

arm beyond that of the air flow, part

Fidelity LP [ see p771, the fluidity

cueing is hard

of it must be put down to the rigid-

stays as coolly liquid as you know it
should be, while the transients at

to accomplish

bodied Reference cartridge. Still,
the Reference may be ghostly silent
compared to a 'Tin Man' edition,
but it is still excitable. In the London
arm, it's nearly as well-controlled as
in afully-damped SME 12in arm on
the SME 20/12. Nearly.
With every recording Itried, the

tries asystem's speed and recovery.

orchestral music lovers and Kododrumming aficionados.
Yet, if you can overlook the
cueing not working, the scarily
thin wires at the back, the
made- in-a- shed demeanour, it's
so ideal for aDeccaphile that you

either end of the rapid picking are so
sharp that you can't help but follow
up with recordings of brittle ragtime
piano, brass and anything else that

Bass is well-controlled and
beautifully taut, but it's missing
that mammoth-stomping-on-acaveman weight that is beloved of

'Design-wise, it's as basic
as aparallel-tracking,
air-bearing design can be'

London arm didn't simply preserve

STABLE MATES
More important to me, though

the virtues of the cartridge, it
reinforced them. It's important

ability is one of the most often

BELOW LEFT:

have to smile. As you would at

cited virtues by devotees of these
cartridges), was the preservation of

Not surprisingly,

someone who owns, say, aReliant

the London

Scimitar. Shamelessly, this is of the

warmth in the vocals and the

Reference

school that remains oblivious to

wide-open soundstage.

and London

Nothing about the arm added
artifice to the vocals or corralled the

Tonearm seem

standards set by other disciplines
after the same disposable

that this chattery, highly-strung
behaviour of aDecca/London
cartridge is placed in the proper
context: this is one of its charms,
not its demerits. It's inseparable
from still- unmatched transient
attack, as heard with the acoustic

(despite the fact that transient

guitar break on Mr Big's 'To Be With

vista: this arm is shockingly neutral,
and must only be auditioned with

You'. The shimmer and woodiness
of the guitar body itself supports

acartridge you know intimately if
you're to appreciate this particular
capability. Feeding it C&WIPs from
the batch Ibought secondhand,
it also showed itself to deal more
comprehensively with surface issues
-minor pops and clicks flew by too
rapidly to intrude - and its imaging
was more stable than that of the
unipivoting ancestor.
With the glorious vocals of the
Judds, the voices seemed to hover
just above the line of the speakers,
and were - from realistic sibilance
to Wynona's deliciously sleazy
growl/purr - as authentic as it gets.
If anything that has issued from

made for each
other - other
cartridges might
work less well

income: cars, watches, pens.
Forgive this its dreary, audiophilic
countenance and you might find it
charming as hell. ()

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Ordinarily, I'd rip to shreds
something this poorly presented,
but that would be to deny
the power of tradition. Here,
London is simply being true to
the original Decca tonearm,
one of the worst- made in audio
history. And yet that too defied
its construction by sounding
sublime.., with the matching
cartridge. If, as Ido, you adore
Londons, then this arm must
be taken seriously.
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Arcam's all- in- one system has become amodern-day
classic, but will its Solo ` Mini' cut asimilarly iconic dash in
the fierce mini-system market asks Alan Sircom

A

rcam has the Midas
Touch with electronics.
The company wasn't the

first ' real' hi-fi brand to

release an all- in- one system, but

the success Arcam has had with
the Solo, Solo Movie 5.1 and Solo
Movie 2.1 packages, all suggest the
company got the formula right from
the outset. Now, though, Arcam has
changed the mix.

NO HALF MEASURE
The new Solo Mini is a half- sized
product containing a CD player,
DAB/AM/FM tuner, amplifier and a
few extra features like atimer and
the now almost- obligatory iPod and
MP3 connection facilities.
The Solo's control surface runs
along the top edge of case, flanking
the ' red for standby, blue for go'
rectangular power indicator. The on-

Arcam Solo Mini (£650)
The single-wired Muso is a 2.21itre
ported two-way, made from cast and
extruded aluminium. It features a85mm
midrange cone, which crosses over
at 2.5kHz to the aluminium-domed
25mm tweeter. Both drive units are
magnetically shielded. Designed to
handle up to 30W ( 100W for asatellite
system) the Muso is claimed to deliver a
frequency response of 70Hz-20kHz with
asensitivity rating of 85dB/W/m and
nominal 4ohm impedance.

The Solo Mini packs alot into its 5.31kg,
230x350x9Omm box. It includes a
CD player that sports aWolfson 24bit multi- level Delta-Sigma DAC, an
amplifier said to deliver 25W/channel,
with distortion measurements down to
0.036%, and a line preamplifier stage
(with alow-standard 2.5Vrms maximum
input level) and claimed 105dB signalto-noise ratio. Arcam also combines a
basic 30 preset AM and 30 preset FM
tuner with fully featured DAB stage. This
DAB section only stores 10 presets, but
features full scrolling metadata.

1

8 Tracks
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case keys fall between ' positive'
and ` squidgy' - nobody is going
to wax lyrical about the Solo
Mini's buttons, but they are not
going to offend either.
If you need to delve deeper,
simplicity goes out the window;
you need to put the system
in standby, press ' menu' on
the remote handset and scroll

include scrolling station and
track data from DAB stations
(not FM-RDS though) but
also track data from players
connected to the frontmounted USB socket and also
iPods connected to Arcam's
optional rDock, via arear- panel
socket. Unfortunately, however,
CD-Text is not included in the

through the up, down, left and
right buttons through apage or

metadata line-up.
The front panel boasts a

so just to set the clock.

3.5mm minijack input and
headphone socket as well.

The Solo's front panel has
alarge black rectangle with a
two- deck blue scrolling display
and aslot- mounted CD drawer
beneath. The display, which
can be dimmed or powered
down altogether, shows which
device is playing, volume, and
any details that source can
show. Cleverly, this doesn't only
r
1423r:es

I
FILE

The small back panel
shows how much more can be

squeezed into the Solo Mini.
Alongside the CD player and

it also connects to the Solo
Mini by RS232 port - allowing
the Solo Mini's remote handset
to control your iPod and to

sources with all- in-one systems
and here that integration
defaults to the highest common
factor - the CD player.

transfer basic information to
the front panel display.
There's also afull spread
of AM, FM and DAB aerial
connections, apair of very solid
speaker terminals and controls
for multiroom remote control,

It's admirably musical and
also highly detailed and is
exceedingly transparent. This
means the sound the CD makes

plus aprogrammer over- ride
switch to allow updates to be

is always entertaining and
lithe, but without sacrificing

installed by adealer, and arear

soundstage width or making
the top end ' pinched' and

power switch. Atwo- pin IEC
socket completes the package.
SHUFFLIN' THROUGH

tuner, there are line inputs
for agames console, TV, an

The case bristles with vents,
although the Solo Mini doesn't

auxiliary and either an iPod or

run hot: it appears to operate a
fraction cooler than its bigger

atape, with tape and preamp
outputs. If you use the rDock,

And, again from memory, it
sounds better. As arule there's
usually integration across the

brother, as Irecall it.

bright. The rest of the package
basically follows that lead.
This grossly trivialises just
how admirable this whole
concept is. At this price, it's
hard enough to find aCD player
capable of delivering ataut,
infectious rhythm coupled G>

AUDIO
Arcam Ltd,
Pembroke
Avenue, Denny
Industrial Centre,
Waterbeach,
Cambs
CB5 9PB
Telephone:
01223 203200

-Web: www.
arcam.co.uk

ABOVE LEFT/
BELOW RIGHT:
The £ 130 rDock
adds iPod
connectivity
with composite
and S- Video
outputs
FT: The Solo
,ni rear panel
,s four line
puts, AM/FM
id DAB aerial
inflections
,lus apair of
4mm speaker
terminals
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with fine detailing and aprecision that
makes it transcend musical tastes. You can
shuffle your CD collection, playing Richard

speakers make the Solo Mini package sit
happily in the ' second system' role. In the
context of asmall room, and played within

Strauss back-to-back with the Spencer
Davis Group, and mix in some Omette
Coleman for good measure, without
finding aweak spot.

manageable sound pressure limits, they
work remarkably well.

To find aCD player and amplifier that
do the same trick is exceptional. (The
tuner tries too, but the limitations imposed

they will return almost apoint-source

by DAB output mean it gets mentioned
in dispatches instead of wearing medal

bass. They work especially well with voices

transform the iPod into an audiophile
source, but it does allow you to play the
iPod independently of charging it, which
helps performance.

systems and not walk away bloodied. '

One of the toughest tests is Live in
Leipzig - not the cut from the Black
improvised jazz piano and guitar works of
Ketil Bjornstad and Terje Rypdal on ECM
2052 ( recorded live in 2005).
This challenging disc combines acoustic

Like the rDock, the optional Muso speakers
complete the package. They are small cast
and extruded aluminium boxes, packed
with Arcam's anti- resonance treatments,
and atwo-way reflex design with a
front-firing port.

piano with effects-filled, ' cranked- amp',
electric guitar noodling - arare, possibly
unique, duo combination. And the Solo
managed to make the best of both,
retaining the dynamics of the acoustic
instrument and the tonality of the fuzzedup one. The only downside was that the

They come with asmall grey plastic
pad designed to help the metal box meet
the outside world without tears. These

speakers made the piano lighter than
would be ideal.

HEN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER
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There is acracking little CD player nestling within
the Mini, equipped with the same Wolfson- brand
DACs used in its costlier separates. Because the
power amp section is still driven, albeit into an open
load, when the line outputs are used, distortion is
alittle higher than with astandalone player at up
to 0.035% over the top 20dB of its dynamic range.
Otherwise this drops to alow - 0.001% with awide
107dB A-wtd S/N ratio, flat response (-0.3dB/20kHz)
and impressively low 130psec jitter.
Stereo separation never falls below 85dB, its
low-level resolution is good to ± 0.5dB over afull
110dB range and the clock accuracy is within
100ppm. Ihave measured some high-end CD
players that don't look as good as this!

PM

0.001

ultimate ` den' system:
one that's so good you
might even end up
improving your main

SOUND

84%

system in order to
keep up. Yes, the
speaker bass and
power output
limit the size of
the room it's used
in, but who has
a20x16ft den
anyway? In any
case, apair of more
efficient speakers

ECO

80%

would do the trick.

PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS

Eli 20

HI—FI NEWS VERDICT
This must surely be the

TOUGH TEST

Metal Norwegian group Mayhem, but the

NO FAILED MUSO

-120

'den' good - this is asystem good enough
to allow it to compare with separates

sound with remarkably fine imaging, a
crisp and detailed tonality, but no deep
-always agood sign - and meld with the
Solo Mini perfectly.

something truly special.
The rDock option is good, too. It won't

is no good for organ works - will rarely be
reached in asecond room. Take the Muso
out of the equation and replace them with
some decent, efficient loudspeakers and
the sound is surprisingly good. And not just

Put them less than half ametre from
rear and side walls, toed in slightly, and

ribbons.) That they are all housed under
the same aluminium roof makes this

The limitations of the package - the
Solo Mini is no powerhouse and the Muso

LOUDSPEAKERS

WW1
2

10
Dynamic Power Output >,

140

200

E

If Iwas impressed by the Mini's CD player, then the
integral amplifier is, in relative terms, positively
stunning. Let's remember that Arcam rates the
Mini at 25W/ohm and yet, in practice, it delivers
afull 2x35W/8ohm and 2x45W/4ohm increasing

Frequency
With the Muso, Arcam has chosen to maintain
fair sensitivity - our measured 85dB is bang on
specification - by limiting its bass ambitions and
permitting achallenging load impedance. The tiny
bass-mid driver is down 6dB by 73Hz and generates
ahigh 9.7% distortion at 90dB SPL at 100Hz. Rated

to afull 60W, 96W and 133W into 8, 4 and 2ohm
loads under dynamic conditions. This is clearly no
shrinking violet plus, as the graph above clearly
illustrates, this power is maintained with surprisingly
low ( - 0.003%) distortion.

at 4ohm. the Muso has alow minimum modulus
of 2.8ohm and aharsh minimum EPDR (equivalent
peak dissipation resistance) of 1.4ohm.

The response rolls gently away to -0.8dB/20kHz
but is utterly flat down to asubsonic 5Hz, all from

between 1and 2kHz, and the ± 1.4dB matching

an output impedance of

- 0.085ohm.

The A-wtd S/N

ratio of 89dB is also above average. Don't judge this
box by its dimensions, for it's agiant-killer. PM

Its frequency response is flat apart from ahump
would have been tighter but for aslight disparity
in tweeter sensitivity. The cumulative spectral
decay waterfall suggests there are some cabinet
resonances below 1kHz. KH

HI—FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

2.00Vrms

Power Output, iiplohm (<1%THD)

35W/45W

Sensitivity (SPI. at 1m/2.83V)

85dB

A-wtd SIN Ratio

107.1dB

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2/1ohm

60W/96W/133W/73W

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion 1kHz, OdBFsi-30dBFs

0.035%10.004%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.084-0.13ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

0.07%

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

2.8ohm
21.9ohm
@ 298Hz @ 112Hz
-57° +50°
@ 130Hz @ 2.3kHz

+0.0dB to -1.53dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±3.3dB

Digital Jitter

130psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBW/25W)

76m \/1382mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hz)

73Hz

Resolution ® -100dB

±0.3dB

Awtd SIN ratio (OdBW/25W)

89.1dB/103.1dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 10kHz)

>40kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>85dB

Distortion ( 10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0026-0.037%

THD 100Hzi1kHz110kHz pow ala)
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SALE ENDE SATURDAY 7TH JUNE
Forget Oscars and BAFTAs, the award for Best Hi Fi
and Home Cinema Sale goes to Unilet.
No wonder everyone is screaming Blue Murder. Serious audio at seriously
low prices. Up-to-the-minute home cinema for down-to-earth money.

*

More severed body parts than Tarantino
More blood-letting than Rambo
More crazy deals than Gordon Gekko

Nothing beats the Unilet Blue Murder Sale.
For twenty years we've had people queuing all night to get their hands on
the biggest bargains of the year.
Top brands, rock- bottom prices, new, exdemo and blue- list specials; we're talking
real audio at unreal prices.
Take alook online at www.unilet.net or
give us aring for acopy of our Blue List
Catalogue. If you want to make akilling,
New Malden is the place.
It would be acrime to
miss it.

Unilet
SOUND+VISIUN
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY

020 8942 9567
www.uniletnet

BADA

Starring

Acoustic Energy • Arcam • Audiolab • B&VV • Bryston • Chord • Chord Cable • Denon • Dynavector • Esoteric

Electrocompaniet • Heed • Isotek • KEF • Lehmann • Marantz • Marantz Premium • Meridian • Michell • Mission • Mordaunt
Short • Musical Fidelity • Onkyo • Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC • Primare • ProAc • Pro-ject • Quad • REL • Roksan
Rotel • SIM2 • SME • Sonos • Spendor • Stax • Tannoy • TEAC • Wilson Benesch • Wharfedale • Yamaha and full supporting cast.

This month's reader is active as an internet
moderator, which keeps him in touch with
other audio enthusiasts. He's gradually
developed asystem largely from Naim
components, Steve Harris discovers, with
superb facilities for analogue, digital and
viewing in acomfortable environment

uJ

o

i- fi can be asolitary hobby, but for Nigel it
is avery sociable one. He is amoderator of
two internet forums and active on several
others, notably the Nairn Forum, where he is
well-known as ' Polar Bear'.
'I've been amember of the Naim Forum since
2000. It's something Ienjoy, basically. Ienjoy talking
to people with similar musical tastes, similar hi-fi
interests, similar outlook. Imeet people from all over
the world. I've been out to Hong Kong, have friends in
Holland, in America.
'I go on the forum quite abit and people tend to
follow what Ido. The " search for speakers" is quite
famous, because alot of people know me from a
thread Idid about trying to find the best speakers.'

u_
1
else is there around about that price range?" They got
out this little thing called aNait. They played that and I
thought, wow, that's fantastic! Then they played me a
pre/ power, which was the 42/110.
'And that's really when Ifirst got into Naim. It all
started from there.

ABOVE RIGHT:
Sitting on

Of course, the internet has helped Nigel on his
voyage of hi-fi discovery. The uninitiated might be

aFinite

shocked if they added up the cost of Nigel's current

first came out. Iwent over to the Sound Factory in

Elemente

system, but as he says: ' Ididn't buy this all at once. It's
been a20-year hobby!' And it is now well over 20 years
since Nigel set foot on the Naim ladder.

Loughborough, with the intention of buying the good
old LP12, like everybody wanted at that time.

Signature
stand is
Nigel's Roksan
turntable,
with Artemiz
tonearm and
Dynavector
cartridge,
above his
Roksan
Reference
phono stage

66

'My first system, when Iwas at university, consisted
of aTechnics turntable, Technics amp and Mission 707
speakers. Igot part of it for my eighteenth birthday
present, and the rest Ifunded myself. The turntable
was the first to go: that's when the Thorens 150 came
in, an absolute classic, lovely piece.
'Then - and this would be around 1984 - Iwanted

'The next thing was aRoksan Xerxes, when that

'I did the A- Bcomparison with the Linn and the
Xerxes. And the Xerxes just made the hair stand up on
the back of my neck, it was that good.
'I bought the Xerxes with Rega arm. Idid get the
Artemiz arm when it came out, but Iran an AudioTechnica moving-coil cartridge for about five or six years
before Igot aShiraz on eBay.'
By this time, Nigel had upgraded his speakers to the

to listen to aMission Cyrus amplifier. Iwent over to

Linn Sara. 'That was afantastic system. Ikept that pretty

Cam Audio in Cambridge because nobody locally
stocked it. Iwas listening to it and Isaid, " Oh, what

stable for along time, but in the mid- 1990s Iwent for a
Naim 82/180 with Hi- Cap. Appreciating that the 42/110
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THE ROOM
Nigel listens to music or
watches television from
acomfortable sofa,
facing an awesome
investment in Nairn
amplification and disc
players - all on Naim
Fraims. Speaker cabling
and interconnects are
also from Nairn. There's
room for analogue too,
with aRoksan turntable
and phono stage. He's
not convinced he needs
extra channels and his
main speakers are Art
Emotion Signatures
sitting on Vertex cones

'I did the A-Bcomparison with the Linn and the
Xerxes. Anc the Xerxes just made the hair stand
up on the back of my neck, it was that good'
wasn't really driving the speakers as people say it should,
Itook the jump to amuch bigger amplifier.
'I also went up to aNaim CDX CD player, later adding
an XPS power supply. My first CD player was actually a
Philips 102, which I'd kept for years and years.

'Then sadly, in 2000, Ilost my parents. Iused some of
my inheritance to buy something that would remind me
of them, which was what I'd always wanted, atop-flight
Naim system.
`So Ibought myself aCDS3 player with XPS2 power
supply, 252 preamplifier and 300 power amp. By then
Ihad replaced the Saras with Ruark Equinox speakers.
I'd heard these at the Heathrow show, on the end of an
Exposure system.

developed
over the years,
Nigel's current,
Naim-based

change the speakers again. That was when Iwent on

system is set
in aspacious
room which

the quest to try to find the perfect speakers.
'I started off with Naim SL2s. They were fantastic, but

should be kept

'I moved to abungalow, which had afantastic hi-fi
room, and Ithought it was an ideal opportunity to

just didn't give me the size and scale Iwanted. After
A REMINDER

ABOVE: Slowly

that Ilistened to Neat Ultimatum MF9s. Icompared
these to Nairn NBLs and ended up with the MF9s.
'That's how Icame across my current dealer, Pete

he feels
comfortable
and inviting to
visiting friends.
The system is

Swain of Cymbiosis in Leicester, who's now apersonal

powered from

friend. Before that I'd always dealt round the country. I'd

adedicated

bought off the internet, show deals, that kind of thing.
'After this, the 252 went up to a552. A second 300

with sockets

came in, but then both got replaced by two NAP500s.
All these were with the Neat speakers. The bigger the
amp, the better with the Neats, they just responded!

mains spur
wired through
the wall to the
garage behind
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@ HOME

RIGHT:
Nigel has
both the Naim

Ihave to say the Neat MF9 with two 500s was the
best system that Ihad.'

CD555 and

SECRET EMOTION

DVD5 disc
players

However, then came another house move. ' Imoved
in here with my girlfriend and, for domestic reasons,
the MF9s went. Which was abit of shame! It had
always been " my" system, that she wouldn't go
near, until Igave her asay in the choice of the Art
Emotion Signatures I've got now. She said " Yes,
we'll have them!" and it then became awhole
system which she used.
'So it was abit of acompromise to get using the
system again. But there are things that the Arts do

though Nigel really enjoys listening to the Arts. He'd
like to try something larger.

that the Neats couldn't, just as there are things that
the Neats did that the Arts can't.'

here. I'm very happy with the Arts, but Istill hanker

At that time, the Art Emotion was still aScottish

'I think changing to
the 552 is the biggest
upgrade you can
make. It just opens
the door and lets
everything through'
BELOW: The
Roksan TRAS2
turntable,
with Artemiz
tonearm and
Dynavector
Te Kaitora
cartridge, sits
on aFinite
Elemente
Signature
support table

RIGHT: Naim
electronics
sit on Naim
Fraim stands
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after bigger speake -s. Ithink there is no substitute for
size when it comes to loudspeakers. Ithink the Naim
DBLs are fantastic, but I'm not quite sure that they'll
work in my room.
'And there are bigger Emotions coming from Art
soon, and I'd like to have alisten to those. Ireally like
the Art Impression, the big three-way. Ithink they are
fantastic, but they need alot of space. What holds my
room back is that it's alittle bit narrow.'
When Naim introduced the 555 CD player, Nigel
bought one, trading in one of the 500 amplifiers, as
he'd found that with the Art speakers he didn't really
need two. ' Ithink Iwas privileged to have the first

secret and Nigel probably wouldn't have come

555 in the public domain.'

across them if it hadn't been for the internet.
'I'm amoderator of the Hi Fi Wigwam site. A guy

WHAT IS BETTER?

in Scotland sent me amessage saying: " You've got
to listen to these!" Art Loudspeakers arranged to
get apair over to me and these were the first pair
in England. They came on dem and they stayed.
'They do dynamics and speed better than almost
any other speaker I've heard. They've not quite got
the range of abigger speaker, but what they do
they do extremely well.
'The only way to find out whether apair of
speakers will work in your system is to put them

BELOW

'At some point Ido want to listen to Naim DBLs

in your system — though Iappreciate that dealers
can't do that for everybody. It's only on the bigger
stuff that they can. Because if you hear something
at ashow or at somebody else's house, it works
completely differently from how you expect it to
work in your own home.'
So the search for speakers isn't really over, even

ag.co.uk IJUNE 2008

How would Nigel describe the improvements in
moving up, for example, through the range of Naim
CD players?
'That's adifficult question! They just seem to get
better. But how do you define " better"? Because
there's always been this question: if you change Xfor
Y, yes, it's always going to De different, but what is
actually better?
'It's certainly more enjoyable. Changing up through
the amps, Ithink changing to the 552 is the biggest
upgrade you can make. It just opens the door, and lets
everything through.
'And as you go up the ladder, everything just seems
to grow in size and scale, and get better and better
and better. Interestingly. at the Bristol show, Naim had
different systems, ranging from the 500 series down
to tne 5Series. You walked through the doors and (,>

LAT INTERNATIONAL

IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC
100 MKII Analog, DI-30 Signature & DI-20 Digital and, AC-2 MKII
Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables,
Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

Bosendorfer

North Star
Extremo DAC,
192 upsampling
Transport with Pro
2 CD - Mech and
I2S, RCA and balanced outputs.
Sapphire CD Player

Ask for brochure,
price list,

GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA
2.5) and GNLM
05/04. From £ 48
for a 1m cord terminated with a
standard IEC and
MK tough plug.
Other terminations include Fig
of 8, 16 amp IEC,
and mains plugs
Schuko, USA, Danish, India, Swiss
etc

and

copies of the very
latest reviews .

Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check the list of ex- demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

PINEWOOD
MUST

e

beauty, precision,
emotion

If the idea
of something
different
appeals to you, then look no further
than darTZeel. But darTZeel amplifiers
are more than just ' different': they are
unique. Unique in style, unique in build
quality and unique in performance.
They do not sound like solid state although the are. They do not sound
like valves. They sound like darTZeel,
and darTZeel has proved to the lucky
few how it is possible for a collection
of electronic components to feel hardwired to your emotions.

Agents for: Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis,
Wilson Audio, Audio Research, darTZeel
Copland,
Martin
Logan,
Koetsu,
Transparent,
Crystal
Cable,
Finite
Elemente

The Pinewood Music
Company
or details of this superb range

ING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
3 814321

fax. + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

ltd uk or visit our website www sme ltd uk

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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LEFT: Sony

As for AV sources, Nigel not only owns aNaim
and his Sony LCD TV is partnered by aSony BDP-91E

Bravia KDL40V2000 LCD

player as well as the usual Sky HD box.
'I don't really use it to full AV potential. Idon't

television,
BDP-91E

really want to go 5.1 or 7.1, Ithink it's too many

Blu-ray player

boxes and too many speakers. I'm quite happy to play
DVDs through the 552 and just have it two-channel.
That for me is more than enough. Ithink it gives you
crystal-clear quality and the feel of size and the scale

and Naim

DVD5 player, he was also an early adopter of Blu-ray,

DVD5

that you need. You just don't have the rear sound.
'But I'm not that much into AV that it matters to
me. Perhaps it will at some future point, Idon't know!
Imight at some stage get abigger TV and mount it

you could immediately hear the difference.'
While all this was happening, Nigel also progressed
the vinyl side of his system, sticking with Roksan. In
fact, he's now the moderator of the Roksan forum.
'I had the Xerxes until Icame across aRoksan
TMS1, on eBay again. That was with an Artemiz,
Shiraz and phono stage. But Iwas going from what
was in effect acompletely max'ed-out Xerxes, with
every conceivable upgrade that Roksan dkd from the
power supplies to the blobs to the spindle upgrade...
it seemed like abackward step and Inever really did
get on with the TMS, which was supposed to be a

over the fireplace and get rid of some of the cabling.
The television set is abit in the way at the moment,

BELOW:

it's affecting the sound quality of the left-hand

NATO1 tuner

speaker alittle bit.
'But that's temporary. It'll either get wall- mounted
where it is, or moved out of the way. The TV should

is powered by
an XP5 power

Nigel's Naim

supply

'It's alistening room,
but it's aliving room
as well. And if Iinvit
people round, it's
got to be comfortable
for them'

better deck. Ijust didn't enjoy it as much.
'Then, through adealer, Iwas fortunate enough to

be in the corner where the right-hand speaker is. But

come across an ex-dem TMS2. So Ichanged the whole

Idon't really want to put it there. Idon't want to turn

deck and got abrand-new Artemiz 2, abrand new
Shiraz and abrand-new Artaxerxes Phono Reference.

the lounge round that way because Iwant to be able

BELOW: The

to see out of the window.

Art Emotion

And that, with the recent change to aDynavector Te

'Again, Pete of Cymbiosis is convinced that two
DBLs on the garage wall, where the system is now,

Signature

Kaitora cartridge, is what I've got out there now.

loudspeaker.
Nigel uses

would be absolutely fantastic, and he's probably
right. But Idon't want to sit with my back to the
window. It's alistening room, but it's aliving room

Vertex cones
under these

Idon't really use the turntable as much as the CD
player. It's more aconvenience than anything else.
It's easy when you are doing something just to put a

as well. And if Iinvite people round, it's got to be
comfortable for them.'

BELOW

CD on, and then change it every 50 minutes. Whereas
with aturntable, you have to get up, you have to turn

BOXES TO STAY. UNLESS...

LEFT: Roksan
Reference

A QUESTION OF CONVENIENCE
'Whether I'll go for the TMS3, Idon't really know.

the record over, dust it off. But get agood track on
the TMS2 and it's absolutely fantastic. One of the best
turntables I've ever heard.'

And it is acomfortable room, with asystem which
sounds great on all Nigel's music.

phono stage

'I've always been abig rock fan,' he says ' Iwas
very much into Deep Purple and Led Zeppelin back
in the 1970s, and it's grown from there. Ilisten to all
sorts of music. I'm not really aclassical music fan, or
country and western, or reggae, but anything else,
from Snowy White to Pink Floyd, to female vocalists,
Diana Krall, Lisa Stansfield...
'I do like fast rhythmical music, which plays
extremely well on the Naim system, because it excels
in dynamics and speed.'
Even if the speakers may change sometime soon,
it seems the electronics won't.
'I've gone as far as Irealistically want to go with
them. There is aquestion about Naim power cords,
whether they really will be an improvement on what
I've got. But realistically, black boxes-wise, Ican't see
my buying any new CD players or amplifiers.
'Unless, of course, Naim are going to better what
they've got now!' ô
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PS

...their precision components require
the highest quality fuel to optimise performance.
Similarly, your high- end audio/visual system will only perform to
it's true potential with pure, consistent re- generated mains power.

Did you know,
the mains supply to your home is already compromised?
It's polluted with various types of noise and grunge.
Add this to afluctuating input voltage of between 220V — 255V,
None of which you have any control over, and you may begin to
understand why your high quality system sounds better or
worse at different times of the day or night.

PS Audio's award winning
Power Plant Premier
delivers pure re- generated AC mains power. stabilised and
provided at aconstant voltage that will optimise the individual
performance of each of your Audio/Visual system
components and deliver asound you have not yet
experienced.

The Power Plant Premier is the only product that
provides true regenerated AC mains, unsurpassed mains
conditioning that can reduce harmonic distortion by a
factor of 10 and it's the only product that will protect
your system against both surge and spikes.

To gain complete transparency over your mains

Éi-finevtlk
OUTSTANDIM

power and arrange ademonstration to hear how
good your system really sounds please
contact one of our approved

PROW*

PS Audio dealers.

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems.
0208 480 3333
info@signaturesystems.co.uk
www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome

AUDIO

PS Audio have a 35 year history of innovation within the High End Audio industry.
Renowned for their AC power regeneration and AC conditioning products, revered
for their award winning Phonostages, Digital Analogue Converters and Amplifiers.
PS Audio continue to research and develop new cutting edge technologies
that improve the fidelity of audio and video systems.
PS Audio have established the benchmark through the years
with exceptional products at unbeatable prices.
P.S... Why not ask one of our Dealers for afree demonstration.

PS

AUDIO

Quintessence

The penultimate AC conditioner include sthe most advanced Nano-Crystalline
filters and super filters and also full AC protection against spikes and surge.
With full remote control and multiple sw itching options.

£999

Quintet

The Quintet is the entry level AC mains filter and AC cleaner, offers amazing
sonic improvements at this price point. The quintet is used by leading electronics
and loudspeaker manufacturers at shows and exhibitions.

GCPH

£395

Phono Amplifier

HiFi News Analogue product of the year 2007.
Reviewers say this is the default phono stage even at twice the
price. Uniquely the GCPH MC/MM has a gain/volume control,
mono/stereo switch, full remote and XLR balanced outputs.

DLIII DAC
The Digilink Ill DAC is the latest DAC from the manufactures of the very first
commercial out board DAC, this is PS Audio's statement DAC. It features full

£799

192k upsampling and also a USB input.

GCC 500/250/100

The GCC series amplifiers provide up to 1000WATTS/channel into four ohms.
They have one XLR balanced and four single ended inputs, each of them
addressable for easy selection on the front display. The GCC series will drive

£2395-£3495

any loudspeaker with consumate ease.

TRIO C100
The TRIO C100 control/integrated amplifier offers 200Watts/channel into four
ohms using dual internal power supplies with three s/e inputs and and bi-amp
output in a compact and very efficient package.
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Paul Green HiFi
Bath. BAI 3JN

I

Tel: 01225 316197
sales@paulgreenhifi.co.uk

I
iii

Audio Venue
Maidenhead, SL6 1HZ
Tel: 01628 633654

WWW.paulgreenhifi.co.uk

I

Sounds of Music
Cross in Hand. Nr Heathfield

111

TN21 OQL Tel: 01435 865212
info@sounds-of-music.co.uk
vnàvw.sounds-of.music.co.uk

I

Stereonow

.
Z
1

North London / Essex / Hens
Tel: 0208 447 8485
enquiries@stereonow.co.uk
www.stereonow.co.uk
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Brighton HiFi Exchange

Music Matters
Solihull Birmingham
B92 8JL

Audiofile Cambridge
Cambridge
CB4 3AX

Tel: 0121 742 0254
www.musicmatters.co.uk

01223 368 305
www.audiofile.co.uk

info@audiovenue.com
www.audiovenue.com

Flimwell, ( iv Tunbridge Wells)
East Sussex, TN5 7QB
Tel: 01580 878101 / 07734 436180
dave@hifiguy.co.uk WWW.hifiguy.cosuk

KJWestone
London. WIG 8Th'
Tel: 0207 486 8262
info@kjwestone.com
www.kjwestone.com

Basically Sound 8. Vision
Reymerston, Norfolk, NR9 400
Tel: 01362 820800
enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

Art HiFi Salon
Nottingham,
NG15 8BT
Tel: 01159 637795
tom@artaudio.co.uk

The Green Room
Exeter, EX2 8RG
Tel: 01392 425567
pete@thegreenroomavco.uk

Practical Hifi Warrington
Warrington, WA1 TRF
Tel: 01925 632179
web@practicalhi-fi.net

Midland HiFi Studio
Wolverhampton, WV3 8AY
Tel: 01902 380083
info@midlandhifistudio.com

www.thegreenroomay.co.uk

www.practicalhi-fi.net

www.midlandhifistudio.com

Practical Hifi Manchester
Manchester, M3 3BCI
Tel: C161 839 8869

Falkirk Scotland
FK1 1PU

Tel: 01924 255045 / 07970 541239

webepracticalni-fisnet
www_practicalhi-flnet

Tel:01324 629011
www.hificornerco.uk

info@premier-audio.net
www.premier-audio.net
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£1099

HiFi Corner

Premier Audio
Wakefield, West Yorkshire
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Audio Venue
London, W5 5AS
Tel: 0208 567 8703
w5@audiovenue.com
www.audiovenue.com

Cloney Audio
Blackrock Co. Dublin
Tel: (+ 353-1) 288 9449
sales@cloneyaudio.com
www.cloneyaudio.com

Blade Audio
Farnham, Surrey
Tel: 01252 737374

Mayflower Sounds
I

Doncaster, DN10 6AP
Tel .01302 711 528
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david@blade-audio.com
www.blade-audio.com

I

Mob: 07931 524 266

www.mayflowersounds.co.uk

Music Classical
JS BACH

Album
OFTHEmontn

Piano Transcriptions by Busoni, Hess, Kempff
and Rachmaninov

Bernd Glemser; Oehms Classics OC 706
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Bernd Glemser's reputation is
founded largely on his Rachmaninov

BRAHMS/JOACHIM

(Concertos and Paganini Rhapsody

Violin Concertos

on Naxos; Sonata 2/ Corelli Variations
on Oehms), and Rachmaninov's Suite

Christian Tetzlaff, Danish National SO/Thomas Dausgaard;
Virgin 502109 2

from the Third Partita, BVVV1006,

An illuminating ( not unique) coupling,

is one of these ten contrasted

since Joachim had helped his friend

transcriptions. Only the fugue
BVVV532 transfers poorly from
organ to pianoforte. There's awell
structured Busoni Chaconne, the
gentler Wilhelm Kempff Siciliano,
Myra Hess's lesu Joy' and, less
often heard, ' Nun, freut ich...'
receives adazzling Gould- like
performance. Admirable touch,
ornamentation and voicing. CB

Brahms with the violin part in his later, far
greater Concerto. Joachim's own, headed
'In the Hungarian manner', uses popular
gypsy- styled idioms. It's worth hearing for
the Romance. Tetzlaff's sensitive playing
warranted an accompanying orchestra
with greater richness and weight. He
is balanced rather forward, and the
Copenhagen hall acoustic is too light and
characterless for Brahms. CB

RECORDING
111

RAVEL/STRAVINSKY

Daphnis et Chloé — Suite 2; Rapsodie espagnole.
Chant du Rossignol; Firebird Suite

[11 RECORDING
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REICH

Sextet; Piano Phase; Eight Lines

PERFORMANCE

RESPIGHI

London Steve Reich Ensemble; CPO 777 337-2

Pines of Rome; Impressioni brasiliane;
La Boutique fantasque

NYPO/ Lorin Maazel: DG 477 7175

In the short term at least, Reich's motoric

Philharmonia/Alceo Galliera; Medici Masters MM022.2

The Stravinsky may remind collectors of

scores impart infectious energy. And

Remembered principally for the classic

two of Maazel's earliest ( 1958), most

the timing demands on perfomers are

Callas/Gobbi Rossini Barber of Seville and
as afine concerto accompanist, Alceo
Galliera was used by Legge in the 1950s
partly to bring greater discipline to the

colourful and successful DG recordings.

high, given the shifting displacements of

They form the marginally better half

musical ideas. (
Piano Phase began as two

of this compilation from Universal's

tape loops, Reich then made one part

downloadable ' DG Concerts' series (Avery
Fisher Hall, April ' 07/Sept ' 06). There's

live and finally both.) But the repetitious

not much real orchestral finesse and
Maazel's showmanship intrudes in the
Ravel. Soft focused recordings too. So

nature of these clever constructions can
be very wearing, when you feel the music
never really goes anywhere. That's not to
deny the brilliance of this debuting group
and fine engineering. A complement to

Philharmonia — aquality much evident in
these orchestral showpieces. They sound
less relaxed than versions by Karajan
(Pines) or Ansermet (
Boutique), but
nonetheless enjoyable. Remarkable late

stick with Bernstein, Boulez, Dorati or
Monteux for these pieces. CB

the big Steve Reich/Nonesuch box-set. CB

1950s stereo sound from Kingsway Hall,
mono for the 1955 impressioni. CB
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Music Jazz
LOOT SIMS

Live In Dublin 1978

Nagel Heyer 102

The late great saxophonist just
swings out at length here, with
fine support from Noel Kelehan

Duetos

recording, with shifts in balance,
and even amomentary loss of one

One of the Brazilian greats in acareer-

channel, was probably unreleasable
30 years ago, but it has matured
into atreasure. There is alovely
moment when, reaching the
bridge of ' Do Nothing Till You
Hear From Me', Sims calls ' Hold
it!' and kicks off ' In A Mellotone'
instead. Evoking asimpler place
and time, and asupremely
happy atmosphere, this is sheer

Live at 37. Deutsches Jozzfestival
hnmusik.de hmi 038-07

Jack Bruce stars with the Hessischer
Rundfunk band in aconcert programme
alternating Cream anthems with
numbers from his solo albums. ' Never
Tell Your Mother She's Out Of Tune'
makes agutsy opener, with awesome
bludgeoning brass, and you also get two
more of the Jack Bruce/Pete Brown Songs

Warner Brazil 5051442289220

spanning collection with 14 guests, from
Chico Barques to Milton Nascimento. Gil
joins Marisa Montes in aspacey recital
of holy names called ' Life Gods', we hear
Caetano Veloso (who reappears later
alongside Maria Bethania) with some
wonderful tricksy guitar, aflashback to
disco with Cazuza, and from1977 Rita
Lee and ' Refestança' - terrible sound
but the greatest live feel. Apart from the
charming jazz- club interlude of 'A Paz'
with Joao Donato, the pace is hot. SH

enjoyment. SH

HR-BIGBAND
FEATURING JACK BRUCE

GILBERTO GIL

(piano), Jimmy McKay ( bass) and John
Wadham ( drums). This warts- and- all

imuL1H
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HORACE SILVER

Electric Poetry & Lo Fi Cookies

Live At Newport '58

Intuition INT 34072

Blue Note 0946 398070 2

Under the leadership of Heinrich von
Kalnein and Horst- Michael Schaffer, this
is no ordinary big band record. The first
note sounds like astraight- ahead horn
call, until it bends and twists to launch
the opening number 'Trancefactor', and
after that there is everything from techno
to tango in their musical landscape, with
fine solos amid the electronics. The lofi

One number, 'Tippin", has been issued
before, but last year Michael Cuscuna
discovered atape of the whole 44minute set. All else aside, this is one of
the few recordings of agile trumpeter
Louis Smith, who then quit the jazz
scene. There's agreat, loosened- up
version of Silver's hit ' Señor Blues' and
the dosing ' Cool Eyes' sounds like his hot
new Quintet was just getting started.

For A Tailor, '
Rope Ladder To The Moon'
and 'Theme For An Imaginary Western'.

bits range from amegaphone to the
sound of ascratched LP. Colin Towns'

A strange soundworld, but Bruce's voice

liner note calls this ' music for the head,

still conjures with all its old power. SH

the heart and the foot'. Try it. SH

the music sounds better every time. SH
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After afew spins you might skip Willis
Connover's avuncular introduction, but

In uu. PERFORMANCE
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Music Rock
Album
OF THE rinnnth

JANET JACKSON
Discipline

Island Del lam 1762969

Janet's tenth studio album ( her first
for Def Jam) is her sixth US Nol, and
deservedly so because it's superb.
Bursting with inspired musical ideas,
terrific percussion, stunning vocals
and thrilling production techniques
(apart from the unwelcome return
of that god- awful Cher vocoder
gimmick) it does exactly the job
it's intended to. Her shift away
from production duo Jam & Lewis
to Rodney Jenkins has delivered a
more vibrant, contemporary sound
but, lordy, lordy, do we really

Nettwerk 3 07293

This is, technically, areissue but it's so
irresistible Ihad to include it. Hukkelberg
put this delightful debut out in Sweden
in 2004, and its bizarre combinations
of glockenspiels, Theremins, mandolins,
harps, banjos, bicycle wheel spokes and
cellos deliver atruly unique soundscape.
Over the top, Hukkelberg sings very

need lyrics comparing her sexual

strange songs about balloons, anchors
and 150-year-old professors, in a

performance to ' Somethin' heavy
like a

captivatingly innocent but wise voice
that's part Joanna Newsom and part Billie

first-day period'? 113
•••
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JEFF HEALEY

HANNE HUKKELBERG

Little Things

MI
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MARK EDWARDS

Holiday. Gloriously, deliciously, weird! .
113
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GNARLS BARKLEY

Mess Of Blues

Balance

Rut RLIF1126

Spokes Records SPKACD010

Warner Bros 2564695680

Healey's death in March will focus alot

The quiet beauty of this one caught

As the first band to top the singles chart

of attention on to this album, which finds
him, after several years spent exploring

me unawares. Edwards is aSunday

on download sales alone, there's aton

Times music critic, so Iwas expecting
something abit too arty for its own
good. Instead Igot ten compelling

of pressure on the gnarly ones, producer

lofi ambient instrumentals combining
deceptively simple melodies with
innovative retrosynth textures and

staying power as well as instant appeal.
So they've gone classic, rooting the

early jazz, returning to the blues- rock
that made his name. Combining live
recordings with a ' live in the studio'
approach, this consists entirely of covers
as diverse as Hank Williams"Jambalaya',
Doc Pomus"Mess O'Blues' and Neil
Young's ' Like A Hurricane'. This is Healey
having fun and playing like aman on fire,
backed by the smokin' house band from
his Toronto nightclub, ' Roadhouse'. ./B

The Odd Couple

wonky beats. Ambient is probably the
hardest of all musical styles to get right
because it must be understated yet hold
alistener's interest. Think Michael Rother

Danger Mouse and soulful vocalist
Cee-Lo, to deliver asecond album with

kitchen sink production novelties in big
blatant tunes (' She Knows', ' Blind Mary')
and spicing up their retro soul with a
garage- pop vibe on 'Whatever' and

meets Brian Eno and you'll be close. ./B

West Coast harmony vocal backing on
'Surprise'. Ultra enjoyable throughout. .
113
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ERIC BIBB

Get Onboard
!M.?,

D-83675

If ever an album screamed
'breakout!', it's this powerful,
commercially savvy mix of blues
and gospel. Bibb's performance and
material are polished up to ashine
that recalls Sonny Terry & Brownie
McGhee's eponymous masterpiece
for A&M, Keb' Mo's debut and other
blindingly listener- friendly takes on

VATIC
•

the genre. It's not that Bibb has
forsaken his earlier, unplugged
purism; it's more acase of the
time being right. The presence of
Bonnie Raitt suggests more than

PoI.bb
0.
G

ause for her impeccable slide
work. If only Telarc can muster
up the promotional
muscle... KK

BARB JUNGR

Just Like AWoman (Hymn To Nina)
Linn AKD309 (SACO)

Although ostensibly paying homage to
Nina Simone, this tribute contains not her
compositions but aselection of songs she
covered. A Bee Gees classic, more than
asmattering of Dylan - it demonstrates
that despite areputation for orneriness
and unpedictability, Simone knew a
good tune when she heard it and was
easily capable of translating it into her
inimitable styles. A bossa-nova version
of Dylan's ' Just Like AWoman', 'Angel
of the Morning' as asoft ballad - Jungr
understands Simone to the core. KK
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SANTANA

VARIOUS

Doolittle

Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 2033 (SACO)

Mobile Fidelity MFSL1-305 ( 1809 vinyl LP)

Columbia Picture: 19462 (double OVO)

Probably their most successful/accessible

If their eponymous debut gave Latin-

album, yet atypical of their oeuvre,
1989's Doolittle all but betrays the
edgy, alternative stance that marked

flavoured, ' serious' rock all the credibility
it needed among the hip, the 1970
follow-up assured everyone that Santana

If ever an album of cover tunes worked
better as asoundtrack, it's the material

THE PIXIES

Across The Uriverse

accompanying this motion picture based
on the Beatles' music; the standalone
albums will make your teeth hurt. But

its predecessors. In places it boasts

was aforce beyond what would be called

Springsteen-like street pomp, ahint of
Nuggets- era garage band leanness, and

'world music' - decades before Cooder
went to Cuba. At least two of the tracks,

songs that wouldn't antagonise fans of

acover of Tito Puentes' Oye Como Va'

attached, you can forget the sheer genius
of, say, Cirque du Soleil's ' Love'. This owes

the Chesterfield Kings. Guitar-driven,

and amasterful segue of Peter Green's
'Black Magic Woman' and Gabor Szabo's

more to trainwrecks like the dire Bee
Gees/Frampton monstrosity of 1978. It's

'Gypsy Queen', are classics of the era.

a ' re-visit' to the 1960s by someone who

Which makes it doubly subversive. KK

Now, 38 years later, Carlos Santana still
sells in platinum quantities. KK

suck even without Bono. KK

▪

BM...RECORDING

Doolittle is, one almost hates to admit,
astunning 1960s power- pop album
masquerading as college FM fodder.
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E
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even with the film to which they're

must have slept through them. It would

RECORDING
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None of the competition were injured in
the making of this advert...

ch3dryut , 21 pri;fadifferent kind of specialist hi-fi dealer

Spot the difference and win!
Compare scene 1on the left witn scene 2
on page 80. Scene 1and 2are the same
apart from 10 differences in Scene 2. Make
anote of the 10 differences and then email
them along with your full contact details to:
differenceeshadowaudio.co.uk

xfantastic Chord Anthem 2Interconnect
(worth £325) is up for grabs!
The Anthem 2will allow seriously low levels of musical detail to be heard, the
lading and trailing edges of piano notes are aperfect example. The combination
of an extremely low noise floor and accurate transmission of micro dynamic
information means that the musician's techniguels clearly revealed.This adds
immeasurably to the feeling and enjoyment of any type of music.

Small Print: cericl in your entry no later than May 30th 2008. One lucky winner will be picked at random on 2nd June 2008 and will win the wonderful Chord 1m Anthem
2RCA Interconnect worth £ 2S. Good Luck! NOTE: Only one entry per person allowed. All e-mail entries will automatically be added to the Shadow e-newsletter mailing
list. You do however have the option at anytime to automatically remove yourself from this list by clicking the link at the bottom of any e-newsletter you receive.

Al

_The return of a egend ( MF Combo)

Modeis: A1 Integrated Amp / Al CD Player
In he mid 1980s into the early 1990s, the original Al
was generally ,egarded as the ultimate in musicality.
Over the past - 6or 17 years, it has been sorely missed
by the musically inclined audio enthusiast.
Now it is back aid looking as fresh as ever!
The new Al hasall the sonic virtues of the original, but
it has been brought up to date.
foiling the Al Amplifier will be amatching CD Player
and the performance of this combination is really going
to give the competition something to worry about!

(NEW) ATC - EL 150 SLP
ATC have just launched this incredible new

(NEW) Marantz

HI-FI

magazine

Premier Series Combo

loudspeaker. If you want the best - you have
just found it!

Moe's: SA- 1152 CD Player/SC.1151 Pre-

Highlights include:

ampjfier / 5M-1151 Power Amplifier

-ATC SM-150s Soft Dome Mid driver

The Premier Series is based or the awesome
Legendary Series, but costs incredibly, half the

-ATC Super Linear 375mm Bass driver
-Massive hand made motor assembly

pric

-Wide dispersion for perfect imaging

Cons sting of aPre-amplifier, Pcwer-amplifier

-Cabinet designed to eliminate edge
diffraction and internal resonance
-Any veneer to order

and CD/SACD Player, each is beautifully built
and delivers asonic performance that is simply
astounding.

-Featured veneer: burr magnolia.

Marantz is really raising the performance bar with

-Original owner, lifetime guarantee

the Premier Series - competition take note!

Cables are
important.

The beautiful Phi3 was developed for the
tue audiophile who above all cares for music
reproduction.
In its tiny exquisite architectural packaging
the Phi3 delivers resolution and dyramks
belying its small sue. As apure 2channel
loudspeaker the Phi3 is best suited frar smaller

Chord

Nor

JAS- Audio

rooms.

For larger rooms or deeper reproduction of
the lowest octaves we recommend combining
it with the Phi Sub for the best match of speed
and dynamic capability. Exceptional

T: 0844 800 0073 Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

design: C audiography 2008. HFN0608.

Call us and we
will be happy
to advise you
on the best one,
ensuring you get
the most out of
your system!

Gamut Speakers

çhPrqrwu

r
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Specialist Brands include: Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables,
Creek, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, Epos, GamuT, Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary,
McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, MusicTools, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Pathos, PMC, Project, Resolution Audio, Shanling,
SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AQ, VP!, Wadia, Wilson Benesch and many more.

(NEW) Wa

Spot 10
differences
for achance
to win!

as ransport

At just f350, can you afford not to have one?
The iTransport, which is certified Made for iPoc!",
Urns any currently available iPod player into ahighend media server by providing abit-perfect digital
audio output to an audio/video system, bypassing
the p43yer's internal D/A conversion and output
stage. Subsequently, the audio signal remains
dean and unadulterated throughout the path. The
iTSansport is compatible with all currently available
(CP 2008) iPod players, as well as iPhone and iPod
Touch' models. Call for more details.

See page 79 for details

MI;

on how one lucky person

(NEW) PMC iSeries

can win afantastic Chord

The i
Series takes the old range and vastly
imprpves them! NEW precision built SOLONEV
domed tweeter, NEW PMC designed bass units,
NEW hand- matched crossovers. The iSeries are
astunn,ng achievement and we cannot stop
listening to them! Contact us for more details.

Anthem 2interconnect
worth £ 325, courtesy of
Shadow Audio:)

(NEW) Deco 6, 8, 10 and 20!
ART Loudspeakers have just launched their
beautiful NEW DECO Range.

111.1111

Each model is available in Standard and Signature versions. Again,
SI

you have the option to upgrade from Standard to signature at alater
date within that same model. For example: upgrade 6Standard to 6
Signature, but not 6Standard to 7Signature.
How does each mode sound? One word - effortless! Oh and the finish

(NEW) Music Fide ity A5.5
New from Musical Fidelity is the A5.5 Integrated
Amplifier and CD Player. Details are alittle
scarce at the moment but you can be sue of
something very special for the money! Call for
details.

is to die for. In fact, you can pretty much choose any colour finish you
wish. Just in case you are wondering, we love the blue and red finishes.
Decc 6is shown with that gorgeous red finish.
Partner the Deco with McIntosh for atruly jaw- dropping combination!

(NEW) Mcintosh launch the MT10, C2300 and MA7000
MA7000
Integrated Amp

MT10
Precision Turntable

Designed to deliver acontinuous 250
watts per channet, the MA7000 Integrated
Amplifier is the most powerful integrated
amplifier McIntosh has ever offered.

VERDICT teem»

C2300
Tube Preamplifier
The New C2300 builds on the strengths and feature set
of the C2203 which has been one of the most popular
McIntosh pieamps. Each input may have the Bass,
Treble, and Mono/Stereo mode adjusted and stored
in memory. When individual inputs are selected these
settings will engage as preset by the user. Conversely,
these adjustments can now be made from the remote
control as the music plays.

The MA7000 leads an already impressive
array of Mdntosh integrated amplifiers
deliverirg uncompromiseci performance
in aconvenient, singlebox solution.

0

00000

T: 0844 800 0073 Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

0

design: © audiography 2008. HF NO608.

Mclntoshs first- ever turntable
marries classic McIntosh glass
front panel cosmetics with serious
mechanics to create aunique, ready to- play LP solution that's sure to
please Mac aficionados everywhere.

MUSIC ON DVD

US television stations created awealth of music
shows, Ken Kessler dips back into his past

B

efore any xenophobes accuse
me of displaying my own
jingoism, American television

provided embarrassingly
more music coverage than did the UK.

Dis, had access to acts way above their

on the USA's equivalent of The Billy Cotton

station (forgive the pun), just check out

Show or Parkinson, because the old stagers
knew that they couldn't ignore artists

the scene in This Is Spinal Tap, when our

The reasons why the USA yielded so
much more music than Great Britain,
or anywhere else for that matter, are
now historical facts. Add up the UK's

beloved headbangers have to do asigning
at alocal record store. Or Tom Hanks'
wheeling and dealing in That Thing You Do.
In between the nationally syndicated
rock shows like Hullabaloo or Shindig
and local fare, like my home town's The

Musicians' Union's absurd behaviour

Dave Astor Show, were other series which

in the 1950s, the lack of competition

escaped local confines without necessarily
blanketing the country. (What Iwouldn't

among TV channels until ITV appeared,
the USA's aggressive lead in creating a

of Lord Allan & Sir Richard.) Live shows, for

satellite, plus the vast amount of locally

example, on the East Coast, would have

'Local teen' programming was often
so dire as to be unwatchable'
the USA simply had more shows.

This is not to say that all were good:
local 'teen' programming was often
so dire as to be unwatchable. Except

station out of Santa Fe.

for one thing: when performers played
locally, the odds were that they would

Buffalo and your local show ends up on a
Complementing the rock/pop shows was
asteady diet of token pop and rock acts

need agraphic illustration of the way

RIGHT: the short-lived Music Scene had dire

that local TV shows, and especially radio

gags and sets but attracted star musicians

www.hifinews.co.uk
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appear on that city's teen offering. If you
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MUSIC SCENE

athree-hour time zone disparity from the
West and vice versa, which might have
mitigated against their broadcasting
outside of their own region. Also, the shows
were supported by local sponsors, on air
-quite useless if you're acar dealer in

ZONED MATERIAL

present, adetailed visual history of rock
and pop. And one other thing: American
networks erased far fewer performances
than did the BBC.

give to see the now- lost Astor show footage

multitude of channels via cable and/or

generated programme material in the
States and there's inescapable proof that

younger than Bing Crosby. Add all of this
together, transfer arepresentative quantity
to DVD, and you have, from 1956 to the

Mike.
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chimpanzees and the third-rate comedians
to get to Jackie Wilson or Marvin Gaye.

set that betrays indecent haste in its
assembly, the Sullivan estate has been
responsible for dozens of individual

ABOVE: Compiled from appearances on

Not wishing to give too much credit
to the DVD labels, which foul up so often

themed discs, all available in the UK from
the likes of amazon.co.uk.

US TV shows and now on DVD! Clockwise
from left: Stevie Wonder, Lulu, Elvis Presley,

that it's terrifying, the sheer scale of what's
available is both impressive and satisfying

didn't see the show first time around,

The Who, The Beatles and Little Richard

despite such hurdles as licensing. One can

the talent roster is overwhelming.

Without ignoring YouTube, which offers
up - literally - many tens of thousands of
priceless clips but at lowres, it's DVD that

only imagine what is involved in producing

Take, for example, just the volume The

compilations when the TV show production
company does not own the performances

Soul of The Motor City [
Eagle Vision

artists sets covering the decades, as well as

serve as `fantasy' music museum curators.

titles compiling just the performances of a
specific singer or group.

widescreen or even colour, that should not

ED SULLIVAN

detract from the pleasure. Just recently I
watched the 2004 remastering of Buster
Keaton's 1927 silent movie classic The

the motherlode. His variety series became

Of course, Ed Sullivan is responsible for

General. It's still as funny as hell. And 1956

anational institution, mandatory family
viewing every Sunday night. It premiered

Elvis in mono, b/w and 4:3 still rocks.

on 20 June, 1948, as Toast of the Town,

Even before the cultural explosion

but the name changed to The Ed Sullivan

ignited by the Beatles, which was roughly
coincidental with the increasing popularity

Show in 1955. It ended after 1065 shows

of stereo on disc and radio and of colour
TV, the most anti- rock of compères offered

amongst its guests nearly every major

precious air-time to the likes of Elvis Presley,
Buddy Holly, the Everly Brothers and

EREDV394]. Running for slightly over an c-›

per se. Despite that, there are various

has offered all of us the opportunity to
While the older stuff naturally precludes
such niceties as stereo or 5.1 sound,

For non-American audiences, who

16 years later. In between, it counted
performer of that era - not least Elvis
Presley and the Beatles. (Alas, not together
on the same show...) While the Americans

anyone else in the charts. And now those
gems have been edited from the shows and

have been treated to amulti-disc box

compiled by theme so, for example, you
do not have to wade through the juggling

RIGHT: Hullabaloo, aseminal TV show which
began in 1965, had a ' London letter' section

JUNE 2008
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hour, it offers up 18 performances from
The Supremes, Smokey Robinson & The
Miracles, the Jackson 5, the Temptations,
Stevie Wonder, the Four Tops, James

'DICFco

widE,

Brown ( yes, Iknow, he was neither a

cw

Motown artist nor aDetroit native) and
the Righteous Brothers ( ditto).

JD1-114 &

YOKO

collection

CREATING A SHINDIG
In terms of variety and quality, it's

in miff
THE & OTOR CITY

everything you could want of TV
compilations. Sullivan was adour, stiff
presenter devoid of charisma, but that
became his trademark, such that every
impressionist in the USA included him in
their acts. Though lacking the interviews
and supporting material of The Old
Grey Whistle Test discs, the Sullivan sets
are ideal for loading up amulti- disc
player or hard-drive server for constant
rotation 1950s- 1970s mood- setting.
Also available are Legends of Rock, Chart

ABOVE: John Lennon and Yoko Ono guesting

Toppers for various years, The British

on Dick Cavett's Talk Show

Invasion, Rockin' The Sixties and many
others, while both Elvis and the Beatles
have their own discs.
Although not purely amusic matter,
The Four Complete Historic Ed Sullivan
Shows Featuring The Beatles [
Good Time
05-81575] makes particularly interesting

Equally, what this package provides is
an understanding of the context in which

ABOVE: Major acts and solo singers
regularly appeared with Ed Sullivan

rock music was presented before MTV:
the Beatles were heard in between acts
ncluding impressionist and TV Batman's

shows for which it was designed to

'The Riddler' Frank Gorshin, the bowler-

provide ayouthful alternative, it featured

viewing for media students or scholars of
television history because they contain,

'laded Acker Bilk, Cab Calloway, the

(as did Shindig!, to be fair) the usual
go-go dancers and inappropriate stage

Original Cast from Oliver!, comedian Soupy

sets. Also, like Shindig!, it boasted its

as the title states, the entire shows in
which the Fab Four appeared. Their

Sales and - Ikid you not - Tessie O'Shea.
But it wasn't long before music-only

own ' letter from London' courtesy of no

importance cannot be underestimated,
because overnight the first appearance

variety shows, with the emphasis on rock,
appeared on national TV. Amidst aplethora

pushed the Beatles into superstardom in
the world's largest market.

of series including the long- running
American Bandstand, The Lloyd Thaxton

'Every talk or variety show host featured
rock acts with reasonable regularity'

less than Beatles' manager Brian Epstein.
And while Baby Boomers will forever
argue as to which of the two series
was the better, the choice of talent on
offer, as evinced by the three DVDs,
was equally magnificent: The Byrds, The
Supremes, Marianne Faithfull, Marvin
Gaye, Petula Clark, The Young Rascals,
et al. Even Jools Holland's programmer
would be impressed.

nif Four rITIPI
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Show, Where The Action Is! and dozens
of others were two standouts that came

After the demise of Hullabaloo and
Shindig! every talk or variety show host

closest to being the Yankee ecwivalents of

-from Johnny Carson to Dick Cavett

Ready Steady Go. Alas, the one deemed
arguably superior, Shindig!, has yet to yield

to the Smothers Brothers - featured

compilation DVDs.
Shindig! only aired from September
1964 to January 1966, yet it featured
the most astounding line-ups possible,
including performers of the caibre of The
Who, Manfred Mann, Jackie De Shannon,
Sam Cooke and Johnny Rivers. vividly
remember Jack Good's news segment
from London, and the house band, the
Shindogs, which included Delaiey Bramlett

rock acts with reasonable regularity,
because by the mid- 1960s the rock
business was too huge to ignore, and the
performers were replacing film stars as
entertainment's royalty. So memorable
were some of the appearances, such as
John Lennon and Yoko Ono on Cavett's
show, that they have appeared as DVDs
on their own. But the cancellations of
Hullabaloo and Shindig! were hardly the
end of rock/Dop-only shows.

and James Burton. But, failing the arrival of

ABC-TV, which aired Shindig!,

aShindig! box- set, we do at least have the
luxury of 12 complete shows on three CDs

broadcast another short•lived show,
Music Scene, from 1969-1970 and

from its main rival, Hullabaloo.

featured Isaac Hayes, Little Richard, Lulu,
Lou Rawls, BB King, Sly & The Family
Stone, Three Dog Night and others in

ABOVE: Valuable documentary Beatles

Hullabaloo was aslicker package from a
rival network, first appearing on 12 January
1965 and ending on 11 April 1966. In

footage features in the Ed Sullivan Shows

many ways as corny as the general variety

84
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what was clearly apost-Laugh-In milieu.
The sets and gags are truly dated and C.

Many visitors to recent
hifi shows have been
amazed at the GamuT
sound and without
prompting said:

iDe_St sound

otL Lhe show
At

Bristol in February and again
at Heathrow in March the GamuT
CD3, the new Si II 00 integrated
amplifier and the new S3 standmount speakers drew unstinting
praise from visitors. Here's one:
"I must say that out of all the displays
at the show me and my business
colleague both agreed that yours was
the most impressive." Nigel
That was from Heathrow where we
set out to show two key aspects of
getting the best from asystem using:
•awell-integrated subwoofer to
achieve clean, tight bass while
controlling the room resonance
•mains filtration and platforms and
cables from VertexAQ to ABSORB

DAMAGING ACOUSTIC ENERGY.

The result? — arealistic-sized soundstage, dynamics to-die-for, lightningfast transients and deep, natural bass.
After athrilling organ excerpt at
hall-filling volume alistener said:

DB1

"Yes, but Ihave heard it better — in
Westminster Abbey!"

"They sound vivid and dynamic and

A key design target of GamuT is to
match their performance to the way
humans hear, in the TIME DOMAIN.
Our hearing sense is amazingly
sensitive to timing — it's how we
locate sound sources accurately, a
prehistoric survival skill.Without
such timing music fails to satisfy.

deliver a thumping bassline"- GB]
What HiFi? Sound & Vision
****

The
Rioeht
Note

GamuT has been drawing praise
from other sources: "
As the audiophile
press has affirmed for several years
now, Gamut is on to something very,
very good." Stereophile

Ihrsic hi the home

e

•

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.

BATH

Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID
EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy music along

the way and save money in the long run.

01225 874728
or lo-call

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD:
ACCUSTIC

ARTS, BEL CANTO,

VINYLAESTHETICS, AVID,

dCS,

CLEARAUDIO,

CAT,DNM,GAMUT,

LOUDSPEAKERS:AUDIO
CHORD

ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE. VERTEX

000

" I"

Ring your dealer

Aoerdeen

Sevenoaks Say

01224 252797

Kingston

Infidelity

0208 943 3530

Ashford

Soundcroft

01233 624441

London SW II

Oranges & Ler,.

0207 924 2040

Both

Paul Green

01225 316197

London W5

Audio Venue

0208 S67 8703

Bristol

Sevenooks SEW

0117 974 3727

Leeds

Audio Republic

0113 217 7294

Cambridge

Audiofile

01223 368305

Mokistone

Home Medio

01622 676703

Chester

Adventures in IHifi

01244 345576

Maidenhead

Audio Venue

01628 633995

Edinburgh

Sevenooks S&V

0131 229 7267

Market Horboro Divine Audio

01858 432999

Goteshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

Norwich

Basically Sound & Vision

01362 820800

Glenrothes

Shadow Audio

0844 800 0073

New Malden

Unilet Sound d Vision

0208 942 9567

Hatch End

Music Motter,

0208 420 1925

Swansea

Audio Excellence

01792 474608

Hiti

ATE'

www.pmc-speakers.com

Advanced Transmission Line

GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO,WADIA.

DNM ,GRAHAM, THE

GROOVE, LEHMANN,

AMPLIFIERS:

HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO.

PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT,

CO., DNM ,NORDOST,

March 2008

0845 230 7570

MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
BEL CANTO,

TB2

GB1

SILTECH,VERTEX

NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES:

AQ MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS:

AQ
DBI

TB2 i

GB!'

FBI,

OBI

UDIO WORKSHOP NOR WICH
WORKSHOP NOTES 2: VINYL VISION

**** NEW IN STOCK *****

When dividing up your budget for a
vinyl front end, the temptation is to
start with the cartridge ( well, it is in
the signal path), then the arm, then
the phono stage. Then. .. er...buy a
turntable with what's left!
So spending 80% on the turntable
alone sounds perverse, but long term
the turntable will define your
achievable vinyl sound quality as
arm and cartridge cannot do their

Avid's new Diva turntable, stunning looks and build, allied with great sound,
and at less than £ 1000! Check our website for afantastic Diva based package
that plays beautiful music.

best on apoor platform. Budget
cartridges & arms are acceptable
stopgaps, but acheap turntable is
simply awaste of money. Put your
money into aquality turntable now,

COME TO AUDIO WORKSHOP

we offer

*Purpose built sound proofed and room treated studio
where you hear the equipment not the room.
*Home trial, exchange scheme, delivery and set-up.
*Competitive pricing, part exchange and free cabling
means you can afford the equipment you want.
*Ex-dem and used equipment - see our website for list.
*Free parking, two minutes walk from Norwich station,
brilliant coffee & good gossip what else do you need?
*Call Julian Musgrave on 01603 618520 and let's talk.

then when you upgrade you will
realise all of your investment, not
just part of it.
Oh, and good quality turntables look
wonderful, you get so much more
owner satisfaction right from the
start!

%vid Acutus ( top), Avid Volvere and Thorens 16011D, all on demo at
AW along with other fine audio products

31 PRINCE OF WALES ROAD. NORWICH. NR1 1BG. 01603 618520.

www.audioworkshopnorwich.co.uk

ABBEY ROAD. ATC SPEAKERS. MC ELECTRONICS. AVID TURNTABLES. AUDIO PHYSIC. AUDIO WORKSHOP. BEL CANTO, DYNAVECTOR. EARCOSHING. GOLDRING. GRADO. KRELL. MARTIN LOGAN. MISSING
LINK. SIM AUDIO/MOON. OPERA. NAD

NAD MASTECS
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QED. SME. SONUS FABER. SOUND STYLE
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Is this the best improvement
you'll ever make to your system?
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MAVROS CABLE STOCKISTS

Call these dealers for an obligation
free demonstration or home trial.
•Aberdeen:
Holburn Hi Fi, Tel: 01224 585713
Note@holburnhifi.co.uk
•Kilmarnock:
Kevin Galloway Audio,
Tel: 01563 574185
InfoOkevingallowayaudio.co.uk

•Solihull: Music Matters
Tel: 0121 742 0254
sales@musicmatters.co.uk

•Glasgow:
Glasgow Audio, Tel: 0141 332 4707
matt@glasgowaudio.com

•Banbury:
Overture, Tel: 01295 272158
sales@overture.co.uk

•Newcastle:
Lintone Audio,Tel: 0191 477 4167
info@lintone.co.uk

Unless you try, you'll never know.

ATLAS Cables
atlascables.com

•Market Harborough:
Divine Audio,
Tel: 01858 432999
timedivineaudio.co.uk

•Aylesbury:
Noteworthy Audio,
Tel: 01296 422224
info@noteworthyaudio.co.uk

•Wrexham: Acton Gate Audio,
Tel: 01978 355522
sales@acton-gate.com

•Guildford: RI Hi Fi,
Tel: 01483 504801
info@pjhifi.co.uk

•Sheffield: Moorgate Acoustics,
Tel: 0114 275 6048
salesOmoorgate.demon.co.uk

•Ashford: Soundcraft Hi Fi,
Tel: 01233 624441
sales@soundcrafthifi.com

The new Atlas Mavros with deletion free copper conductors,
copper plugs and entirely new microporous dielectrics
is probably the best cable in the World.

•Stratford: Music matters
Tel 01789 414533
StratfordeMusicmatters.co.uk

MUSIC ON DVD

almost irritating enough to make you
want to hit the stop button, but the
two best-of DVDs ( Ithink you'll have to
search eBay for them) serve as aperfect
link between the Hullabaloo discs and an
absolute monster of abox-set covering
the next few decades.
Here's where Ibetray my ex- pat
status. Saturday Night Live first appeared
after Imoved to the UK, so Ihave none
of the collective memory of it. To me,
John Belushi and Chevy Chase and Bill
Murray and Eddie Murphy were movie
comedians rather than TV personalities.
The show holds no sentiment for me,
and - viewing it dispassionately from this
side of the Atlantic - it was and remains
overrated swill, clearly only funny if
you're out of your head on the drugs of
the day. But, good gawd, could it pull in
the music stars.
Saturday Night Live: 25 Years of Music

JOHNNY
EASE 1
969 1971

TV SHOW

[Broadway Video Distribution VM84160]
is afive-disc set that contains the cream
of rock, pop, folk blues, hip- hop and
country from 1975-2000. If, like me, you

ABOVE: Johnny Cash was able to attract giants from rock, country and R&B for his show.
And so could Tom Jones, whose programmes were filmed both in London and the States

detest SNL's ideas of what's funny ( Mike

concurrent with the aforementioned Music
Scene - two superstars had their own

Myers? Steve Martin? Coneheads?!?
Gimme abreak...), you will use the skip
button frequently. But interspersed
amidst the banal and the stupid are
sublime moments from Counting Crows,
Ray Charles, The Band, Spinal Tap, John
Mellencamp, Snoop Doggy Dogg, Aretha
Franklin, Blind Melon and far too many
others to grasp all at once.
Most surprising, though, are two rich
veins of American broadcasting that
many either never knew about ( aaah,
youth!) or simply forgot. It wasn't just
the likes of Dean Martin who hosted their
own variety shows: in the unbelievably

fruitful two-year period of 1969-71 -

Janis Joplin, The Who, Aretha Franklin,

series, both of which yielded phenomenal

Burt Bacharach, Mary Hopkins and Little

box sets in 2007. As we have benefited
from Jools Holland's magnificent Later, the

Richard. As with both Saturday Night Live
and the Sullivan shows, there's comedy

Yanks had abrace of shorter- lived series
that caught the major acts during that

content, but I, for one, cannot get too
much Richard Pryor or Peter Sellers.

exceptionally brief period. And the footage
is incredible.
Even then, Johnny Cash was recognised
as amusic deity. With his unassailable
credibility - he counted among his friends,

BETTER THAN POT-LUCK
I've barely scraped the surface. Sonny
R. Cher had their own variety show, also
out on DVD. Late night hosts Jay Leno,

'Johnny Cash was able to call on the
giants from rock, coun ry and R&B'
after all, Bob Dylan - JC was able to call
on giants from rock, country and R&B,

David Letterman and Conan O'Brien, all
three being Baby Boomers and therefore

and they fill The Best of the Johnny Cash

more rock-oriented than their legendary

TV Show [
Sony Legacy DVD 88697 04026
9. What other DVD box- set can you

predecessors Johnny Carson, Ed Sullivan
and Jack Paar, not only have rock acts
nearly every night, their in-house bands

name that contains legends like Derek &
The Dominos, Carl Perkins, Joni Mitchell,
Waylon Jennings, Conway Twitty, Ray
Charles, Neil Diamond, Glen Campbell,
Pete Seeger, The Everly Brothers, Louis
Armstrong, Neil Young, Stevie Wonder and
-yes, indeed - Dylan himself?
The answer is ... This Is Tom Jones
[Time- Life M19269]. Yup. That Tom Jones.
Long before ' hip' people would admit that

are pregnant with rock legends.
If Leno, Letterman and O'Brien
wanted to, they could produce DVD sets
covering the past decade or so which
would rival lools Holland's line-ups, if not
his format.
For the past few decades, of course,
MTV and VH1 have fed us arelentless
diet of videos, historical specials, awards

playing Las Vegas didn't preclude him from

programmes, comedy/reality shows

being one of the greatest popular vocalists
of all time, and decades prior to his re-

and other music- rich presentations. You

birth covering material from the likes of
Prince, Jones had his own TV show in the
USA, filmed both there and in London. And
ABOVE: Saturday Night Live also had poor
comedy but it pulled in the music stars

Among Jones' guests were Stevie
Wonder, Joe Cocker, the Moody Blues,

snobbery certainly didn't stop people from
performing on it.

could argue that they almost preclude
the need to purchase DVDs. But at the
very least, historical worth aside, DVDs
of legendary TV appearances of the
past are an antidote to the pot luck of
broadcasting schedules. c!)
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KEN KESSLER

Pocket rocket
It may look like something you'd see pointing skywards on alaunch pad at Cape Canaveral,
but the Zoom H4 Handy Recorder is one of arange of ultra- compact digital recorders
that offers much more than the ability to record voices and playback MP3s. And with its
irresistable combination of size weight and price, Ken Kessler is hooked

[Ken Kessler
Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

D

double as amusic or video playback

this is going if you're wedded to iPods and

device with ease: despite its 4GB memory,

the like: with an 8GB SDHC memory card,

it takes SD cards and all manner of USB
storage. Oh, and it costs around £ 230.
So far, two out of three, which leaves

the H4 can deliver 140 hours' worth at
128kbps in MP3 stereo mode.

arecorder. Now you might wonder why is

FLEXIBLE FRIEND

Kessler being such asybaritic snob and not
merely using an Olympus pocket recorder

While Iuse it only for recording interviews

or even the memo device on his phone.
Simple: when you're undertaking, say, 20

and MP3 playback, studio bods will cherish
its flexibility. Linkable to aPC or Mac via
aUSB output and using drag ' n' drop file

ue to the current obsession
c' ítain airlines have for

hours' worth of interviews for transcribing

transfer, it records 24-bit/96kHz linear

to abook, or you need to make sure that

weighing hand luggage,
compounded by my own

everyone in agroup is heard clearly, a
simple memo device is not enough.

PCM as WAV or MP3 files. It has Low/Mid/
High gain settings for the input sensitivities

resistance to schlepping unnecessary
weight, I've been downsizing the tools of
my trade. Whether flying abroad or merely
driving to an interview in the UK, Irequire
three things: acamera, anotebook PC and
aquality voice recorder. And as Iwouldn't
dream of putting them
in checked- in luggage
-one sometimes gets the
impression that airports
train thieves for their
PhDs - size and weight
are paramount issues.

SPACE SAVER
Since moving to digital
for my magazine work,
cameras have ceased
to be aproblem.

For years, Ihave been adevotee of the

recommend to all road warriors because
it weighs under 1kg, it's the size of a
paperback book, performs every PC
function you could want and it can even

(bootleggers must love this at live gigs).
There's an automatic gain control to limit

favourite, it's achunky box that, while not

peaks to - 6dB, punch- in recording, track
bouncing, atuner for guitar and bass, a
metronome for use as arhythm guide, an

too heavy, occupies aserious amount of
space to challenge the ever- dwindling
in- cabin allowances. And it is
certainly too costly to entrust
to the cargo hold.
While musing about
something smaller, afriend
who's adevotee of portable
recording devices (yes, there
are those who collect Nagra
SNs) suggested what has

I've saved the best for last: on-line, you
can buy one for under £ 200. Ordered
in the USA - they won't ship electronics
abroad, Ihasten to add
-they cost £ 150.

become one of the most

Now you know
why Isaid it's
irresistible, d)

studio world: Zoom's H4.
One of avast selection of
ultra- compact digital multi-

track recorders, the combination of its
size, weight and price make it irresistible.
Here's what it does: palm- sized and
weighing only 190g, it provides twochannel stereo via built-in cross- pair mics,
or four-channel by the addition of two
powered 1/
4in jack-plus-XLR sockets on the
bottom; they also accept direct feeds from
guitars, keyboards etc. It stores recordings
on SD cards, including the new SD- HC
types; a4GB card gave me close to six
hours recording time in 44.1kHz/
16- bit mode. You can see where
LEFT & RIGHT: The H4 - the world's
most covetable digital recorder?
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integrated 32- bit DSP effects processor,
studio effects including ' chorus', ' flanger',
'phaser' and ' delay', plus modelling to
replicate major- brand products.

adored pocket-toys in the

more through combination phantom-

88

and for level matching to the source

Nagra ARES series of reportage recorders.
And while the ARES BB remains my all-time

'Why is
Kessler being
such asnob
and not using
an Olympus
pocket
recorder?'

Computing? Irecently
acquired an Asus Fee PC, which I

of the onboard mics or external devices

JON THOMPSON

BARRY FOX

N
A g ood mix
Would you be disappointed to discover that having spent
thousands of pounds putting together your home cinema
system, the sound on your discs is different to that heard in
the cinema? Well don't be. Jon Thompson explains why

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company The Hat Factory.
He brings you the inside
view on AV

aform that would work well on home
cinema speakers. However, if the mix
itself is made specifically for typical
home cinema speakers then running the
mix through aTHX processor will simply

high- end home cinema is all about?
Well, in the case of many films the
near-field mix has had more time spent
on it than the cinema mix and as a

features anear-field mix of the soundtrack,

result sounds slicker and smoother. For

worked up in anear-field
mixing room as opposed
to atheatre mixing room.

MADE FOR THE
HOME
The term near-field
monitor was coined in the
early ' 80s. It just about
predates the explosive
rise of home cinema
and was originally the

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

the THX mode is completely redundant.
THX processing was designed to take
theatre mixes and translate them into

would hear if they were to watch the films
in acinema. The fact is that aDVD or
Btu- ray release of amovie almost invariably

people believe the mixes that accompany
movies on disc are the same as those they

[Barry Fox

calibrated home cinema set-up is that

they want the mix they would hear in
the cinema. After all, isn't that what

mixes on DVD and Btu- ray discs. I
was shocked to realise that most

Barry Fox on ever decreasing
data rates, the video industry's
failure to learn from music
downloads, a £ 60,000 AV
installation that suffers from
poor sound and why Suzanne
Vega is the mother of MP3

the sound of typical home audio or TV
speakers. What this means in aproperly

A

tthe recent Bristol show, several
people asked me about sound

Music and a
question of
compression

dull the sound.
Now, many enthusiasts will say that

'With many
films more
time is spent
on the
near-field
mix than the
cinema mix'

IT

he big surprise from researching
our feature on the 50th
anniversary of the stereo LP

standard [
HEM Mar ' 08] was
the commendable role played by the
Recording Industry Association of America.
The RIM didn't just set the stereo
standard. Fifty years ago some amplifiers
needed 72 EQ settings to cope with the
different, proprietary curves used on mono

example, three times the

LPs. It was the RIM which created acatch-

amount of time was spent

all curve and made it astandard.

on the near-field mix of
Casino Royal than was

But later on the RIM morphed into the
trade body which tried to lumber us with

spent on the cinema mix,

Copycode, the infamous anti- copy system

Sony Pictures arguing that
it is this mix that will be

which sucked anotch out of the audible

played for years after the
film has stopped being
shown in the cinema.

frequency range. The RIM then became
even more infamous for suing schoolkids
and grannies caught sharing MP3 files — or
as our News story [ see p18] tells, people
whom the RIM has trapped into sharing.

When Ihave played a
cinema mix and anear
field mix of amovie side

VIDEO DOWNLOADS

by side on home cinema

How different things might have been if

term applied to auxiliary
monitors that sat on the
meter bridge in large commercial mixing

equipment the cinema mix always

studios. These were supposed to reflect

seems more in your face.

by shutting down unauthorised download

WORKING IT OUT

services like Napster, the RIM had had
the foresight to bang heads in the record

Earth, the feature film version of Planet

companies and get them to agree a

Earth, has asoundtrack that is agreat

single standard for purchasing legitimate
downloads of tracks. G,

work out for any sound system. Mathew

instead of shutting the stable door too late

Gough, who mixed it, spent alot of time
on the near-field mix, which was done
at Films@59 in Bristol. The sandstorm
sequence is agreat test for subwoofers
and agood guide to how well calibrated
and integrated asystem is.
Ihave always maintained that sound
is 75% of the picture. With everyone
ABOVE: Movies like Casino Royale benefit
from superior near-field mixes

getting excited about HD. Ihope good

ABOVE: The Napster site in 2001, before it

home cinema sound isn't overlooked. (5

was eventually shut down by the RIM
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KEITH HOWARD

The video industry is now making all
the same mistakes. There is no standard

version
NN
of'Tom's

for download purchase, no standard for

Diner'. Voice is
the toughest test

copy protection and no standard for audio
and video compression. Executives who

for any audio system

specialize in red-carpet events are relying

because we are all being

on engineers who live in alab to plan for a
commercial future which know-nothing PR

continually reminded of what a
real human voice sounds like and

people will promote.
Every music industry demonstration of

there is none of the masking effect
which comes from surrounding avoice

DVD-Audio Iwent to before the format

with accompanying instruments.

flopped was given by people who kept
telling me about the wonders of surround

Fraunhofer's first version of MP3
could not cope with Ms Vega, even

—in completely ignorance of the fact that
bog standard DVD had from Day One

in mono. The development team of
Harald Popp, Jürgen Herre, Bernhard

offered surround from compressed Dolby

Grill and Karlheinz Brandenburg were

Digital and DTS.

'disillusioned'.
The stereo version sounded even

ROYAL SOUNDS

worse and showed discrepancies
between the left and right channel

Irecently took some examples of early
stereo recordings along
to ameeting of the Audio
Engineering Society. It was
held at the palatial Royal
Academy of Engineering,
in Carlton House Terrace.
The AES had picked the
venue because the RAE
had reputedly just spent
£60,000 on anew audio
video system.
The video projector
was fine but the sound
was coming from a
pair of closely spaced

processing. But the

'It might be
fun to see how
Suzanne Vega
saunas on
DAB stations
that have axed
the data rate to
obscene lows'

small speakers in the
ceiling: and it seemed to be in mono too.
Fortunately one of the AES committee had
two active speakers and astereo mixer
desk in the boot of his car and he saved
the day by rigging them up in the coffee
break.
How many engineers did it take to

Fraunhofer developers

For your
ears only

Keith Howard on why
you should seriously
consider agraphic equaliser

[Keith HowardL

„ketil

Keith Howard is
Consultant Technical
Editor at HiFi News andl
has been writing about
all things audio since
1978. He's part scientist,
part engineer

I

an old enough to have first become
interested in audio at atime when

tone controls were anormal,

pressed on and did
more tweaking until

unremarked feature of audio systems
of all pretensions. On cheaper equipment

they were happy.

there was asingle knob labelled Tone;

"Tom's Diner' is no
challenge to the MP3

when you graduated to something more
upmarket you expected to see two marked

format anymore,' says

Bass and Treble. Occasionally there was

the institute proudly
—with no mention of

even one labelled Mid, and later Quad
stirred things up with the descriptively

the critical importance
of data rate.
So it might be fun

named Tilt control.

to see how Ms Vega
sounds on DAB stations
that have axed the data

But in the nid 1970s atsunami of
'heresies' overwhelmed the hi-fi industry
wherein many previous assumptions
were brought into question. Suddenly
tone controls weren't in, they were out

rate to obscene lows, on 32 or 64kbps
internet radio and through the HD Radio
system in America which uses IBOC ( In
Band, On Channel) technology to cram

—quite literally in many cases. If you were

both AM analogue and digital stereo into
the same AM frequency. (.5

circuit, if that facility was provided: you

an audio purist — ascetic, even — then
it wasn't sufficient merely to set tone
controls to flat or switch them oLt of
demanded an amplifier that didn't have
any tone controls, period.

specify the Academy system?
All today's audio compression systems
owe adebt to the Fraunhofer Institute in

The justification for this sea change was

Germany which invented MPEG

two-fold. First, that short signal paths

Layer 3, now called MP3. Institute
researchers recently told how they tested

equal improved sound quality, so any
redundant circuitry — as tone controls

their prototype software in 1988 by using

and filters were increasingly considered
to be — must be removed. Second, that
tone controls could not do anything to
fix shortfalls in signal quality, so it was far
better to tackle the problem at source.

SHORT IS BEST

it to code Suzanne Vega's 1986 acappella

As aplain statement of fact, the latter
reason is bunk. You can influence signal
quality, for better and worse, by applying
frequency response modifications. But
it is also true that frequency response
changes can never rescue asignal that
is of inadequate quality in respects other
than tonal balance. Hence the ' source first'
system building philosophy that emerged
in the 1970s, borrowing the GIGO
(garbage in, garbage out) aphorism of the
ABOVE: Karlheinz Brandenburg who
used Suzanne Vega's 'Tom's Diner' from
Solitude Standing (
left) to develop MP 3
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computer sciences.
Harshest opprobrium was reserved for
the graphic equaliser, which became an &>

Opera Caruso

With Mayflower Sounds, Hearing is Believing.
Mayflower Sounds is aretailer of the world's Finest two-channel
audio. Based in the North Midlands, we are an exclusive stockist of
some of the most desirable audio equipment available. Our facilities
consist of two brand-new listening rooms with top class music systems
on demonstration, featuring products such as the breathtaking
Opera Caruso and the fabulous Unison Research Absolute 845
valve amplifier. Our selection is based not only on stunning sound
quality but on desirability and superior design. We are proud to be
aflagship retailer of UKD products, including the top line models
from Unison Research, Opera and Pathos Acoustics, which are all on
permanent demonstration.

Superior products require superior service.

The NEW Caruso from Opera is the hottest
loudspeaker to appear this century!

Contact Mayflower Sounds to experience both. . .
Tel 01302 711528
e: rachelpete@Fsmail.net

l 07931 524266

I www.mayflowersounds.co.uk

telephone: 01753 652 669
e-mail : infoOukd.co.uk
web site : www.ukd.co.uk

Precision engineering
A passion for the music

Ortofon Cartridges
at last you will
find all the music
in your vinyl

°aeon

efueLl Lalb

NLI

accuracy in sound

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Selected ex-dem and second hand equipment

Boston Mirco 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs.£299.00
B&W DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks.£299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp £ 1,350.00

Ate

Densen B400+ CD player 1950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever.£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs.£180.00

Independent audio consultants

Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs.£349.00
Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00
Krell KAV400ilIntg amp. £ 1 . 875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp.£595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage. £225.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve. . C898.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs.£3,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands. 11,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable. £ 999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable..1950.00
Theta David CD Transport.£999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport..£1,900.00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster. 199.00

sonus faber cremona m

audio reseach

qed

wilson audio system 8

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

clearaudio . copland . denon . densen
ortofon

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy
your demostration.

I

KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand £450.00

large selection of ex-demo stands available,
full listing on request

visit our web site for full second hand listing

llk. coustic
rts

Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power amp..£1,495.00

martin logan . michell

To find out more about the full range of
hi-fi cartridges from Ortofon, and
where you can buy them visit:
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

quadraspire

rotel

focal jm-labs

grado

sonus faber. theta

harman kardon . hutter
transparent audio

kef . koetsu . krell

velodyne

wilson audio

BARRY WILLIS

object of ridicule. To
have one was to display
your ignorance of the new
reality in the most blatant
of ways. You were beyond the
pale. So how come, last summer,
Ishould buy myself aBehringer
DEQ1024 stereo 31- band graphic
equaliser? And why do Ithink it might be

Customer disservice

'Pile 'em high and sell 'em cheap' might mean rock- bottom
prices for consumers, but often there's abigger price to pay in
the form of poor after-sales service and ill-informed staff.
Barry Willis looks at the long-term consequences

agood idea for you to do the same?
In the first place, alot has changed
technologically since the 1970s. The
DEQ1024 isn't full of inductors or
op- amps pretending to be inductors
(gyrators). It is a24/96 capable digital
processor and thus nominally transparent.
Certainly its sonic imprint is negligible in

[Barry Wills

would cure the problem, either because
he had been instructed to say so, or

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

because this was the limit of his technical

the role to which I've applied in thus far.

A FINE TOOL
That role is headphone EQ. In my Grado
GS1000 review in the April issue. I
mentioned how awell realised, dedicated

R

headphone equalisation system could
be the answer to the endemic problem
of individual listener variability, an issue

problem, with purple and green colour
bands slowly & ifting from bottom to top.
He called the local Best

that means we all perceive headphone

Buy store where he had
purchased the set and was
told that his first step in

had dropped asizable chunk of cash.

America, and its competitor Circuit City
long ago abandoned in-store repairs.
In aseries of cost-cutting efforts, they
also closed most regional repair centres,
foisting that necessity on manufacturers.
Both companies have eliminated

'The feeling in
these stores is
that workers are
hired, issued
company shirts,
and shoved out
on the floor, all
in minutes'

response corrections than athird- octave

fixing the prob em was to

equaliser, and perhaps address time
domain effects too.

'upgrade his interconnect
cables.'

But don't hold your breath in
anticipation of such asystem appearing

CUTTING COSTS

on the market soon. It's quite possible
that research along these lines is ongoing
and may duly bear fruit — but it's not a

No-one volunteered
to help him isolate the
problem — to determine

prospect I'm relying on.
In the interim, agraphic equaliser like

whether the colour bands
were being generated
by the TV itself, or by something else in

the DEQ1024 is acheap and gratifyingly

was the relative miracle of talking to
anyone at all from the store where he
Huge electronics retailers like Best Buy,
which has 6000+ stores throughout North

ecently Ireceived adistraught
email from my brother Bryan. His
three-month- old plasma TV had
suddenly developed astrange

performance somewhat differently. Such a
system would surely be able to make finer

knowledge. Isuspect both.
What my brother didn't appreciate

effective way of tweaking headphone

his home entertainment system. No-one

tonal balance to suit your particular
ears. But please: don't tell the audiophile

offered to walk him through some basic
troubleshooting steps, make ahouse call,

thought police Isaid so. C5

or help him get the TV to arepair centre

sales commissions,
thereby losing their
most knowledgeable
salespeople, who have
been replaced with lowwage newbies.
The feeling you get
in these stores is that
workers are hired, issued
company shirts, and
shoved out on the floor,
all in amatter of minutes.
They aren't trained,

because they aren't
expected to last long in the job. Most

don't. After all, there's no motivation to
do otherwise.

MY NAME? IT'S JOSEF K

should that become necessary. No-one

In the US today, retail purchases have

presented any practical solution to his
problem other than options that involved

become one-way transactions. In a
more civilized era, retailers assumed

him spending more money.

responsibility for customer satisfaction.
A purchase was an implied contract,

The Best Buy clerk was flummoxed
when asked how interconnects that were
perfectly good one day could suddenly

and there were moral and practical
imperatives to honor it. Smart retailers

go bad. He insisted that upgrading them

knew that going the extra distance G,

111111111111111

birmirmiginffliprimmuilL
ABOVE: The Grado GS1000 as reviewed
in the April 2008 issue and ( below) the
Behringer DEQ1024 graphic equaliser

ABOVE: CompUSA, which two years ago took over California AIV chain The Good Guys!
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To find out more about the full range of
interconnects, a/v. HDMI and speaker cables
from van den Hui, and where iou can buy
them visit www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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Audio Destination
Tiverton. Devon
01884 243 584
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Audio Workshop
Norwich
01603 618520
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Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers

Divine Audio
Market Harborough. Leicestershire
01858 432999

of high end audio since 1980.
Multi award winning CD Players. Integrated
Amplifiers, Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington. Cheshire
01925 828009

available only from specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Music Matters
Solihull. Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331
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CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

in caring for customers
paid off with great wordof-mouth reputation and
repeat business.
Today customers pay for
their discounted goods with
little hope for recourse if they
encounter problems later. The
syndrome extends far beyond
electronics stores, of course. Anyone
who has the misfortune of dealing by
telephone with any large organization

With eyes
wide shut

That's how Karajan conducted
his orchestras. But collectors
will be eyes wide open at
the centenary releases, says
Christopher Breunig

is likely to encounter the Kafkaesque
labyrinth of the automated decision-tree
voice- mail. Those lucky enough to reach

[Christo her
Breunig

alive human being discover that their

With only
slack-jawec,
temps on the
sales floor,
Corn °USA's
sales fell'

HFN's Music Editor from
1986-2000 used to be an
architect, but music was
his first love. He's an avid
record collector

A

II of the reappraisals of Herbert
von Karajan ( born in April 1908)
have speculated over the taint
of his Nazi Party membership

much of its material at
very low prices: even more
iemarkable are two massive CD
box- sets from EMI where the discs
work out at less than £ 1. The 88- disc
(!) orchestral box [ 5 12038 2] contains
everything published from Vienna, London
and Berlin sessions from 1946-84, much
of it long deleted - the two Kurt Leimer
piano concerto recordings with the
composer playing ( 1954) are extreme
rarities. There are concertos with Brain,
Gieseking, Kremer, Lipatti, RichterHaaser and Weissenberg. Three versions
of Tchaikovsky's Pathétique may be
compared, four of Johann Strauss's
Tritsch-Tratsch Polka and several
alternative remakes of symphonies by
Beethoven, Mozart and Sibelius.
Vocal collectors will find a
complementary 72- disc set [ EMI 5 11973
2], which has the opera, choral and vocal
recordings ( full details are given at www.
europadisc.co.uk. avery recommendable
mail-order company).

-evidently to secure his musical
career- but no-one has questioned his

WARTIME STEREO

extraordinary habit of conducting his

incomplete Bruckner Eighth Symphony

with the current MBA- driven ethic that
the only meaningful measures of business

orchestras eyes closed. Most practitioners
have stressed the importance of eye
contact during performance, and Karajan
certainly observed this when working

mentioned in Barry Fox's March feature
article 50 Years of Stereo' was issued
here in 1994 on Koch Schwann 3-1448-

success are bloated stock prices and
'shareholder value'. Paying customers

with choruses, as recent DVDs of Verdi's
ReqUem, filmed at La Scala, and a

priced at S39-89. Atantalising snippet

apparently no longer deserve ' goodwill'

Salzburg Brahms Requiem confirm.

musicbank.html.

- that nebulous quality that's so often

Karajan conducted from memory,
using scores in rehearsal merely for cue

customer support person is in acall centre
in Pakistan, providing scripted answers to
frequently asked questions.
It's all extremely cynical, in keeping

cited in lawsuits.

By the way, the 1944 part- stereo but

2. Amazon ( US) recently listed five copies
may be heard at www.karajan.co.uk/

referencirg. And from the outset, when

UP WITH THE SHUTTERS
This culture of unconcern has an
outcome, and it isn't pretty. In early

working with provincial players, he carried
the ' ideal sound' in his head. He once
coremented the Philharmonia, saying

March, computer chain CompUSA finished

he ' conducted in Berlin and Vienna'

shuttering the last of its West Coast stores.
Once adominant force in electronics,
the company two years ago acquired

but ' listened' in London. Could he not
condescend to look at his musicians,
in the belief that he could transmit his

California A/V chain The Good Guys!
with the intention of expanding into the
burgeoning home theatre market. What

com -nancs by alternative means?

GIVEAWAY PRICES

wasn't acquired was Good Guys' human

Eyes set on the Berlin Philharmonic, one

capital, the scores of veteran salespeople

suspects, right from the 1930s (when he
first recorded Dvorak's New World and

and installers needed to make the business
fly. With only slack-jawed temps on the

Tchaikovsky's Pathétique Symphonies with

sales floor, CompUSA's ill repute led to
diminishing sales and the eventual closure

them). Karajan exploited every technical
innovation - 78s, mono then stereo LP,

of many stores. It's alesson that will be

digital and video - as ameans to re-

learned repeatedly before the American
economic winter is over. (1
.)

reco -d, perfect', his repertoire. He set
the paderr for aspiring classical artists

ABOVE: VVanted in Berlin, London, Milan,
Vienna - so why not pilot your own jet?

whose concert work would be closely
tied to recordings - not so easy to follow
nowadays, win catalogue saturation and
more stiingent financial controls.
He spent his last years working on the
film legacy which he vainly thought would
be not only watched by music lovers
ABOVE: A lesson to be learned - in March
CompUSA shut its West Coast stores

but woLld inspire young conductors for
generations to come. Sony is reissuing

ABOVE: EMI's 88- CD Karajan box set
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Believe the
Hypex
TEAS

Send in your views to: Sound Off, Hi Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or e-mail your views to:
hi-finews©ipcmedia.com — please use ' Sound Off' in your subject field
Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit letters for publication.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice
will be answered in print on our Sound Off pages, but due to time constraints we regret were unable to answer questions on
buying items of hi-fi or any other hi-fi queries by telephone, post or via e-mail

RoHS AND WEEE
WHY GOVERNMENT DIRECTIVES ARE PLAINLY CONTRADICTORY

Paul Miller's excellent summary of the
impact of various EU directives on our
industry in the April issue was quite
comprehensive but stopped short of
highlighting some of the extremely
expensive contradictions built into these
piecemeal pieces of legislation.
The RoHS Directive started out life
as aquite laudable plan to reduce the
pollution of the water table that could
result from the dumping of toxic materials
(lead, cadmium, etc) into landfill sites.
Worldwide the changes have cost tens
of billions, but the electronics industry
has responded magnificently. The motor
industry on the other hand continues to
use 1000kg of lead in batteries for every
gram that the electronics industry used.
Quite independently adifferent EU
committee came up with the WEEE
Directive which, among other things,
ensures that electronic equipment is not
dumped into landfill but is recycled. At
quite alate stage it began to dawn on
some participants that if the products
were going to be recycled they would
not pollute the ground and the water
supply so maybe RoHS was
misdirected. Unfortunately
EU legislation can only
move forward; there
is no mechanism for
reversing the whole
process and so the
press releases
began to talk about

SOUND

OFF

protecting the health
OF THE
of workers who
might be dismantling
this equipment.
The change to ' lead
free' soldering discarded ahundred
years of soldering process and reliability
knowledge and so ' critical' sectors
such as military, medical and railway
signalling equipment, for example, were
exempted from the RoHS directive.
The new solder materials are applied
at much higher temperatures and are
subject to anumber of failure modes
when used by manufacturers who have
limited experience of the new materials.
And this, unfortunately, includes many
manufacturers of mass-market consumer
electronics. So the manufacturing
process will use more energy, and to
strip out components the recycling
process will use more energy. Some
equipment will have ashorter life and
so energy and resources will be used to
create replacements and to recycle the
failed equipment. Hardly aformula for
sustainability and alower carbon footprint.

MONTH

Stan Curtis, via e-mail
HiFi News replies: We've passed your letter
on to the government department responsible
for implementing the RoHS directive and will
print its reply in afuture Sound Off. Meanwhile,
readers interested in the RoHS regulations and
their implications for the consumer electronics
industry can visit www.rohs.gov.uk.

LK OF AUDIO REVOLUTION

Iread your group test of Class D
amplifiers in the April issue with
great interest. Irecently built my
own dedicated amplifiers using
Hypex UcD modules and Ilike
them alot. Channel Island and
Trichord Research amplifiers
both employ standard UcD400
modules. There are also HG
(High Grade) modules available
that employ better quality
components. Ihave those and
they sound marvellous.
Readers handy with a
soldering iron might be
interested to look at the Hypex
webite: www.hypex.nl. Less
handy readers can look at www.
mm-audio.nlIMMaudio.html.
By the way, Ihave no
connection with either Hypex
or MM Audio. Iam just an
interested user.
Marcel ReiMen, Culemborg,
The Netherlands
Paul Miller replies: Building
your own Class D amplifier from
scratch is not trivial, so the fact that
encapsulated Class D modules are
now available from suppliers like
Hypex opens up anew world of
opportunity for talented enthusiasts.
Simply add apower supply and,
with very little fuss or fanfare, you'll
have atop-flight example of Class D
amplification to drive your system.
The fact that these modules are
single-ended in design and broadly
tolerant of varying speaker load
impedances makes them abetter
choice for the experimenter than
more exotic balanced topologies.
This technology is rapidly coming
of age, and not amoment too soon
now the spotlight of legislation is
being trained on the excessive
power consumption of beefy home
entertainment equipment.
BELOW: The Hypex UcD400 module

VVIN A PAIR OF £ 100 HEADPHONES
As if firing off aquestion, anecdote or
hearty rant wasn't cathartic enough, those
generous people at Audio Technica are
giving away apair of award-winning ATHAD700 headphones (
HiFi News, Oct ' 07)
for the best ' Sound Off!' letter of the month
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The big
switch-off

KEEPING IN TOUCH
MUSIC ON COMPUTER, BUT HOW DO INTERNAL COMPONENTS AFFECT SOUND?

Iam just getting into putting my music
onto an iPod Touch, which Ihave
just purchased. Iam adedicated
hi-fi nutcase using asystem made up
of only Linn and Naim components
because musicality (playing the tune
and delivering the original foot-tapping
excitement) is my number one priority.
Could you please advise me if
you have experimented with various
components to find the best sonic
method of getting music onto aPC? Will
aPC CD player sound better than aPC
DVD player, as Isuspect?
Then there is the IDE cable inside:
we all know cables can have an effect
on sound, be it in the digital or analogue
domain. Even though in theory we are
only reading data, somehow cabling
makes adifference as does one DAC
to another. As Iam sure do different
soundcards, motherboards and music
software. Surely, as the PC becomes
increasingly apart of the home hi-fi

system, it's time that HiFi News took
agood look at all the components in
the chain and let us readers know your
conclusions. It would be great to see what
your rigorous testing regime throws up!
Steven Nelson, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: In the coming issues,
HEN will be taking alook at the better server
solutions available to the enthusiast. Jitter is
the bugbear, for while timing errors have no
impact on data integrity (unless they overlap
successive sample periods) it most certainly
influences sound quality.

Glenn Miller is missing
SEARCH FOR ACCIDENTAL STEREO DISC IS ON...

Can anyone please tell me where I
can buy acopy of the Vipers Nest CD
that Barry Fox mentioned in his '50
Years of Stereo' article that appeared
in the March 2008 issue of HFN. The
catalogue number is VN-157, Glenn
Miller in Stereo from 1941. The album
advertised on British Amazon turns out
to be an LP, and an RCA cheapo at that.
Also, it would be good if someone
issued the Bhunlein stereo tests from
the early 1930s, one of which Barry Fox
played on aBBC Radio 2show many
years ago. It was called The Walking
and Talking Test' and certainly sounded
very effective.
Clive Millward, via e-mail

arnaronc 4

v.w. Mime

•••••••••••

• -•

HiFi News replies: It would appear that the
Vipers Nest issue, which came out in 1995,
is no longer available, except secondhand at
around $30 from the Amazon US site, though
this price does not include shipping to the
UK. At the time of going to press the set is
also available as aDRM-free download from
Audio Lunchbox (
wwwaudiolunchbox.corn),
though this is in the MP3 format.

Grille talk...
ROGER'S FABRIC: ALTERNATIVE SPELLINGS?

I've just read your review of the ' new'
LS3/5A speaker from Rogers [May ' 08]
in which you describe the grille fabric
as Tigon. As far as Ican remember it
was called Tygan - if it's the same stuff
as was sold in the ' 60s.
A quick look on Google shows that
Tigon (actually spelt Tygon) is atype of
special miniature tubing, like that used
for space suits to provide cooling.
David Basford, via e-mail

...

HiFi News replies:
Googfing around ourselves, it does appear
that Tygan is the most popular spelling used,
though Tigon is also in common usage. But
then according to Google, atigon is also a
cross between atiger and afemale lion.

BUT DOES STANDBY REALLY WASTE POWER?

Thanks to Barry Fox for his interesting
and informative column on CE power
consumption. A couple of years ago
Idid aquick scratch survey on PCs
and displays at work, to try and get my
head round the size of the issue there.
While Iwouldn't claim any rigour or
repeatability for acouple of evenings
playing with ameter, there were a
couple of surprising results which have
left open questions in my mind.
First, Iwas taken aback by the
variations between nominally identical
PCs - not the order of magnitude
between different
1111111111•1=3
models that Barry
refers to, but
On turning
at least double.
green into
This is perhaps
gold...
less surprising in
GoIng green Is not in,1 [pod
to, the planet. a. mil ,ave you
retrospect because
money. Barry Fox rennet,
from ( IS. when, green a. ma,
any PC manufacturer
were tu the fo,. and on A
buylnq guale ote laat
will presumably want
prornotAanler., " o.......
at least to dual- source
fee.medl.
components, and
..11,1i111..014111.
werwro,:e
mg
that from the lowest
and gm* a* FOM
OM.
1.1••••Meon.ama
bidder.
Nevertheless
it leaves open the
question: can we
rely on consumption
measurements
taken from asingle
sample?
Second, Iwas
really surprised
by the minimal- to-zero difference
between power drawn by flat- screen
displays in standby or switched off.
Istill have trouble believing it, but I
guess we could look at plug-top power
supplies as aculprit here. This raises
the question of how much evidence
there is to back up up the ' switch- off
not standby' mantra. Istill do switch
components off where Ican, but I'm not
sure how much good I'm doing.
Someday, when I'm brave enough,
I'll measure all the kit in my home!
Derek Nudd, Portsmouth
Paul Miller replies: Iiivo 400W switchmode
PC power supplies, for example, will
certainly have differing efficiencies
depending on brand and load conditions.
Nevertheless, as the supplies used in
specialist audio equipment are less likely
to be ' swapped out' during manufacture,
our measurements of power consumption
should be consistent from model to model.
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SOUNDING OFF

GIVE US ALL THE BITS
CDs AND MP3s DO NOT MAKE MUSIC, THEY SIMPLY PRODUCE NOISE!

Ihave two points regarding
Richard Stevenson's review of

Secondly, no mention was
made of the DVD player Richard

the Yamaha DSP-Z 11 AV amplifier
(see HFN April ' 08).

used for the test. What was it? You

Firstly, thank goodness you
are waking up to the fact that
digital music has to be recorded
at aminimum of 96k/24- bit ( for

[Way Back Then...]
This month we dig deep into the HFN archives to 1998,
the year TAG McLaren Audio took over Audiolab. In the
December issue, Paul Miller compared both marques
IN £5000 valve amps tram ÇfIlleviellants

are in apriveleged position to help
improve the listening experience of
reproduced music for many people

No enthusiast worth sis (or her) salt will
have missed the spectacular 'World of
TAG McLaren' exhibit at the 1998 Hi.Fi
Show where, in between the Formula One
memorabilia and fast ion accessories, no
fewer than 12 new h. fi separates were
unveiled. These were described as 'tie
first fruits of the newassociation between
TAG McLaren and Audliolab', and although
the latter will subsegently cease to. exist
as abrand, its heritage and experierce
have allowed the former to hit the cround
running. Naturally, there are parallels
between these new -AG McLaren Audio
separates and the 12 Audiolab 'originals'.
Here Iwill explore the differences irn
design and performance between the new
60i si and 60iRv si integrated amplifiers
and their respective 'orerunners, the
Audiolab 8000LX and 8000S.

-don't waste that opportunity.
Rex Pointon, London

example, Dolby True HD/DTSHD recording played via the
DSP-Z 11) before it can be called
'music' at all. In the past your

Richard Stevenson replies: To
challenge all the Yamaha's features I
used acombination of Denon's
DVD-3930 universal DVD/SACD player

magazine has been complicit
in peddling the lie that CDs and
lower- resolution formats produce
music, rather than mere noise.

with aPanasonic Blu-ray player to
handle the more recent HD content
from Dolby and DTS.

Described as flat, dry and generally undynamic, the 8000LX failed to
grip the attention of the panel with anything like the success of the
60i. The former was criticised for its lack of stereo depth, offering aflat
spread of sound that regularly failed to shine. Radhmaninov's strings
betrayed but asuggestion of their true dynamic shading, while rie
lack of bass weight prompted one wag to describe Massive Attack as
'Minimal Attack'. In similar fashion, Whiskeytown'i 'Stranger's Almanac'
began impressively, but the stridency, the verve and attack of the guitar
together with the forward-sounding vocals soon became weariseme.

MOVIE
Sci-Fi

• ":) r> (
4;•

»
am

KEEP ON TRACKING
A VINYL RESURRECTION, BUT WHAT'S THE CORRECT WEIGHT FOR SUPREME SOUNDS?

I've recently moved home and
I'm trying to put my record player

Hi Fi News replies: The metal-bodied

back together. Ihave aMichell

before being discontinued in 2006

GyroDec. SME Series IV arm

when Ortofon introduced its Rondo

and Ortofon MC20 Supreme

range of cartridges. We spoke to the

cartridge. My problem is that
Ican't remember the tracking

company's UK distributors, Henley

weight of the cartridge. The
numbers 1.4 grams and 1.7 grams

set the MC20 to track at 1.8 grams.

MC20 Supreme sold for around £500

Designs, which recommended that you

come to mind but this seems
abit on the heavy side. Ihave
contacted anumber of hi-fi shops
but have had no success. Can
you help at all?
Ihave always been guided
by your reviews on my hi-fi
journey, through Leak, Rogers

Reverting to TAG's top dog
60112v maintained asense of
'clout' and energy, even though
Massive Attack's invigorating
performance was still no
roller-coaster ride of
unrestrained dynamics. The
sense of atmosphere and
occasion was perhaps better
ordered, but the sheer civility
of the 60iRv's presentation
prompted suggestions that the
music be renamed ' Massive
Retreat' or ' Passive Attack'.

Auditioned after the 8000LX/60i, the more
sophisticated demeanour of Audialab's
80005 scored an irstant hit with cur panel.
Manifest in part as apalpably deeper,
'grumbly bass', the 80005 brought a
welcome weight amd drama to Massive
Attack's 'Unfinished Sympathy'. The
greater sense of depth and silkiness to
Rachmaninov's massed strings also brought
avivid, but dream,ike quality to the
symphony, while the brass adopted amore
authoritative stance.

and Mission amps, Fons CQ30
turntable, Leak and Mordaunt
Short speakers and Nakamichi
582Z cassette deck ( still going
strong). Yours is always the first

/ OM

magazine Ibuy for advice.
Martin Spragg, via e-mail
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ABOVE: The Ortofon MC20 Supreme
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the experts in home entertainment
Sevenoaks began life in 1972 as asmall,
specialist independent hi-fi retailer based in
Sevenoaks, Kent.

rakt.•
Stores Nationwide

,stration Rooms

Today, Sevenoaks has over 40 retail stores
nationwide and has recently launched a
new national network of Custom Installation
Centres. Fuelled by the stratospheric rise of
interest in flatscreen TVs, these CICs specialise
in the creation and installation of bespoke
home entertainment systems, across awide
range of budgets.
Ultimately, our stated aim is quite simple...
to offer atotal home entertainment solution,
no matter what the customer's need.

The philosophy behind Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is simple,
customer-focused and hasn't changed since the day the company
started. When you shop at Sevenoaks we guarantee you:e Superb customer service, including after-sales care and attention to detail.
• An unrivalled pgoduct range, with every leading manufacturer in stock and
impartial advice on offer.
• Knowledgeable staff that are highly trained, dedicated to customer
service and have agenuine passion for home entertainment.
• Demonstration facilities in every store, offering pleasant and comfortable
surroundings to test high-performance products in ahome-like environment.
• Competitive prices across the whole range of products stocked.
• Leading edge expertise in Custom Installation via our associated network
of nationwide Sevenoaks Custom Installation Centres.

Brands Stocked Include"
Acoustic Energy
Arcam
Artcoustic
Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Beyer Dynamic
Chord Company
Chord Electronics
Cyrus

Da- Lite
Denon
Draper
Escient
Goldring
Grado
In Focus
Ixos
KEF
Linn

Loewe
Logitech
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Nevo
Onkyo
Optimum

Optoma
Panasonic
Pioneer
Pixel Magic
PMC
Primare
Project
Q Acoustics
QED
Quad

Quadraspire
REL
Roksan
Rotel
Samsung
Sennheiser
Sharp
Sim2
Sonos
Sony

Sound Org
Sound Style
SpeakerCraft
Spectral
Spendor
Stewart Screens
Teac
Toshiba
Van Den Hul
Yamaha

"Some brands/products are not available at all stores - please confirm before travelling.

Find out more - visit www.ssay.com today!

SEVEN0a<S
Home Cinema & HiFi
From astraightforivard high definition
flatscreen TV to a1080p projector, from
aDVD Recorder to acomplete Blu-Ray

move the human soul like nozhing else.
Choosing components/systems that will
'gel together correctly in your home is

based solution, we can offer every
conceivable flavour of Home Cinema.

no easy task but our vastly experienced
sta& do it day in, day out so let us help.

When it comes tc surround sound we
know exactly how to help you achieve

And with demonstration rooms in every
store, you're positively encouraged to
bring in your favourite discs pr hook
up your MP3 player to give asystem a

the effects you're after within the budget
you've got.
Music, when conveyed through ahigh quality audio system, has the power to

thorough workout before you buy.

the experts in home entertainment

Hi Fi Separates

Pro-Ject Turntables
Time to revive your records! Project's excellent range
includes the multi award-winning Debut, versions include
Debut USB ideal for converting your favourite tracks to
your iPod and Debut colour - available in finishes to suit
any decor.

LCD & Plasma Screens

Home Cinema Separates
Representing aquality of
sound that is rire at any

Onkyo

once. Come and hear C'Jf115'

range includes the award-winning

new CD players - CD6SE,
CD8 SE & CDX tSE

seer • IX-SR606 and TX-SR506.

Roksan Kandy L.III

,

Sets anew standard for affordable hi- end amplifiers in
its class

Pioneer KURO Plasma TV
42 5.0 8, 60 inch models available HD ready

Primers
We class- leading hullo quality, and aunique blend of

Rotel 06 Series

sophisticated *.candinaviar design, Primate build elegant,

This highly acclaimed range includes integrated, pre and

reliable, easy-ti ruse sysierns that promiseyears of high

power amps, aCD player and PM/FM/DAB tuner.

quality performance.

Speakers
B&W 600 Series
The fourth generation of the 600

Denon
The range includes the award-winning Denon

Samsung TULIP _CD TV
32. 37,40,46 and 57 inch, full 1080p HD ready models.

5Year Warranty
included with all Plasma and LCD televisions
purchased at our normal selling price'
Choose models from Loewe, Panasonic,
Pioneer, Samsung, Sharp and Sony
with a26" screen or larger
•
Sevenoaks Retaot Price INICWA001

series features new drive units,
crossovers and awhole new
design.

Monitor Audio
With achoice of sizes and finishes, the es aMonitor

DVD1940 upscaling DVD player and higly acclaimed

Audio speaker to complement any system. Ranges

AVF2808 receiver

Blu-Ray Disc Players

include Brc.nze BR Fladius, Silver RS, Gold Sçnatue
and the new, flagship Platinum the culmination of

B&W MiniTheatre
MT30

many year. researa end devebpme-it by Mor itor
Audio's deign triare.

Award-winning

it

5.1 speaker

Pioneer BDP-LX70

system

Cet the best out of high iefiriticn media. Thr—r

available in

player delivers 'master quality audio and video

silver, black or

exactly as the film-makers intenoed, perfectly

white.

played back at 1080p and 24Hz Come and see
61u-ray in action.

Yamaha YSP4OD
Digital sound projector - surround sound from one
speaker - ideal for 47 screens - just add aDVD player.

KEF iQ Series
Includes bookshelf
and floorstanding

Panasonic VIERA Plasma & LCDTV

L
pLP

New full 1080p -ID read? Plasma and LCD ranges.

Panasonic DMP-BD30

models. All models

The UKS first profile 1.1 Blu ray disc player delivers a
fabulous HO pv nee per forrnar,:e.

feature KEF's unique

Essential Accessories

Projectors

Uni Q technology.

KEF
KHT3005SE

For the ultimate home cinema experience, why not

Ar Sevenoaks, accessories are not Sn afterthought

choose afull 1080p projector and screen ,

Upgraded 5.1

Our staff can demons:rate the deerence the right
accessories can make to )our I
stening
and viewing experience.

available in black
or silver.

InFocus
IN81,1N82 &
New IN83

Silver RS

speaker package

Spend«. 53/5R
Sim2
Grand Cinema
HT380
2

imp

Asubstantia revision of Spendor's multi- award winning
53/5 mini- monitor. These versatile speakers, avalable in 5
Arr.

SOUNDsirLE0 GRADO 5.—V

real wood finishes,
and separates.

perform with awide range of systems

SEVEN0a<S

visit www.ssay.com today!

SOUND

Both 2-channel hi-fi and full multi-channel home cinema systems are available. Ow comprehensive range has models to suit
all your sound and vision needs.

• New Solo Mini
Integrated CD, Race) and
Amplifier wits integrated
iPod control via optional
rLead/rDock.

Denon S-52DAB

B&W Zeppelin

Combines aCD player, FM/DAB radio and iPod dock. h
can even stream interner radio wirelessly and play h„, •
MP3 orWMA
files horn CD,
or stored on
atJSB device

Hear just how good
your iPod can sound.

lI

Arcam Solo
Sep ites per tor manLe fiom
thesi,awarc-winning systems.
Availhble as Solo Music, Movie
51 or Movie 2.1 and nevv-Mini.

This muki-room digital
music system lets you
play your favourite tunes
all over the house - and
control them horn the
palm of your hand. You
can even play different
songs in different rooms

All Seven Daks stores stock awide range of products, have comfortable
demonstiation rooms and provide first-class customer service. Our Custom
Installation Centres also provide the ultimate bespoke design and installation
service. These stores have unrivalled expertise in all areas of home automation
and can demonstrate awide range of installation options in-store.
Aberdeen
01224 252797

Hull
01482 587171

Reeding
0118 959 7768

U.

Bedford
01234 272: 79

Kingston
020 8547 0717

Seveisoaks
01732 459555

II II

aa

cr.

station ticks all the boxes:
it's beautiful, solid as arock
and sounds amazing!

a II

Brighton Hove

Leeds -Wetherby

Sheffield

Bristol
0117 974 3,27

Southampton

III II

Leicester
n'.'.
n567

Bromley
020 8290 1988

Lincoln
01522 527397

Southgate

III Ill

Cambridge
01.'. ' 04770

Loughton

Swindon
O'

Chelsea
02

Maidstone
0
,
''

II Ill

Manchester
01 ,

II •

01273 733.38

01937 586886

Cheltenham
Ill a

Multi- Room Audio
Sonos

VISION

Nationwide Stores
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AUDIBLE CLIPPING TESTS
Having discussed the theory, what is the real power required to
avoid audible clipping disortion? Keith Howard employs some
demanding music tracks to find the answers

M

yrecent four-part series
[HFN, Jul-Sep & Nov ' 07] on

the subject of how much
amplifier power we need
concluded that, if clipping on shortterm peaks is to be avoided at high-ish
listening levels with speakers of average
sensitivity, even 750 watts may not be
enough. However, Imade the point

of variables such as the duration of
the clipping events, how often they
Some types of music - solo piano,
for example - are known to be very
sensitive to various forms of distortion
whereas others, such as those featuring
percussion instruments, are likely to be
more forgiving. Bearing in mind that
percussion was aprimary source of

2
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0
-40 .35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10

-5

peak level (Ol3FS)

way towards determining how audibly
significant clipping is on various types of

approximated by power amplifiers with
aregulated power supply and significant

dependent on recent signal history, and
it means that the clipping behaviour on

levels of negative feedback, it can give
us ahandle on the issue of how much
clipping is audible ( or tolerable).

on the relative alignment of the music
signal and the mains waveform. Power

music. For this we can take asimplistic

Writing software to perform this
type of clipping is simple: you specify
aclipping level and any sample whose

amplifiers with asingle power supply for
both channels also behave differently
from those that have separate supplies
for each channel.
typical clipping behaviour accurately,

'Writing software to
perform this type of
clipping is simple'

but that doesn't stop us going some
LEFT & ABOVE
Fig 1: Dynamic
four tracks used
for clipping
simulation:

of clipped samples and clipping events,
and to record the latters' duration. For

'Qudrat', ( c)
cymbal
40

4

0

elaboration, it is also straightforward
to have the software count the number

(a) Symphonic
Dances, (
b)

45 -30 -25
40
45
pool lerel 0.45FS)

value exceeds it is automatically
limited to that maximum. With alittle

analyses of the

Caprice and ( d)
6
40

10

successive charge/discharge cycles. This
makes the amplifier's clipping point

11.

a

o

hard clipping at afixed clipping point.
Although this behaviour will only be

8

4

-5

point because their rail voltages vary
as the reservoir capacitors undergo

•

4

-30 -25 -20 -15 -10
peak level (MPS)

approach to the simulation by assuming

16,

10

35

because they have unregulated power
supplies, lack aclosely defined clipping

All this makes it difficult to simulate

the short-term peaks identified in my
power measurements, this suggests

0
-40

Simulating the clipping behaviour of real
amplifiers is not asimple matter, even

aparticular piece of music will rarely be
the same twice because it will depend

occur and the nature of the music.

2

RARELY THE SAME

delays recovery after aclipping event.
Some amplifiers clip progressively, some
clip suddenly ( hard clipping) and most,

There is no simple answer to that
question because the audibility of
clipping is likely to depend on ahost

4

the tough ' no clipping ever' criterion.

any amplifier clipping is considered

the demanding voltage requirement
identified in my power articles to be
reduced. But by how much?

6

clipping being audible or objectionable
-may be much lower than identified by

assuming that they are free ( as they
should be) of ' latch- up' behaviour that

clipping may be undetectable - or,
if detectable, acceptable - allowing

8

that practical amplifier output voltage
requirements - sufficient to prevent

that this was taking ahard-line view of
high fidelity sound reproduction, where
unacceptable. In reality, adegree of

10

this article Iwrote aWindows utility to
do this, which Iwill make available via
my website (
www.audiosignaLco.uk/
freevvare) so that interested readers can
try it for themselves.
The way the utility works is this. First,
it reads the specified 16/44.1 stereo

AUDIO EXPOSED

100000

Wave file (
ripped from CD) to determine
the peak sample value. It then generates
six new Wave files, clipped at levels - 3,
-6, - 9, - 12, - 15 and - 18dB relative
to this peak level, together with six

t„K.

associated text files which record the
number of clipped samples, the number
of clipping events and information

gtoo

about the distribution of clipping event
lengths for each level of clipping. The
clipped Wave files can then be used to
determine the audibility of the clipping,

10

and correlations sought with the clipping
100us

lms

1Orn.

200,5

data. Headphone listening is the best

eraynd,s in natural perspective

option for this, as real amplifier clipping

cIppIng event length

is likely to add to the simulated clipping

1

ABOVE: The Ensemble test disc used

if loudspeakers are used. Iemployed
muscular solid-state amplifier to a

Sennheiser HD650s headphones ( with
Russ Andrews' Kimber replacement

1

single-ended triode ( SET) valve design.
With ' Qudrat' the peak recorded

cable) and aMusical Fidelity X-CANv 3
headphone amplifier for this.

output voltage was 127.1 volts, with
some clipping. If we assume a 140V
peak requirement for no clipping then
the equivalent amp power is 1,225W,
so in this case 3dB clipping corresponds

TEST TRACKS
Four very different source files were
chosen to process, two of them - the
third movement from Rachmaninov's

100

Symphonic Dances and Lasse Thoresen's
'Qudrat', the percussion piece that

1

clipped the Musical Fidelity kW750
tOos

100us

lms

100.5

2001.

chppIng event length

pertain to the particular conditions

The peak output voltage recorded then

-replay levels, speaker sensitivity,
listening distance - that applied in my
earlier testing [
HFN, Nov ' 07].

power output of 581W into 8ohms
(assuming an amplifier with no dynamic

clipping to 36W, 15dB clipping to 18W
and 18dB clipping to 9W - so the power
range covered is everything from an
clipping
level
(dB ref
peak) j

•
•

10

e .000

-3

The two other source files were
chosen to represent the likely extremes
of clipping audibility, as already
described. A solo piano recording

headroom). In this case 3dB clipping
corresponds to 290W, 6dB clipping
to 145W, 9dB clipping to 73W, 12dB

0000

15dB clipping to 38W and 18dB clipping
to 19W. Of course, all these figures

-from article four of the power series.
for Symphonic Dances was 96.4 volts,
equivalent to acontinuous amplifier

100000

to 613W, 6dB clipping to 306W, 9dB
clipping to 153W, 12dB clipping to 77W,

-Kjerulf's Caprice in D. from the
Ensemble test disc - was chosen as
probably being very sensitive to clipping
distortion, while track 31 from the &>

left channel

right channel

clipped

clipping

samples

events

average
events/sec

clipped
samples

4,993

1910

2.41

1,570

clipping

events
581

average
events /

sec

0.73

-6

51.015

17,597

22.2

24,707

8,255

10.4

-9

215.051

59,854

75.5

146,679

37.193

46.9

-12

561,971

125,458

158

479,742

90,702

114

-15

1,168,017

210,344

265

1,157,881

163,168

206

-18

2.216,789

323,344

408

2,359,110

255,154

322

Table 1: Summary of the results of clipping Symphonic Dances
— - -- --

E
É

too

clipping
level
(dB ref
peak)

1
.
0us

100us

Ins

10ms

20ms

chipping event length

Fig 2: Clipping events versus duration
histograms for the four tracks at the six
clipping levels: (
a) Symphonic Dances,
(b) ' Qudrat', ( c) Caprice and (d) cymbal

right channel

left channel
clipped
samples

clipping
events

average
events! sec

clipped
samples

•clipping
events

average
events/
sec

-3

6,854

625

1.79

8,778

523

1.50

-6

38,688

3,233

9.27

39,432

2.049

5.88

-9

163.396

11,859

34.0

138,394

6,776

19.4

-12

479,762

29,188

83.7

383,532

17.145

49.2

-15

1,079,520

55,142

158

877,385

34.242

98.2

-18

2,041,434

89,984

258

1,705,495

58,489

168

Table 2: Summary of the results of clipping ' Qudrat
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"At Shadow we get to listen to alot of speakers - but
the speaker we listen to most - is you the customer."
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Our BIG Clearance Sale is back! - Spring Sale
Starts 5th May ' 08 and ends 6th June'08

5th May Download

Receive PDF via e-mail

Haggle!

Our PDF Clearance list will be

Subscribers to our email list will

On some of our clearance items WE

available to download from the

automatically receive acopy of the

MAY accept alower offer so haggle

Shadow Audio web site, from

PDF every time it changes. Join our

with us alittle. ONLY sensible offers

May 5th.

newsletter today. See web site for details.

considered though!

It can be adangerous
world out there....

Here is just asample of what you can expect in our
BIG Clearance Sale. Sign-up online for our e-newsletter and
receive the Clearance List PDF automatically from the 5th May'08.

or the latest news and special offers - sign-up to the FREE shadow audio weekly newsletter (visit shadow audio home page)
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Our advice? Treat
yourself to something
nice from Shadow
Audio and stay in :)
Specialist Brands include:

Accuphase £408 Integrated
Advantage CD1S
Anatek CMOS Pre-amp + M850 Monoblocks
ATC SCM50 ASL Speakers
Audionet Art V2 CD Player
Audionet Sam V2 Integrated
Audio Research CD7 CD Player
Ayre K1XE Pre- amp
Bel Canto S300 Power
Cairn 4810 Integrated
Chord DAC 64
Dali Euphonia Speakers
Eastern Electric Minimax Power
Electrocompaniet EC4.8 Pre & AW120 Power
Flying Mole PA SI Pre-amp
KR Audio Antares Power
LSA VS- 1MKIII Reference Integrated
McIntosh MCD201 CD Player
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC & Transport
Musical Fidelity AS Pre- amp
Musical Fidelity KW250S
Nordost Thor
Origin Live Aurora
Papworth Class A Integrated
Project X- pack
Steil° 220 DAC & 200 Transport
Teac Esoteric DV50
Unison Research Unico CD Player
EX-DEM
Audio Zone Ampl Integrated
Audio Zone Amp2 Monos
Audio Zone Pre T1
Audio Zone DAC1
AVI Pro Nine Plus Speakers
CEC 3300R Integrated
CEC 5300 CD Player
Clearaudio Accu + Power Supply
Eastern Electric Minimax CD Player
Eastern Electric M520 Integrated Amplifier
Isotek Titan Multilink 6-way
JAS Audio Orior Grand (small birds eye)
JAS Audio Supertweeters
Leema Xones Speakers
Leema Xen Speakers
Musical Fidelity KW550 Integrated ( 0hours use)
Musical Fidelity A1008 Integrated
Musical Fidelity A1008 CD Player
Qinpu A8000 Integrated
Qinpu Al .0X Integrated
Vertex Silver Solfon 1m i/c
VPI Turntable Cover for Scout

FULLRRP

NOW

CLEARANCE
PRICE

£5,000 £ 3,295 £ 2,495
£N/A £ 1,199 £ 795
£4,000
---£ 2,295
£7,958 £4,995 £4,295
f2,400 £ 1,095 £995
£2,400 £ 1,295 £ 995
£7,000 £ 5,995 £ 5,495
£5,995 £ 3,495 £ 2,995
£1,199
f899 £ 750
£2,700 £ 1,295 £ 795
£2,495 £ 1,495 £ 1,295
£7,500 £4,995 £ 4,295
£995 £649
£ 495
£4,500 £ 3,795 £ 3,395
£999 £ 595
£ 395
£N/A £ 1,495 £ 1,095
£2,500
---£ 1,795
£3,400 £ 2,695 £ 2,195
£4,000 £ 2,895 £ 2,495
£1,499 £ 795
£ 595
£4,999 £ 2,995 £ 2,195
£1,650 £ 1,095 £ 895
£N/A £ 995
£ 795
£2,000 £ 1,195 £895
£750 £495
£ 295
£N/A £ 1,495 £ 1,195
£N/A £ 1,295 £ 1,095
£795
---£495
FULL FIRP

NOW

CLEARANCE
PRICE

£1,595 £ 1,295 £ 1,095
£1,895
£ 1,395
£1,695
£ 895
£895
£ 695
£890 £ 695
£ 595
£699 £495
£ 395
£1,399
£ 695
£410
£ 295
£999 £ 749
£ 695
£1,699
£ 1,099
£395
£ 295
£2,995
£ 2,195
£649 £449
£ 395
£1,895 £ 1,395 £ 1,095
£1,235 £ 595
£ 495
£5,000
£ 2,995
£2,999
£ 2,495
£2,999
£ 2,295
£1,295 £ 795
£ 695
£300 £ 230
£ 195
£895
£ 695
£99
£ 60

Apollo, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Bryston, Chord Cables, Creek, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern

Electric, Epos, GamuT, Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Manley Labs, Marantz Legendary, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Music Tools, Nordost,
Opera, Origin Live, Pathos, PMC, Project, Resolution Audio, Shanling, SME, Tannoy Prestige, Unison Research, Vertex AQ VPI, Wadia, Wilson Benesch and many more.
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European Broadcasting Union's SQAM
(sound quality assessment material) test
disc, which features acymbal struck with
both soft and hard sticks, was chosen as
probably being relatively insensitive to

microseconds. Whereas at the same
clipping level on ' Qudrat' ( Fig 2b) there
are 12 clipping events with durations of
between 1.6 and 3.2 milliseconds.

RACHMANINOFF
Sympl,nic Dances
Vocalise

DALLAS SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

On the basis of these results, I

clipping artefacts.
Dynamic analysis graphs for these four

expected the subjective assessment of
clipping audibility to show very different

pieces are shown in Figure 1 [ see p102],

results for the four different test tracks.
But in the event Ifound aremarkably

with the blue trace representing the
left channel and the red trace the right

consistent pattern.

WARNING
Onte Playisble

channel. All are free of clipping on the

()VD Nerdy...re

disc itself - an important requirement

LOOKING GRIM

for the subjective assessment - and all
indicate the use of only mild dynamic

Dances, beginning with 18dB clipping

These discs we not
comestible with CO

Ibegan by listening to Symphonic

haidwate

and working backwards to lesser
amounts of clipping. At the 18dB and

range compression at worst.
Tables 1to 4 [ see p103 and below]

ABOVE: Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances

show the results from the analysis text
files generated when applying clipping
to the four tracks. Total lengths of
the four test tracks in samples were:
Symphonic Dances 34,966,225; ' Qudrat'
15,372,672; Caprice 6,746,124; and

15dB clipping levels the results were
grim, with gross clipping audible from
the beginning of the track. At the 12dB

Cymbal 5,468,400. So, for example, the
left channel of Symphonic Dances was

on peaks. At the 6dB level clipping
remained on the closing climax and

At 9dB some distortion could be heard

clipped for only 0.014% of the time at
the 3dB clipping level but 6.3% of the

was occasionally detectable elsewhere,
but at 3dB the clipping was difficult to

on the hard stick strikes and on the soft
stick crescendos. A little of this remained

time at the 18dB clipping level.
Histograms in Figures 2a to 2d [ see

detect save on that last tutti.

at the 6dB level but at 3dB clipping I

On the ' Qudrat' drum track the 18,
15 and 12dB clipping levels were all

couldn't detect any adoed distortion.

execrable, and at 9dB there was still

ENOUGH POWER?

obvious distortion on crescendos. At the

So these four varied test pieces
produced broadly similar results. At the

p103] show the distribution of clipping
event durations at the six clipping levels
for the left channels of the four test files.
Note that both axes are on logarithmic

level the distortion abated somewhat
but was still obvious on the loudest
passages, and at 9dB it remained obvious

At the 3dB level only short bursts of
distortion were audible on the very
loudest crescendos.
At the 18dB level on the cymbal track
distortion was appalling, and it remained
obvious at the 15dB and 12dB levels.

scales to accommodate the wide range

6dB level the clipping became limited to
the loudest peaks, and at the 3dB level it

of values.
At aglance you can see that the
four files have very different patterns
of clipping, which you would expect

was difficult to detect.
Ihad asimilar result with the solo
piano track. At the 18, 15 and 12dB
clipping levels there was obvious

to influence the clipping's audibility.

distortion from the outset. At the

and more obvious, and at levels beyond
that the clipping quickly became

In the case of the cymbal, for example

9dB level distortion was limited to

unacceptable.

(Fig 2d), at the 3dB clipping level there

crescendos, and at 6dB the number of

is no clipping event longer than 50

audible clipping events reduced further.

clipping
level
(dB ref
peak)

clipped
samples

clipping
events

average
events/sec

clipped
samples

-3

358

46

0.30

-6

3,104

335

2.19

left channel

right channel

clipping events were more numerous

This suggests that in many cases an
amplifier of half the power indicated
by peak signal requirements will be

_In

sufficient to prevent clipping being

clipping
events

average
events/
sec

anything more than an occasional
nuisance. If the amplifier has good

192

36

0.24

2.397

269

1.76

-9

14,889

1,442

9.43

15,771

1,560

10.2

-12

64,227

6188

40.5

70,875

6,155

40.2

-15

218,848

18,381

120

232.914

17,846

117

-18

562,023

40,266

263

578,439

38,237

250

Table 3: Summary of the results of clipping Caprice
clipping
level
(dB ref

3dB clipping level, distortion was either
limited to the very loudest passages or
difficult to detect. At the 6dB level the

left channel

right channel

_....1

peak)

samples

clipped

clipping

events

average
events/sec

clipped
samples

clipping
events

average
events/
sec

-3

104

86

0.69

98

70

0.56

-6

2,076

1.286

10.4

2,064

1,158

9.34

-9

12,548

6.450

52.0

11,578

5,702

46.0

-12

39,050

17,448

141

36,940

16,174

130

-15

87,516

34,018

274

84,038

32,630

263

-18

157,924

53,424

431

155,214

53,128

428

Table 4: Summary of the results of clipping the cymbal track

dynamic headroom and clips
progressively rather than suddenly,
then perhaps aquarter of the indicated
peak power might just be sufficient. But
any less than that and audible clipping
distortion is acertain companion. These
figures, of course, apply to conventional
amplifiers only - not to commutating
designs that achieve much higher
peak output voltage delivery over
short periods than suggested by their
continuous power ratings.
Even with this softening of the ` no
clipping ever' hard line, then, the fact
remains that many of us have insufficient
amplifier power to prevent audible
clipping with the speakers and listening
levels we employ. For speakers of
average sensitivity, 3m listening distance
and high-ish listening levels, at least
300W per channel is arealistic target. ( 1
)
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MOVERS & SHAKERS
INTERVIEW •

TOURA1

MOGHADDAM

•

ROKSAN

Steady as a
Roksan
Launched when CD was new to the market, Roksan's first product was its Xerxes
turntable, which began life as apiece of unused fire door. It went on to become a
true hi-fi classic. Steve Harris talks to founder and designer Touraj Moghaddam

1

t's more than 20 years since ayouthful Touraj
Moghaddam unveiled an unorthodox turntable
called the Roksan Xerxes. But he still smiles at

the recollection of that first product launch, at a
London hi-fi show in 1985.
'Everybody said, " Why bring out arecord player,
when CD has just come along?" And Isaid, that's
precisely why I'm bringing out arecord player, because
I've got serious issues with CD!'
Originally from Iran but educated in England, Touraj
had completed adegree in mechanical engineering

'I was still trying to fathom out:
what is the turntable supposed
to do? What is its job?'
and was working for his PhD at Imperial College London
when he started on that turntable design.
'What led to the beginning of Roksan was listening to
some music on the TV, aprogramme about Thelonious
Monk. And Iwas sitting listening and thinking " I've got
this on arecord, but it doesn't sound like this at all."
'Of course, in terms of high fidelity, the little TV
was not as good as my Linn/Nairn tri amp system! But,
listening to the record, you couldn't make sense of what
he was doing, it was haphazard fingerwork on apiano.

ABOVE:
Touraj
Moghaddam

'Watching the TV, you could actually feel all the

with the

melody behind it. Ithought, there's something wrong
with my hi-fi system.
'With turntables, every time you asked someone, or

Artemiz

read books about it, all they talked about was individual

tonearm
BELOW: Roksan's
original Xerxes,
seen here with
the later Artemiz
arm and Shiraz
cartridge

parameters. You'd talk to someone and they'd say, " Oh,
you have to isolate the turntable." Talk to somebody
else, they'd say " Oh, you need alot of damping," talk
to another one and they'd say " You want no damping."
You'd talk to someone and he'd say, " The platter should
be very heavy," then you'd talk to another guy and he'd
say, " No, the platter should be light!"
'So trying to rummage through all these little broken
pieces of information, Iwas still trying to fathom out:
what is the turntable supposed to do? What is its job?
When you find that out, you can look for solutions.'

EUREKA MOMENT
Touraj's PhD project was to design and build anew kind
of wind turbine, with computer- controlled variable- pitch
blades for maximum efficiency. A hitch in this project led
to aEureka moment in his turntable quest.
'We did some measurements using strain gauges on
the turbine blades, and the results were too different
from what we'd predicted in the simulation program
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Er

-in those days, it wasn't like now. You had to write the

before the body of the car moves.

program in Fortran!
'I went to my tutor, showed him what I'd done with

'What you're trying to do is to keep that diffeiential,
between where the cartridge body should be and where
it actually is, to aminimum.

the strain gauges and told him I'd got these conflicting
results. He looked through the equations, looked
through the program, couldn't find anything obviously
wrong. Then he said, " Look, maybe it's the way

'That was one of the reasons Itried to move away
from utilising the decoupling suspension as part of

"'"Wge ene

ABOVE LEFT:
Darius speaker
with spikedcage stand
and suspended
tweeter

the speed- controlling system, because if you allow

you've mounted the strain gauges. Maybe you are not
measuring what you think you are measuring."

the suspension to deal with things like changes in belt
tension, that means that the subchassis can rotate

ABOVE RIGHT: the

'I got abook on measurements. Iwas at home,
listening to music and reading this. And Ijust looked up

relative to the platter.'

at the turntable and Ithought, you're just measuring
the groove, with respect to time.
'So you need to index everything back to your stylus

DIFFERENT CONCEPT

featured an
elaborate
isolating

tip and back to your axis of rotation. Basically, you want
to hold the cartridge so that wherever the groove goes,
the cartridge goes with it. When you look at the mean
line of the groove relative to the body of the cartridge,
the distance should remain constant.
'Now, that's abloody difficult thing to do, because

DP1 CD transport

So Roksan discarded the classic AR[ThorensiAriston/Linn

suspension for

type of subchassis. Also, the motor was mounted on

the mechanism

'Some friends listened to it and because
they showed interest Ithought, well it's not
difficult to manufacture this...'

the cartridge doesn't know where the groove is. It's only
the stylus tip that does. And the stylus tip has to move,
before it can generate any force in the suspension, to
move the cartridge body. It's not arigid link. Like the
suspension of acar. The wheel has got to move first,

abearing so that it could rotate about its own axis,
restrained by aweak spring.
'If you have any variations in the belt-drive, whether
it's to do with the pulley or whatever, you don't want
that to keep dictating to the platter how to behave. If
you have acertain amount of inertia from the platter,
and then acertain amount of compliance oetween the
motor - the rotor part - and the platter, then the platter
can dictate. Anyway, that's how the whole thing began. G>
FAR LEFT:
Roksan's Shiraz
cartridge
employed an
EMT- based
generator
mounted by
spikes into a
rigid, machinedmetal housing
LEFT:
Sectional view
of the Xerxes
sub- platter
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MOVERS & SHAKERS

When Imade the first turntable up, Iwanted atop

ABOVE LEFT:

point? OK, how can Ihold it as rigidly as possible? So we

plinth roughly one inch [ 25mm] thick and with adensity

Roksan's little

of about 700 to 800kg per cubic metre.
'Then Icame across an unused fire door in one of the

HotCakes, ahead
of their time as a

had an exoskeletal frame with eight spikes which held
the thing at the most rigid points, which are the corners
of the cabinet.

labs in Imperial College. Iasked if Icould have it and

'lifestyle' speaker

they said yes, so Icut apiece off it and took it home.
That was my turntable for acouple of months!

ABOVE RIGHT:

'The most difficult part was the tweeter. Atweeter
dome has an excursion of maybe 1mm, whereas the
bass cone moves 10 or 12mm. If you give it the same

'Some friends listened to it and, because they showed
interest, Ithought, well it's not difficult to manufacture

Artemiz arm in

60dB or so dynamic range, the smallest movements

pieces, showing

of the tweeter are really minuscule. Which means, if

this. You just need to find the right suppliers, get things
machined, cut and finished. And then, Iwas having

the hanging
'intelligent

dinner with fellow graduate Tufan Hashemi, and he

counterweight'

the baffle that it's mounted on is moving with asimilar
magnitude at those frequencies, you will have aDoppler
effect and you don't know what it is doing.

We made amachined cartrid ge body,
very small, light and rigid, and an arm
tube mounted into ayoke'

'But the tweeter comes in at lkHz or 2kHz and
above, so Ithought, what if you put it on asmall
enough baffle with atotally undamped isolation, with a
sprung suspension in XYZdirections, with afrequency
of 2.2 or 2.5Hz? Even if you went and poked it and sat
back and listened, you wouldn't notice any difference,
because of the frequency.'

wanted one of these turntables. So we just decided
there and then that we'd go right ahead and make it.'

BELOW LEFT:
The TMS2

'I also designed atonearm called the Cambysses, but

STAND AND DELIVER

reference
record player
BELOW RIGHT:
Roksan's
Platinum

have cost £ 3000 or £ 4000. From the counterweight

to build two, but Ihad built one! I'd said to myself, if
you're designing something, it's only as good as your
monitoring system.'
At that first show, in 1985, Roksan did demonstrate

pre/power

at the front, it was going to be machined all from one
solid piece. We were going to send this to EMT to glue

combination

the cartridge generator into it. There would be no

'From the Xerxes we went on to do other things. In fact,
Ialready had one Darius loudspeaker. It was too difficult

one element of the Darius concept.
'I used the idea of the cage and spiked system, and
we made two pairs of stands, one for aWharfedale
Diamond, and one fa-aLinn Kan, because we shared
aroom with the Cornflake Shop. People just could not
believe what the Diamonds were doing in these stands.
Partly it was the stands and partly it was the turntable.
'But the Darius thing was again, like the turntable,
thinking, what is aloudspeaker supposed to dc? The
function of the speaker is to oscillate the air in sympathy
with the music signal you are giving it. But oscillating
the air is about apoint, and where is this oefe•-ence
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TOO EXPENSIVE
Ionly showed avery abstract drawing of it. Itried to
make one, but it was so expensive, at that time it would
peg at the back, all the way to the body of the cartridge

hi-fi

news
LW"
screws or fixings. There were issues! Like, every time you

1985

damaged your stylus, you would have had to take the
whole arm off and send it back to the manufacturer to

First Roksan

put anew generator in!

product, the

'Instead we made amachined cartridge body, very

Xerxes turntable

small, light and rigid, and an arm tube mounted into a
yoke. The Artemiz and Shiraz came about that way.'

1986
Darius

STARTING ELECTRONICS
'From there we moved on and did electronics, starting
with the Rok Si. Ijust applied the same techniques,

loudspeaker,
with suspended
tweeter

asking what is the job of apower amp? What is the job
of apreamp?
'With apower amp, you need to define what its
boundaries of loading are, up to what point you can

1987
Artemiz tonearm
and Shiraz

control the loudspeaker. With one loudspeaker it can
control 99 per cent, with another it can only control it
50 per cent.
'For example, the Kandy has more power than the
Caspian, but it's nowhere near as good as the Caspian.

cartridge
ABOVE: Roksan's Caspian range has continued to evolve
since it was introduced in 1998; here the electronics are
seen in M series- 1guise, from 2004

The power stages of the Kandy are based on the Rok Si,
whereas the Caspian is based on the Rok M1 - so it's
fully complementary, fully symmetrical.'
By 1991, Roksan was ready to enter the CD arena.
In the DP1 transport, the Sanyo mechanism floated on

'A stereo Platinum will
annihilate four Caspian
mono amps!'

Tufan sold the company in 1996 to Verity plc, the group
headed by Farad Azima and then embracing Mission,
Wharfedale and Quad. But around two years later,
when Verity demerged to concentrate on NXT flat- panel
speaker technology, the two founders were able to buy
their company back.

Ten years further on, despite aflirtation with home
cinema, Roksan remains happily focused on two-channel
hi-fi, both CD and vinyl. A new high-end Rok series, R7,
was planned some time ago, but the designs have now

tracking servos.
'I didn't see anything wrong with digital technology

been revised, to fill bigger listening spaces.
'In alarge-ish room, say 10m by 10m, you need

-because if you have adigital signal, with an infinite
number of samples, you get back to the analogue signal.

adifferent kind of loudspeaker, so then you need a

The perfect digital signal is an analogue one. So when

the end product became more expensive. When the R7
series comes out, if you want apair of mono amps, you'll

'But, we're not at that point! So it becomes a
judgement. Is this now good enough to pass as ahighquality audio reproduction system? Or is it not yet?'

different power amp to drive it. And that meant that

be paying £ 20,000 or more - we don't know yet.
'Which made the distance between the top-end
Caspian system and the Rseries too great. A couple of
Caspian mono amps and apreamplifier will cost you

TO WALES AND BACK

£3300 or so, then suddenly you go to £ 30,000! It's an

Perhaps Roksan's strength lies in the fact that it is still

enormous jump.'
This is where the current Platinum series came in.

owned and run enthusiastically by the original partners.
After an early expansion, amove to Llandrindrod, Wales,
and then amove back to West London, Touraj and

'We knew the limitations of the top-end Caspian
M Series 1. But, alot of development work was

BELOW: Another view of the Darius speaker,

already done for the Rok. So if we put in all the other
goodies that would have been in the original RSeries

showing the spring- suspended

specification, we could end up with apreamp and

tweeter unit

stereo and M1
mono power amps

1991
DP1 CD transport
and DA1 DAC

1991

TWO- CHANNEL FOCUS

springs; this was essentially to make life easier for the

it's taken to its limit of perfection, it works.

1990
Rok L1 pre, S1

power amp system two to three times the price of the
Caspian equivalent, but with substantially improved
performance and far higher output levels. A stereo
Platinum will annihilate four Caspian mono amps!'
Similarly, the Platinum CD player will draw on
development work clone for aprojected R7 Series player.
The Platinum, though, will be atop- loader, saving the
cost of the R's elaborate drawe.-mechanism.
Meanwhile, Touraj continued to develop the flagship
TMS2 turntable and has come up with the TMS3. This
has afurther upgrade of Roksan's self-aligning bearing,
anew plinth design and ahost of refinements in its
isolation system, promising increased dynamic range,
lower noise and amore solid soundstage.
So, in the third decade of CD, is analogue now
as good as it can get? ' Forget it!' says Touraj, `We're

TMS (Touraj
Moghaddam
Signature) record
player

1995
Xerxes.X record
player, marking
tenth anniversary

1998
Caspian system
(integrated, power
amp, CD player,
FM tuner)

1999
Caspian AV system
vtith DVD player

2003
Radius 5record
player, with Nima
unipivot arm

2005
20th anniversary
Xerxes. 20

2007
Platinum preamp
and stereo amp

2008
TMS3 record
player

nowhere near the limit yet!' (
5
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packaging £ 750 ( Cardiff) Tel 029 2031
6934 [ F8]

Focal Labs 937 Be Electra
Anniversary floorstanders (4drivers,
92db), only 300 pairs in the world,
full range sound, no need for subs
or supertweeter, similar to the
enthusiastically reviewed 1007 Be.

please don't include a credit card number in an email. Call our

This pair is perfect having only been

reader ad dept on 020 8726 8321 Fax: 020 8726 8399

used for 35 hours ( E4500), £ 2550.
Ican demonstrate in North London,
email: phfh@philiphill.com or Tel:

2. AMPS

KIIVIBER Select

EAR 834P MM/MC Vol. control

silver interconnects, one metre pair.

with instructions and tools. perfect,

phono amp £400 Tel: 01525 630429

Atten. With mini flight case, mint, top

£725 (£ 1500).1 can demonstrate in

ATC

[DF17]

sound, top reviews (£ 1300) £ 590 Tel:

North London, email: phfh@philiphill.

privately owned from new, upgraded

01294 829323 (West Kilbride) [ EF14]

corn or Tel: 0208 340 9941 EF39]

and serviced by ATC, complete with

THETA Jade CD transport, black,

forces reluctant sale, OIRO £ 2700

available. £ 3000, Tel: Martin on 020

)VD PLAYERS
MARANTZ SA-7S1 Reference

7845 1193 [ EG14]

CO/SACO player, pristine condition

1030 black pearl

wiring and ltd edition bearings, boxed,

THETIL Intrepid five-channel amp,
immaculate, silver, stunning and rarely

0208 340 9941 [ EF24]

SCM5OASL active speakers,

stands and original boxes, emigration

' mint, boxed, owned from new £ 990

(West Midlands) Tel: 07771 786267

Tel: 01304 365275 [ EG171

[FH17]

invoice £ 3950 ono Tel: Gerald on 020

WILSON

8951 3178 [ DF17]

maple. left, right, centre £ 3250 Tel:

13. MISCELLANEOUS
REVOX B77 stereo open reel

Martin on 020 7845 1193 ( London)

tape recorder, superb condition

[EG14]

throughout, has just been fully

as brand new with Marantz dealer

AUDIO

Research VT60 valve power

amplifier, 50 watts per channel, mint,
boxed, manual, spare valves £ 890 Tel:

9. TURNTABLES
PRO-JECT Xperience Xpack

01304 365275 [ EG17]

NAM

Benesch Arcs, Birdseye

serviced, detailed photos available or

with speedbox and Ortofon Rondo

TANNOY Autograph minis,

Avondaled £ 350, Quad 33/303 FM3

Red cartridge, very little use, mint

KKessler rated, bought Oct 2007,

960156 or email: ob.mm@virgin.net

tuner, boxed £ 150 Tel: 01608 650331

condition and boxed, bought in March

£425 (£ 1250) Tel: 07729 600847

[FL34]

2007 for £ 620 will accept £ 300 Tel:

(Littlehampton, West Sussex) [ EF14]

NAT140 stereo amp.

(day), 01608 651032 (eve) [ EG23]

WANTED
TOP

01484 851899 ( Huddersfield) [ EG17]

GAMUT C2R preamplifier, remote.

can demonstrate £495ono Tel. 07813

EPOS

M12.2 speakers, black, mint

quality hi-fi separates and

complete systems, Nairn, Linn, Cyrus,

balanced outputs, silver, incredibly

ORIGINAL

transparent (£ 1495) £ 650, excellent

CQ30 three-speed turntable mounted

£225 ono Tel: Philip 020 8923 9757

response and willing to travel/pay

condition Tel: 01296 437314

with SME 3009 arm and Shure

(London) [ FH17]

cash, please call me on 0781 5892458

(Aylesbury, Bucks) [ EF14]

cartridge, good condition. Offers Tel:

owner selling Fons

01604 787650 [ EG17]

CHAPTER Two plus power amp,

condition, including stands (£ 550)

or email me at pogsonp@aol.com

SPENDOR

BC1, teak pair with

[FE68]

matching trolleys, lovely sound, but

worlds best, boxed, manuals etc

THORENS

(£5500) £ 2295, Densen 6100/B300

cartridge needs attention offered Tel:

slightly damaged at edge. only £ 100

integrated & power amp £ 350/E550,

01608 650331 (day) 01608 651032

the pair, buyer collects (Tunbridge

Atlas Elektra interconnects Tel: 07973

(eve) [ EG23]

Wells) Tel: Hall 01892 528699 [ F9]

t/table SME arm

tops need repolishing and one grille

189538 ( London) [ FH17]

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
ARCAM Diva system, black, boxed,
mint condition, including QED cables,
A90 amp, P90 power amp, CD12 Dab/

3. CABLE
TOWNSHEND

Meridian, Arcam etc, fast. friendly

Isolda 4m

7. SPEAKERS
ENSEMBLE Figura speakers

OPERA Callas SP speakers,

fm tuner (£ 2700) £ 1100 ono Tel: Philip

mahogany v.g.c. boxed, £ 675 Tel:

020 8923 9757 ( London) [ FH17]

£3600 (£ 6000), extremely musical

01625 502204 [ F8]

biwire pair speaker cable terminated

and very wife friendly, 87db, elegant

with WBT silver spades - 12 in total,

floorstander, Ensemble Dirondo CD

SINGLE Quad

ELS63, stand

1. ACCESSORIES
MANA Red t/table stand £400,

original packaging, very natural

player £ 3333 (£ 5000), Stereophile-

& deliver stand, ideal for the rear

Torlyte t/table stand £ 250, Foundation

sounding cable £ 395 Tel: 07958

rated 'class A'. Both almost brand

channel or sound extension to another

PSI speaker stands £ 125 Tel: 01608

944424 [ EF14]

new, complete with double boxes,

room, £ 250, Seaford, East Sussex Tel:

650331 (day), 01608 651032 (eve)

stainless steel remote, mains cable

0781 566 7954 or 0208 663 4500

[EG23]

SILVER Arrow hand- built 2.5

etc. Ialso have Ensemble interconnect

office hours

metre speaker cables £ 75 ( E250) Tel:

and speaker cable. Simon Yorke

077296 00847 ( Littlehampton, West

Zarathustra S5 legendary and rare

Sussex) [ EF14]

40kg turntable £ 3000 (£ 80007),

(HFC BB), natural Ash finish, one

Tel: 01296 437314 (Aylesbury, Bucks)

Kuzma Reference arm with Cardas

owner, mint condition and all original

[EF14]
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ISCYMK Titan, black
PMC

FB1+ speakers, superb sound

(£ 1795)

£12100 ono includes mains cable
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£1595
£695
£1200
£4000
£2695
£2100
£350
£795
£1990

AV Receivers

CD Players and DACs

Accuiiimi.6
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mkill
Accustic Arts Player 1

II
:
'

£3750
£1800
£2000
£6750
£6500
£3995,
£3996

-O
n'F
Aighe
tIn
C
200 transpon ,v1 0 ODE
io Research CD 2
io Research CD1
lo Research CO3 rrildl
iolab 8000 Transport/Doc
iomeca/ Pierre Lurne Mephisto transport
k edition alpha 3e
k edition alpha 31
me Stibberl Tube
'nester 001CDP
-Cam SCD-50T
Cawn SCD 501
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cello Series 8 1and 8.0 PSU

f

_%b s- ur
cd
e_7.e/
(3e 'ÏD Player
uoi
n dinuno Meta- LaserII
Krell KPS 20 4_
Krell KPS 2550
Krell KPS 2550 24/96
Krell ( PS 28c CAST II
Krell KPS2Cril
Mark Levinson 390S
Mark LOVIOS011 390s
Mark Levinson 390S
McIntosh MCD 201
Meridian Audio 2001203 Iran/don
Meridian Audio 518 DAC
MSB LInk DAC 3 24/96
Muse Morel DOD/CO
Musical Fidelity a308cr cd player
NAD C521 BEE
Onkyo MSB-1HDD+CD MOB -1HOD recorder
Pioneer pd d6
Pioneer P0-5703
Pnmare CD21
Rega Planet
Rega Planet
SI-renting COT 300 3D -Socios
Sony SCD1
Tag COL20R-T21
Teac Esoteric P-03/0-03
Theta Data Basic II 4. DAC DS Pro Pone II
Theta DSPro Basic II
Trichord GENESIS
Trichord Genesis
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
Wadia 8610
Wad. 064 4 Die-nester
Yamaha CDX 1100
IBA 3 Akin,
IBA CD i' - • • •
IBA yhii , •
Zhaolir II

£70
£450
£5795
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£1695
£995
£2950
£695
£995
£1500
£1500
£1850
£6500
£1000
£950
£1095
£1950
£750
£275
£1650
£2250
£7995
£8995
£4995
£2995
£3000
£3200
£2895
£2550
£350
£495
£450
£1450
£975
£140
£500
£200
£70
£590
£299
£300
£2495
£1990
£695
£9950
£750
£600
£250
£200
£1785
£3500
£1295
£350
£995
£2495
£995
£250

Complete Systems

£995
£2000
£4300
£450
Meridian Audio System
£ 995
Nairn Audio CD3/102/180/SRL £2350
Narra Audio CDS kIAC112 NAP150 FLATCAP Pro.
Response 15
£2495
Primare 928 System Pre 8 2prs Monos
f2995
Proac nu vista
£0
Rega Complete System
£ 2000
Rega Planet Cursa 2xMala Naos System 8 more £ 2400
Usher a 061 amp - pd d6; - cd - usher 0520
£650
Yamaha
£ 750

A ir '
Da
Lev'

.

'. •

iiis- see details

i IS. Wakonda. Ikerre

Custom Installation Products
Linn Kip •
Sonos `•
Sonos .
S0.1,
G• 6

OVO Players
Lemmin Is] :
2(1
Linn Unichsk 1.1
Meridian Audio 596 DOD Player SCOOT
Meridian Audio 598 CO/OVO/SODA
Pioneer DVD656A

Interorated Amplifiers

Arcarn Alpha 6 Plus
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Innovations Classic 25
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Aucholab 80000
Bel Canto S3001u
Krell KAV 3001
Lizard Wizard PMC
Nairn Audio Nail 3
Pioneer a ai 6
Roksan Kandy L3
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
Stemfoort SF 100
Technics Sl1-V560

Loudspeakers

Acoustic -Research AR I12
Aloe Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Stage
Arcam One
ART Emotion
ART emotions

.

PA65-Samo as SCMAcoustics Fundan
Sapphire
Audio Acoustics Sapphire
Mocha
Audio Note AN - E SP SPEAKFF.
Audio Physic Brikm
Audio Physic Medea II
Audio Physic Spark ¡ latest
Audio Physic Spark 1
Audio Physic Tempo ( latest)
Audio Physic Yara Floor
Audiovector M:Ssionature actr.e
ureusai rM
B8W 803s
138W DM 620
138W HMI' I
Beauhorn 112 2 Revelation
Bose ACOUSTIMASSe 3
Dall Euphonia MS4
Definitive Techni,loQy BP3000
Dynaudin 01 4
Par.enInCr a"e
Gershnmn Avant Garde 13)(-20
Go/drew'', EPILOGUE to 2
Hales concept 5
IMF MK111 Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 Ii
Infinity Kiwi, 9
Jamo DEL SO
JAS Orsa
JBL TLX103.171.111
MLab 927 BE
Allah Diva Utopia
MLab Electra 1027 BE
MLab Electra II/37 be
MLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE • Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be • Star ids
JR Jordan JIS 150 ..• Stands
KEF 035.2
KEF 050;rel 9030R7OS
KEF 095c
King's Autle Queens
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
Linn Kabers (Passive)
Linn Keilidh
Linn Keildh with kostones
Linn Koch i
loth xaudio ion amaze
lowther drive units 2 x',nee with phaze plugs
Lumley larnpross 200
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
Magneplanar MG 20e
Magneplanar MG3.6•R
Magneplanar SMG
Martin Logan Ascent 1
Martin Logan Prodigy
Meridian Audio 05P3100 horizontal centre
Meridian Audio DSP33
Meridian Audio OSP5000 v2
Mendian Audio M1500
Meridian Audio M3100
Mirage FRX 9
Mission M331
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20109201
Reim Audio SOL Walnut
Piega P4XL 5012
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
PMC Loudspeakers 1E11
Podium Podium one
Posselt Albatross
Clued PLO 57
Quad esi 57
Ouad ESL 988
Quad ESL 988
Rega Naos
Revel Ultima Studio
Reynaud Offrande
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Some Faber Electa Amator II's + VW SI/Is
Sonos Faber Extrema 8 Stands
Sonos Faber Extremas 8 Stands
SoundLab Al
Sliding Broadcast LS3/5a 02
System Audio SA2K
Talon Firebed Diamond
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2 sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
WrIson Audio MASO 2
Wilson Audio Systeni 51
Wilson Audro Watt/Puppy 5 I
Wilson Audio Wat13/PuPPY2
Wilson Audio Witt
Wilson Benesch ACT One
Yamaha NS 1000
Yamaha 001000m

£1400
£175
£300
£350
£0
£279
£349
£249

Multi Channel Amps

£740
£3000
£2995
£850
£1650
£150

Multi Channel Speaker Systems

£100
£2995
£400
£995
£100
£1450
£895
£250
£500
£200
£0
£450
£550
£70
£60
£10000
£1200
£300
£3500
£3500

Bryston 90- 551
Lexicon CX5
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound 051
Pioneer VSA-E07
SysternIme MILA-4
Theta Theta DrearMainiht 11

£2700
£2590
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
£350
£3900

McIntosh
012 013
Mission Mission 77 Series + BEL
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson

Power Amplifiers

Accustic Arts Snip 2
Accustic Arts Power 1
Alom ST 13 01
Alom ST 15 01
Arid. Flight Flight One100
Audio Analogue Maestro Monoblock
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Barrio,' 70
Audmlab 8000 P/C
Audrolab 8000a mk111
BAT OK 6005e
HAT VK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2 Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
C.A.T JL2 Signature

£1700
£1495
£13000
vI150
£895
11695
£795
12100
£495
£3000
1/125
11000
£1800
F100
1.1495
f2500
11095
12050
1555
£2750
£26120
£2200
£795
£275
F1495
£650
1195
£180
1_1500
17555
£3400
£5750
F595
£3600
£2,'00
£450
£200
£600
£75
£895
£650
£795
£325
£170
£10500
£250
£350
£1650
£1650
£1300
£8500
£3600
£300
£2495
£4850
£750
£925
£2450
£500
£900
£600
£135
£850
£8CK)
£1295
£6995
£2750
£2799
£595
£995
£400
£2295
£2295
£600
£3800
£1750
£300
£1990
£3995
£3500
£8990
£650
£1595
£17500
£40
£495
£250
£475
£4500
£28990
£5900
£6495
f3750
£3295
£2895
£1400
£1400

£150
£3250
£195
£600
£2195
£500
£225
£2650
£2536
£2150
£995
£1095
£4795
£4980
£12995
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
£5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£11500

free advertising ( no sale no fee)

100's of items onlire updated daily

Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cello Performance 2 rnonoblocks
Chord Electronics spin 1400E
Chord Electronics spm600
Classe Audio CA 201
.Classe Audio DR8 power Amp
Cyrus Illi
Dual mono block- 200w 235
EAR 59 Mk.2 Valve Monoblock Power Amps ( pain
Slectrocompaniet AW 60 FTT
'Exposure 18 POWER
sposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 18 4
GRAAF 55/50 Pwr
Halcro DM 38
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
.1ett Rowland model 12 Monoblocks
.leff Rowland model 8
Krell FPO 600
krell FPB 700c x
Krell FPB 750 mmy monoblocks
kreii FPB 7500,00 Monobiocks
Vieil KAS iKrell Audio Standard!
Linn Klout
i_urnley 0001 Reference
1. umley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML434 Mono/locks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Le/boon ML9
McCorrnak DNA 125
Mcintosn MC 252
McIntosh MC 30001
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity KW550
£3
Music/il Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£ 2495
Nairn Atafio 180
£ 595.
Passiabs X600
£ 5995
Plink. SA100mk3
£ 1500
Primare 928 Monoblocks
£ 1000
Rena Mara
£ 300 floksan Caspian M Serms-1 Moos lea 0
£ 1500
Hotel
/1,1090
£ 1000
Rotel 90901
£600
Ruby Chameleon
£ 295
samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
ii. ,1
,
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Toni Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genisis Monobloc
v-''5uu
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
£ 7995
XTC power one
£ 1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£6995

Pre Amplifiers

Accustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Alma PST 11 Vii
£ 1450
Mom PST 11.011
£995
Arcarn Delta 110
£ 295
Audia Flight Flight 1Pre
£ 2995
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
£ 2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£ 395
Audio Research 102 nikll
£ 1295
Audio Research SP16L
£ 1200
RAT. 01(30
£ 1495
BA.T. VK3r
£ 1500
Boulder 1012
£ 6495
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
£ 2995
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
£ 5995
Cello Palette Pre
£ 3000
Cello Palette Pre Amp
£ 3500
Chord Electronics cpa2200
£ 3000
Conrad Johnson Pi/O Pre Amp
F595
DNM 3d twin
£ 3750
DNM series 2/3
1325
GRAAF 3 5 Pre
£ 1095
Gryphon Prelude
F2300
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
£ 3999
Gryphon Sonato Allegro
£ 3,'49
Jell Rowland Consonance
Ill' il
Linn Kairn mer Inc
Lumley pre/phono 0001 Reference
i
Mark Levinson 380s
4. 23IM
Mark Levinson 38s
i1650
Marsh P2000
£ 375
McCormak RID 1
£ 1150
£ 2299
Melody Pure black 101
Meridian Audio 541 surround controller
£ 350
Michell Argo HR 4- Hera
£ 500
Mchell Argo HR/Hera
£550
Michell ISO HR/Hera
£295
harm Audio 102
£ 595
Nairn Auriga hoc 62
£ 250
Nairn Auer NAG 92 prearnp
£ 200
Primare 928 Pre arnp
£999
Rego Cursa
£0
Had RCS 2.0
£ 700
Tom Evans Argo Hi
£ 595
Tom Evans The 'Abe
£ 2495
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Flower Supply
£ 1000
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
I'6995
YBA 2 Alpha
f795
YBA Passion Pre
£ 3495

Sub Woofers

Colosimo 511
£80
REL 0 200E
£ 575
BEL Strata
£295
Velodine DD15
£ 1900
Velodine OLD 15
£ 1200
Clear kids" Acearineredgeg & P11°&&SIM 1
9
11
1
Dynavector 10X4
£ 150
Wieldy Research FR64
£600
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£ 200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £ 200
£ 60
JVC 400-5 CD- 4 Disc demodulator
Koetsu Black
£ 750
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
£ 3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £2495
Michell Gyro SE
£ 850
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
Nairn Audio Phono boards
£0
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortolan 510 MM
£ 35
Ortolan Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£650
Ortofon MC15 Super
£ 65
Ortolan MC25FL
£65
Pro Ject RPN14
£90
Rego Planar 3
£ 300
planar 3
£ 225
n Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Arterniz/Jubi ee
£ 3500
SME Model 10A
£ 3120
SME Model 20/2A
£ 5450
SME Model 30/2A
£ 10999
SME Series V Arm
£ 1450
0tanfon 000 Al II
£ 50
£50
' ' • - 1Arm
£ 6500

Dealer/Suppliers list
Accustic Arts
Air Tangent
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audia
Aurosal
Bel Canto
Burmester
CAT
Clear Audio
Denon
Gamut
Graham Slee
Graham Tonearms
Halcro
JM Lab
Lamm
Lexicon
Linn
Metronome
Monitor Audio
NAD
NuForce
Origin Live
Ortofon
Panasonic
Parasound
Pioneer
Plinius
Primare
Project
QED
Revel
Roksan
SME
Tivoli
Tom Evans
Townsend
Usher
Velodine
YBA
And many more...
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TOoS UBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
1T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

you bring
the music,
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,
lsotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia

o

and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin
Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher Audio

we'll supply
the smile

L.

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
news@hifisound.co.uk

technology let loose i

tell uk

apicture can say athousand woro: -

let them do most of the talking

nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas
C

• ATC

> AUDAX
• ETON

Solen Inductors

> FOSTEX

Solen Fast Caps

Loudspeakers

Fostex

BIE[elem
ACOUSTIC PAN

morel`

AIJ-2

__
fettle
\fib
- c
NÔÉDOST

_scan.srnina<
nADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 US.A
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 6E6-831-3771
e-mad infoemanisoJnd ro
Web Page http .
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> MOREL

> PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUD SPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

I

HMV

> LPG > MAX FIDELITY

CtIOKING

HARDWARE

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
B
E
S

HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862 4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

feel

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

tr cam
- THE

\DCOMPlifIgi

125 Union Squore, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJ OR CRE DIT CAR DS

ee.
.%
\\I"

re
t,

^cut,

.
1111

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax 450.443.4949
Email . solen@solen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

NEW
Chord Carnival SilverScreen speaker cable
• Dual foil shielding system
• Oxygen free copper multi- strand
conductors
• Twisted conductor configuration
• Low density polyethylene conductor
insulation
• Highly flexible and simple to prepare
and install
• Highly compatible
• Ideal for both hi-fi and home cinema

WHAT HIMF1?
SOUND AND VISION

CHORD CARNIVAL SILVERSCREEN
MAY 2008

Inspired by our award winning
Signature speaker cable,
Carnival SilverScreen sets new
standards of performance. A truly
cost effective upgrade to any hi-fi or
home cinema system
A shielded speaker cable for £ 6.00
per metre?
How do we do it?
Why do we do it?
Find out at:
www.chord.co.uk/silverscreennews

THE

CHORD
COMPANY
MOVING SOUND & VISION

hi-finews

TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS

IAN HARRISON HIFI

The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quali-

SALE - TEL: 0I283 702875

ty and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

MICHELL ORBE
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRO SE
MICHELL TECNOARM " A"
AUDIO TECHNICA ATHW1000
AUDIO TECHNICA ATOC9ML2
CLEARAUDIO CONCERTO
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GRADO GS1000
WHEST PS3OR
DENON DL304
EAR MASTER DISK
TOM EVANS GROOVE X
TRANSFIGURATION PHOENIX
TRANSFIGURATION AXIA
CREEK DESTINY CD
CREEK DESTINY AMPLIFIER
TRICHORD DINO MK2
TRICHORD 0300

£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

M3thn

51PL Metal. I"Seas treble

810 x191x 261 £215.00 £9.50

S30
65" Keslar. I" Seas treble
S3thn
65IFL nett 1
-Scas eh
S3thidtib 651PL metal Ribbon treh

903 x230 x350 £220.00 £ 10.00
903 x230 x350 £234.44 £ 10.00
903 x x350 £33728 £ 10.111

S411
5511

930x276x400 £258.00 £ 11.00
1080020)(400 £463.83 £ 1200

8"Kevlar,1"Seas auble
10"bass.5"midRibbon treb

PLUS KIT

P&P

Send cheque or poqal order) made payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPLAeousties. Chelsea
Villa, Torrs Par.
k, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8A1, tel 01271 867439. Alternati% I% visit

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HIL1,REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Here's your answer

way too loud

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the volume control is all down
at the bcttom end and fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
mpossible. The noise floor may be audible, too. There is asimple and
effecKe solution - the Rothwell In Line Attenuators. They can be used
with prefpower or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and

NU FORCE, THORENS, BENZ MICRO, ROKSAN,
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
GOLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, CARTRIDGE MAN,
AUDIO TECHNICA, SME, MOTH, HADCOCK,
HEED, GRAHAM SLEE, WHEST AUDIO, CREEK,
EA R , OPERA, TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC,
HARBETH, EPOS. MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER,
SENNHEISER, AKG. HALCRO, GAMUT, AUDIO
VALVE, GRAAF, TANNOY, MONRIO, PATHOS
ACOUSTICS. UNISON RESEARCH, BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA, WIRE WORLD, PURE
DIGITAL, VIRTUAL DYNAMICS, APOLLO, B01,
ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND
ORGANISATION, CUSTOM DESIGN, JUAL, ERGO,
ACOUSTIC SOLID, USHER AUDIO, SUGDEN, RRR

ESTABLISHED / 986. EPOA • - Exchange puce on applfcatIon

Transmission lines.
W kits. induding Active Subwooters, drive units,
Silver FIFE rabies. and Qindits 1eressories.

00
loud
too loud

IALSO SUPPLY:

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES, NO X-OEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

our uekite Ilmmo. iplaimeaks.co.uk or send a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing

Is this your problem?

£2000
£1800
£835
£355
£320
£225
£800
£P0A
£800
£P0A
£175
£P0A
£1700
£1100
£715
£PDA
£P0A
£279
£PDA

Oran es

"this accessory
is heartily
recommended"
Gramophone

•

lli-H, Home Cinema
& Multi-Room
Specialists

z

ring sonic benefits with even the most expensive equipment.

£39/pair - post free

020 7924 2040

01204 366133

email: oranges.lemons IFS irgin.net
III 55 I,I,

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

13 issues of hirfi news

Save 30% today

ilICRCIHEGA.NANODIO.NEAT.REG.ROTEL
.R09.9111ffle TEAC.Y.k\IIA & MORE

=

n=

mandlhifi.co.uk

Stockists of:ARCIII.DENSEN EPOS LINN LOER

beiat
i SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the
latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
•
from hi-fi to home entertainment
111.1 delivered direct to your door.
e

Ao,rl. Ilaircrwa. ', 51 II 1,12 5

11 V, SS

n
idelitY
indecently good hi•fi

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online
at www.hifinews.co.uk/ihfan

9
High Street, Hampton 1\ kit, Kingston upon Thames,
SurT kIl 4E11 Tel: OM 8943 3530
Open Tues — SallOam-6pm

DNM STEREO SOLID CORE PRECISION SPEAKER CABLE
Incredible clarity and tonal accuracy.
—Mt

Mal
DNM Stereo Solid Core Precision

DNM Stereo Solid Core Precision

www.dnm.co.uk/cables.html#stereocable-or phone DNM Design 01480 457989
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Destination

Where Music Matters

Heatherdale
eaudio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts
Below

is just a small seleclion of

sonic of the exciting products we Offer:

202, Findon Road, WOrthing, 13,174 OEf

The Denon DL110 ir a high
output moving coil cartridge
It offers great performance for
the very reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phorio
input.

nel / home-cinema specialists
those who want the very best ...
Stockists of: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid.
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, Isotek, Leema Acoustics,
McIntosh, MJAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost, Piimare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research. Van Den
Hui and many more.
>Free Advice in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
New online
>2Demonstration Rooms
shop open,
>Out of Hours Appointments
please come in
>Home Demonstrations
and browse.
>Open Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm

The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic. not
rust because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £ 200.

Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX16 68L
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS

FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TAffluy Cones
Hotline at

wwbv.lockwooclauclio.co.uk
4-44(0) 20 8579 7755
WS>

or Fax + 4140) 20 8579 7156
mad: saleselockwoodaLidio.cc.uk

Main dealer for
Tammy Prestige Speakers

centre and rears Brand new

£ 5875

Apogee Diva speakers, very rare

£ 3995

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£ 395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£ 2895

Mission 753 speakers

£ 349

Mordaunt Short MSS-40 speakers

£99

Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 85

New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers

£2695

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£2695

Quad 21L speakers

£350

RRAMPS
Audio Note M8 with phono. Remote control version
(£19500) mint,

£ 7995

Mark Levinson ML380S pre-amp (£ 6500) only .

Audio Note 103 ThiÀ is Audi)
Note', top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the ni featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic ariC fast sounct £425.

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 2495
£ 695

Wavac PRTl 3box poave, honed/as new (£23500) onty£10750
AMPLIFIERS
ASR Emitter 1 Exclusive, as new/boxed

£ 4995

Audio Note OTO with phono

£ 695

Audio Research VT 60 power amp

£ 995

Ortoton Kontrapunkt BACH range
of moving coi cartridges start with the
A' at £4.50. and evolve through the ' Ff
at £ 600. the 13' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the ' C' at £900

Audio Research 0200 power amp

£ 995

Bel Canto EVO 2 amplifier

£ 1295

lag

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Krell KSA 80 power amp ( a classic)

£ 1295

Denon AVC-AlOSE 5 ch' amp/processor (£ 1800) only . £395
John Shearne Phase 11 Integrated amp

Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
become a legenC ir its own lifetime. Its
effortlessly musical pre,entatian makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard £ 625.

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
rerfomiarice.

141

The Audio Note lo range of
canndges ttaits with trie Ica
(pictured left). -a beatndully
hanc craned carbide that features Alnico magnets and coils
made frcrn pine silver wire
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: E' . 550.
The top model of the range model, the Audio Note lo Ltd
oispenses with permanent magnets and Jses saver wired
electromagnetic coils instead, which ars powered from an
external power supply. It's performance has to be heard to be
believed. and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design. This masterpiece costs
power supply

£ 395

Goldmund SRM-250 monos, ex- demo (£ 6590). £4995
Mark Levinson ML 432 power amp

£ 3995

Nakamichi Amp one with Cassette deck two and CO
player three

£ 795

Wavac MD- 805 monoblocks 55wpc, SET's AS NEW ( UK
retail £ 16500) only

£ 7950

leiLidoolgo.J.Ziaderoioàhirtheiiiill
Audio Note DAC 4 Signature

£2995

Audio Note DAC 5 Signature latest model as NEW (£39000)

Call lor appointment to visit tr.. at Hartwell on
.1e•

Visit our Web Page wwwhifi-stereacom

SPIAILERS

The Dynavector DV-20 is available
in both high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs aid the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395.

-";--,-.

Lockwood Audio

with guarantee
Export facilities available

Acoustic Zen cinema system, Adagio fronts with Junior

Denon DL -304 This is a wonoertully
transparent sounding AK. cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its medband
quality which ri. especially amazing
when rls low £ 210 price is taken into
account.

Call 01884 243 584

Pre-owned equipment available

E8,930

including

.

£ 29950

Esoteric X-03 SE CO/SACO player (ex demo)

Phone

Golmund todos CO/SACO player ex-demo (£3195) only £2495
Marantz CD873 CD player

£ 65

Mark Levinson ML39 CD player excellent

£ 1395

Sony CO pm41 CD player

£60

Weiss Jason transport with Media DAC ex-demo (£ 20000)
only

3 mtr' pair Zen Acoustics ref' speaker cable

£ 795

lsoclean Power 50A 111 US power block/filter, new £ 850
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£ 75

Techniques St- 610L tuner fm/mwnw

michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

lpswic
fax ( 01 473)
W

W

W .

£ 65

Winds 01 stylist gauge

atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon

£8995

ISCELLANEOUS

New £ 495

, RIVTAILES, CA111711D6ES 6,TONEARMS
Dynavector 507 Mk 2 arm new factory sealed
We firmly believe that the way to ,Jet the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a high qualify step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock a. ange of designs. from the
new Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pc/lied above left),
the Audio Note range paced between £ 399 ( above nght) to
£4.950 and the Music First Audio capoc - or silver wire.c1
designs which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups

01473)
55 ,72

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO

655171

il.en g@sig na Is.0 k.com

signa

u k.co

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury Bucks, HP20
Open 930 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ 1995

Hitachi PS- 12 turntable

£95

JVC OL-Y3F direct dnve turntable

£ 125

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

Ter

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com
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TO SUBSCRIBE

Call 0845 76 77 78 quote
code:31T or subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk

I 11 11. 1 Inele:

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
•Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
•Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
•Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
•LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
•Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
•Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
•Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
•Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 801
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBR1DGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 5TD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 530
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker
BADA

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

r, f
MUSIC
MATTERS

CEDIA

www.musicmatters.co.uk

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

I
OA Chapel Street

23A Regent Street

Stratford- Upon-Avon

Leamington Spa

Warwickshire CV37 6EP

Warwickshire CV32 5E)

01789 414 533

01926 888 644

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin

60 Durham Acad. London. SVV20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528,0331 E MopeobriennaLcorn

Free parking • Five rrunures fr on.

3 - Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

"onus Faber

-

Domus

Moon

- Supernova

Audio Reseanzli • Auld • Copland • Chord Coropuly
Cnsek

Dresmvislon • Dynevector • Epos • Gutwise • Lyr.

Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Naim • Opera
Ookyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Resort • SorasKeer
Somas Faber • Stsnds Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Veiodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us kw

alist

of raclern Ar display Erocluct

r --11111111111111111.111111M
_

Chord - Cobh,

11111111.3;;L
ed

Sugden

- A21

We are currently
dernonstratmg thew
stunning new products.
Fleur contact us to
go a demonstration.

SE Amp & CD

Front End Problems
then contact

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005. "BEST CARTRIDGE
UNDER £1000! Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and ethers. 'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE' Plus cartridge re-tipping service

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com

Email: th

rtridgemanebtinterne

020 8688 6565
118
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••••COOL GALES
It's a breeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read how the extraordinary Clearaudio
Performance " plays exactly what's on the vinyl
and most other decks don't" (
HiFi Plus).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need more info
or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you no one does
budget gear better than us: for instance, the amazing NAD
C555, astylish all- in-one package that makes for agreat
entry-level turntable.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the astonishing Acoustic Solid Classic Wood, a
traditional design with modern, high-definition
sound. Why fuss with suspensions and P-clips?

A 30-day money-back guarantee
on most products ( details on our
website), including the the fabulous
Pro-Ject RPM9.1, with " more joie
de vivre in its rendition of music"
(HiFi News).

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the gorgeous Roksan
Radius 5, which leaves " most of its
competitors at this price level sounding
blurred in comparison" (
What HiFi?).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria SCI1001 House

Henrietta Road

Bath BA2 6LLJ

NO0 1

.
selectaudio

exquisite audio prod acts
t. + 44 (0)1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

e. select.audio@fiscali.co.uk

Acoustic
Signature

Acoustic Signature
Acuhorn
AirTight
Aura " Note Basis PSTT Cables
Basis
Benz Micro
Boston Audio
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
Luxrnan
Harmonix
King Sound
Melody
Mundorf
Neeper Acoustics
RCM
Reimyo
Sound Mechanics
Stello
WLM

annonit'

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Gershman Black Swan
Reimyo CAT-777
Reimyo PAT-777
Basis Vector Tonearm
Acoustic Sig. Analogue One
AirTight ATM-3
Basis PSTT Cables

feastrex

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm,
I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit
J. AirTight ATM300
K. Feastrex 06
L. Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC
N. Luxman L-550A II

tn

BEST
TURNTABLE

!BEST
TONEARM

hi-finews

c

WINNER

e WINNER

COMMENDED

47

I
BASIS 2200 Signature

BASIS Vector

HIGHLY

Luxman D- N100 & SO- N100

LEVINSON No 39

4995

1996

( 495

E245

LINN KARIN

1850

395

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

2300

1797

MARANTZ CD 65

349

195

AUDIO RESEARCH I50m.5 5x I
50w Power ( New)

6495

4997

MERIDIAN 103 DAC

395

175

AUDIO RESEARCH MP- 1 ( Ex demo)

5700

3698

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D DAC

Vinyl
KOETSU Red Ksignature

200

96

999

398

PIONEER DVR7000 OVO Recorder

1299

496

AVI S2000 MA Stereo Power

1000

395

PIONEER ( LA- 0925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

(UPLAND CDA535 ( 5o125 watts) ex demo

2998

2348

PRIMARE IY30.1 COI Ployer ( Eri Derr")

IWO

YOU

CYRUS 5Intcg/utod

60

295

750

448

CYRUS DAC XP Slur Cligrft ( Er DiAnol

7200

1700

PRIMARE 070

2400

1298

Ployer

ROKSAN Attesso CD Player

1495

595

SHANLING CD SOO

3995

2295

1650

995

5,000

1498

358

2955

THETA MILES ( Bel) CD Player

2895

998

6320

4296

THETA Carman CD/DVD Transport

3500

1296

THORENS TO 280 Mk II

500

145

THETA Pro Prime 11 Oto AConvertor

1800

THORENS TD 165 MK11

N/A

128

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

THORENS TD 318

400

105

THETA Dovid Transport

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono

900

595

THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

2000

1496

MICHELL Gyro SE/Techno Armi BPS
ORACLE DELPHI 3 ( no arm)
SPARIOA/309 Tonearm Ex Demo
SME20/2A S/H

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

AUDIOLAB13000( preamplifier

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player
THETA Iode Transport

Reference Valve DAC

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR 1DA(

AVI SHOO MP Pre

CYRUS mono power
CYRUS PRE X Silver Quarto ( Ex Demo)

455

500

128

5500

1996

750

395

AUDIO Acto Copitole Reference CD Player
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Player
CALIFORNIA LABS. SIGMA DAC
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CDS

1200

498

750

328

150
11 8
95
5

COPELAND CDA 822

2100

1198

600

215

CYRUS CD7C1 CD Player

1100

595

KRELL OVO Standard

8500

2998

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

KRELL KAV280 CD Ployer

3999

2296

KRELL KAY 150 MK11

3500

1296

10995

2995

KRELL BPS 20i CD Player

3000

1095

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI 55 ( EX DEMO)

289S

2296

600

395

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

996

ELECTOR MEL Pre

SOO

118

596

JEFF ROWLAND Model 12 Monos

14000

5998

AUDIO RESEARCH LUS

2995

1495

AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 ( Non Remote)

2995

1796

AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6

2995

1796

12500

3996

AUDIO RESEARCH VT 200 Mk II

4650

1495

KRELL (AV 5Home ( Memo Director

14498

2991

AUDION Sterling ( TSE Monos

4300

2768

KRELL HIS Pre Processor ( Old Style)

5995

1998

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

1900

495

(HELL ( RS 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9000

2195

LINN Classic Movie AV Receiver

2895

1396

I750

746

NA

298

600

345

McINTOSH CR16 Multilane conlroller ( Ex Demo)

4467

3497

McINTOSH MC 58 Etch power ¡ Ex Demo)

1999

1497

McINTOSH MHT100 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

McINTOSH M(202 Power Amp ( New)

1798
4196

2199

1797

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

JADIS MOO Monos ( Ex Demo)

17500

8998

LEAK Point One Preamplifier

Nils

96

3997

LEAK Varislope preamplifier

N/A

96

2995

2197

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

895

396

PATHOS Twin Towers Integroled

3700

1995

1295

395

PRIMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 ( AS NEW)

1195

895

295

QUAD FORTY SERIES PRE MONOS ( AS NEW)

4000

7996

750

395

UNISON S21( ( S/E) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

NAD 116 Preamplifier

400

195

VTL ( vacuum tube logic) preamplifier

1000

345

1000

475

NA

98

2300

1896

395

115

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

138

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

ARCAM ALPHA 9 ( incl morn ne Board Int)

670

395

REVOX E252 Preamplifier

ARCAM AV 50

500

198

REVOX 8242 Power Amplifier

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioguesi wired)

550

198

ROMAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo)

1000

796

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioguest wired)

800

298

SOP TAE-1000ESD Pre

495

198

ARUM Delta 290P

400

195

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

998

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pre Amp

500

355

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

498

TAU( ELECTRONICS Storm ll Int

650

285

355

3660
4995

249

295

EAR 899 70 Won Inlegroted
GRAM GM100 OTL 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

ARCAM ALPHA 7Integrated

500

748

JADIS DAS Power Ex Demo

A8RA60 ( classic) Integrated

600

CONRAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

700

«TECH (A302 Int ( Classic)

AUDIO Innovations Alto

1295
5998

MICHELL ARGO

NAD 208 Power omplifier ( TOO)

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

2000
16000

MUSICAL FIDELITY P100 preamplifier

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

1999

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

CYRUS 052 Preamplifier ( as new)

Amplifiers

(UPLAND CDA288 CD Ployer

518

125

125

800

595
798

245

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transpori ( boxed)

1500

1200

700

Digital Sources

ARCAM CD92 CD Player

ARION Electra Integrated Amplifier

1500

400

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier

499

Amplifiers

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

375

78

1200

695

995

298

1495

298

TRADING
STATION

795

7597

4997

ARISTON ONE Monitors

1200

275

08W SCM8 THX ( fled Loéclopooktro

1006

398

CASTLE 5even laudspeokers

595

295

CASTLE CONWAY 3 ¡ Walnut)

1100

450

DALI Grand Coupe

2595

1345

DALI Grand Diva Loudspeakers

2500

1798

EPOS ESO? Loudspeakers

1200

495

IMPULSE H7 black ( horn loaded)

1200

295

KEF 085 ( surrounds)

300

126

(EF Ref 102/2 Loudspeakers

995

180

KLIPSCH SW15(15 ) Subwooler

1500

798

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

2980

1996

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm 12

NA

WILSON Whew III Sub ( without poyer)

3998

NA

398

120

60

10000

3798

148
155

LEAK Sandwich 600 Loudspeakers
LINN Kobus ( passive)

2500

496

LINN Kober, ( active)

3000

895

300

148

4000

898

995

395

5350

1995

300

128

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

LUXMAN 10(780 Cassette Deck

M & KS90 Wall Speakers

1200

396

NAKAMICHI ZXE Tel Tracer ( incl. ORS)

1750

598

McINTOSH MC CS3S0 Centre channel (
Ex Demo)

2499

1997

NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

4500

2495

LINN Walls (
white)
LUMLEY REF II 6IG Loudspeakers
MAGNA PLANAR SMGA
MARTIN LOGAN QUESTS
MISSION 703 Floorstanders

UP Ill Milk

Miscellaneous
NA

298

McINTOSH LS320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

QUAD ACOUSTICAL FM?

NA

85

McINTOSH LS340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3297

RUNCO ( L500 Projector

5,000

1995

15,000

offers

1000

398

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mk1

1950

998

MERIDIAN D5P33 24/96 Loudspeakers

2448

1298

MISSION 737E loudspeakers

300

145

TUC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

MISSION 751 Bookshelf monitors

300

145

TOS audio transformer

500

176

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1600

445

MUSE 15 ( 15 — inch active Subs)

4000

1498

750

450

MAIM Intro
PROA( Super Towers (
teak)
REL 0 150 Active Sub
REVEL Perform° F30 loudspeakers

1000

445

600

785

3000

1495

495

198

SONOS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

22000

POU

SOUNDIAB AT Electrostatics (( herry)

ROGERS LS 7monitor Loudspeakers

16000

5498

TANNOY 050 Loudspeakers

300

175

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1295

495

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition

HI-FI

925

4990

(Subs need paintwork)

ARION kilos Integrated Amplifier

CYRUS PSX

LINN Majik Integrated

ARCAM ALPHA 8CD Player

APOGEE Mini Grand GS (
Ex Demo)

795

095

LINN 01100 Power

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus suh ,psu stds Ex Demo

IMF

275

995

LINN Nairn Pre

WHARFEDALE Diamond IV Loudspeakers

600

100

WHARFDALE SSE 2 ( Classics)

IMP

1000

2500

WEDS 3Stellar 1 ( gloss black) Ex Show

Loudspeakers

hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
www.hifitradingstation.com
The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED•NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE•COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

SONY DLP Projector ( large ask lor details)
TEA( RI DAT Recorder

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS
REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

pecialist ¡te

at great prices with

Atacama
HIFI BASE
Equinox 2

TURNTABLE

RPM1 Genie

INFORMATION

INFUHIVIATION

Combinir g ugh periormance with practicality and good looks,

The Pro-Ject Genie turntable offers exceptional sound and

the Equinox Series otters aflexible approach to Hi Fi equipment

exceptional quality. This award winning manual turntable is
fitted with a Ortofon OM 3E cartridge and with its stunning

rack desgn. The Equinox has the unique ability to grow with

your

Hi-fi system by allowing you to begin with a 2 shelf base
module, iou then simply stack on top individual single shelf
modul.es to create a 3, 4 or even a 5 shelf rack.

FREE

design will without a doubt be the envy of your friends.

A FUSION OF ROCKSOLID POWER AND
HI -DEF PRECISION

DELIVERY

¡he OAV LCH I,ipeaker system Is available as a5.1 or a3.1 system,
the main LCR Speaker s extendaole catering for the different size
screens from 37inches to Winches. The 5.1 system comes with wall
mo.intable -ear speakers, which can be located along skirting boards
or along coing to conveniently hide unsightly wires.
Available as a5.1 or a3.1 system
Also available in white

--rePfleivr,

CHECK ONLINE

BUY NOW- PAY
AUTUMN

2008

HD 7.1 AV AMP
Exceeding ese» the highest expectations, the TX-5R875
A/V surround sot ind receiver deserves all the accolades it

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

gets. The foundations of the TX-SFt875 are its isolated

The new L.III Kandy integrated benefits from totally reos

power amplifier block (which supports adual push-pull

amplifier internals. The mans transformer and the AC

amplification ilesign) and preamplifier, You'll also find ablend

circuitry are now moved to we side away from the

of onboard technologies to prime your home theatre for

amPrfer main circuits thus dramatically reducing AC nor ,

high- definition playback. You're looking at the first HDMI

interference After rectification circuitry. the power suppt

equipped Onkyo receiver to take up to four components

layout, distribution and tracking to different sections of 1

71? Ir"7"11
,
-1
..""""ttarfttlijo
--

with 1080p video and master- quality audio capabilities.

amplifier have been greatly improved.

Also available In black
TX-SF1875

Kandy

Onkyo

Roksan

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

M Cube', 1

Ikon AV Speaker Package

L.III Integrated Amplifier MIMI

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

AV PACKAGE
CS SYSTEM 3

Xeno

£CALL FOR PRICE

£CALL FOR PRICE

I
mission

Audica

MJ Acoustics

IN I

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Mission's Stunning M- Cube consists of an active
250W subwoofer with 2x200mm (8") bass dnver,
magnetically shielded centre and satellite
speakers and 5 Wall brackets.

This fwe star What Ha award winning speaker
package comprises of 2 Ikon 6 floor standing
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2 centre, 2on wall rear
speakers and the Dalli Ikon subwoofer. All of
which are also available individually with free
OED speaker cable.

The Audica range of speakers sound as good as
they look. Each speaker is constructed from
extruded high grade aluminium. Its section is shaped
in such away as to cancel rearward finng waves
from the driver, thus ocreaseg dnver efficiency and
decreasing cabinet resonance.

This amazing new XENO system features High
Grade crossover, ability to be fed with a full range
signal. Bass driver technology, Tweeter employing
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower fregueocies.

QM ONLINE FOR MORE PRODUCTS & PRICES
¡ eel

MONITOR AUDIO

rl

reeNte..

ib

audio pro

AUGIC, LIM , ED

Terms ano Conditions All oil. , r»» e» eldst,k are sayer to availability aid eange AI goods reman the property of HiFi Be until pad in full, in line with the Distance soling cogestions 2000 you may ceancel your order within sever working days
This must lbe dune in the form of aletter, tax or emall, atelephone cat cbes not constene cancellation AI goods accepted for 'evil uncle this regulation must be in their orignal boxead peckaghg arid returned through year own caner. We expect
such goodt, to be txand now with all acccesones e pristine condition. Goads that are not kept in the manner will be subtect to ahandling fee of 25% of the purchase price Vie delwer n the mairdand UK crily.

free delivery

MUM
OIMI WM

OM

IMIM

UM

HiFiBitZ.cauk

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent aftersales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

WWW. Hi
Fi 13 itZ CO. L1Fiati
l
leibrii
i
nit_
£ CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR P ICE
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A$/7.1 SURROUND RECEIVER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

CD PLAYER

Tfle AVR-1508 packs the power to drive seven

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier,

Continuing with Denon's multi- Pt philosophy. the

sEakers and all the surround decoding you'll need to

delivering over 100W per channel and featunng a

DCD-700AE features the latest version of its renowned

tun every source in your audioNideo system into

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

LAMBDA converter which virtually eliminates zero cross

7.1 AV AMPLIFIER
With the TX-SP505E HDMI transport enabling
pass-thru sources up to 1080p and component video
supporting 720p and 1080 sources. this AN receiver is

c4rvincrng surround sound. 75 full- bandwidth- rated

distortion arid incorporates the latest AL24 processing.

w4tts x7channels of high- current Denon amplification

This circuitry delivers afast dynamic sound. with avery

afine investment for those who want the best of what

erisure powerful home theatre thrills.

low noise floor and excellent low level linearity.

is available today and tomorrow.

AVR-1508

8000P

DCD-700AE

TX-SR505

Denon

Audiolab

Denon

Onkyo

Shure
Shores SE420 sou-id isolating earphones feature Dual
TruAcoustic MicroSçeakers and asound isdating design.
They use dedicated tweeters and woofers to provide a
detailed sound stage that's free from cxrsde ease. Lows,
mids and highs are distinct and defined for accurate
n3productico for e the details of your music A Premium
Fit Kit offers portability. connectivity and acomfortable
customised fit.

CHECK
ONLINE
IN- EAR HEADPHONES
SE420

BUY NOW- PAY
AUTUMN

Pioneer
The BDP-LX70A gets the test out of high definition
media. It delivers master quality; audio and video
exactly as the film-makers intended, perfectly played
back at 1080p and 24Hz. That is. at exactly the same
speed and using the same 24 frames per second as
the film was shot, stored, mastered and screened at
the cinema.

£CALL
FOR PRICE
ATE-OF-THEOME CINEMA
ROJECTOR
FOR MORE 5STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

InFocus

T E AC

BLU-RAY PLAYER
BDP-LX70A

DARKCHIP4
PROJECTOR
IN83

Fatman

The InFocus IN83 Full HD ppector combines
state-of-the-art technology and ease of- use to
deliver abreathtaking HD video experience. From
its full HD I080p DLP panel Blu-ray, Sky HO and
much more can all be viewed at their highest
possible resolution.
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are recoMerl tor trairrng penoses

The Carton Edition is unique to the Folmar, range in
that it uses aone piece formfactor and is finished in a
stylish black. The amplifier and dock elements are built
into asingle piece classis, thereby providing an elegant
and high impact design The specification has been
uplifted to include 2 source inputs plus the Pod dock,
aremote control whch handles volume and tonal
changes for all three sources and ahuge increase in
power to 25w per channel.

VALVE AMPLIFIER
ITUBE

Finance options available
through V12 Finance
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So wrote Aldous Huxley some 50 years ago yet, curiously,
that vision seems strangely pertinent today when so much
information and entertainment comes to us from all
corners of the world through that ubiquitous screen within
our own homes.
In most cases what we see and hear is little more than an
illusion, but we've also come to realise and value the fact
that the television screen is like an open window onto our
world and through it, because of it, even despite it, we've
become open to many new and exciting experiences.
We all have our choices and often they're what differentiate
us from each other, but clearly there's one thing we all share,
the willingness to embrace and enjoy that beautiful illusion..
Make the right choice - Visit KJ WestOne

Front End...
Krell Showcase
DVD Player

Navigation...
Krell 1000
Pre/processor

www.kiwestone.com

Driving Force...
Krell S-1500-5
Power Amplifier

KURD
Cinema Vision... Pioneer LX 608D

Home Cinema Experience
'Seeing.. hearing.. believing'
If only the supreme manifestation of the home cinema
experience is likely to be good enough for you, you'll
discover that our latest Krell Showcase electronics driving
the high end Sonus Faber Cremona loudspeaker line up is
a truly awe inspiring system that in many ways endorses
KJ West One's own ' raison d'etre'; this is what can be
achieved, it has been achieved and that's why it's here,
now, for you to audition in our New Cavendish Street
Home Cinema Studios.
Please phone or email to arrange a private demonstration
Make the right choice... Visit KJ West One

Sound Servers...
Sonus Faber Cremona
Series comprising

Front (left & right)
Elipsa's, Cremona
Centre,

two Cremona
sub-woofers
& Rear (left & right)
Cremona M's.

Kf
I ONDON

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8TY

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

W: www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 141
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Aristocratic sound for aristocratic music lovers
The audio two channel specialists
lii

LuxmAN L-550

Put yourself in the concert hall with anew
Class A Integrated Amplifier from Luxman,
we invite you to experience the difference

USHER R-1.5

Victor JVC

USHER X-708

Classic Hi Fi reference speakers designed
for true music lovers. ( 70w - 8ohms)

AX-SD1

SV-236

oo

o
The best value for money class AStereo
Power Amplifier in the world. BAR NONE !
Available matching preamplifier P-307 A.

Experience sweet and warm sound from
our best seller JVC pure class A
Integrated Amplifier.
Available matching CD player XL-SD1.

Europe's number one for value Hybrid
Integrated class AAmplifier. Available
matching Hybrid HDCD player CD-S6.

266 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 2HY
For demonstration ( by appointment only) please call 020 8374 3958 / 07983619671

:msb technology
rie Power DAL. A truly class

li

leading DAC with DC battery power
supply for superior performance.
With automatic digital input selection
and optional volume control.
2 The ilan -hin DA'

The Flagship

DAC gives definitive performance.
Features include: optional stepped
attenuator volume control aid 5digital
and one analogue input. Upgradable to
'Signature' level. An ideal partner for the
MSB Transport, offering revelatory CD
reproduction.
3 : An iPod link for audiophiles. With
the MSB modified IPod, an iPod will
provide your DAC with abit perfect data
stream that is identical to any high end
CD Transport.

ABC- Audio
UK Distributor for MSB
+44 ( 0)208 819 4274
infoeabc-audio.co.uk Iwww.abc-audio.co.uk
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BCDCDT1-11ROYED STUART

/MERIDIAN
They have arrived! The NEW 808.2 Signature Reference CD Player & DSP7200 Active Speakers.

Arrange an audition at The Audio Room and prepare to be amazed!
36 months interest free credit available on selected items
Mail order available on selected items
3demonstration suites available and free parking
2George Street, Hedon, Hull, E. Yorkshire, HU12 8JH

the audio room

www.theaudioroom.co.uk

Tel: 01482 891 375
SRA

introducing Rego to

atc

Isolation Platforms

creek

Silent By Design.
Transparent By Nature.

Suffolk

arcam
TM

dynavector

ortofon

>logo research
sim2

www.sitentrunningaudio.corn

stax

signals

sumiko
trichord

audioplay (
t: +44 (
0)20 73596962
m: + 44(0)7966 101971

audioplay@btintemet com

hi-fi for grown-ups

Ipswich ( 01 4 73)
w

w

w

signal

6551 71
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel:07860 511111

VINYL

MICHELL ORBE SE (BLACK/GOLD) (NEW IN BOX) £ 1595
MICHELL GYRODEC
EXCLT/BOXED £ 795
ORACLE DELPHI V/TURBO P50/DPI JMW ARM/FULL COVER
MINT £2795
SIMON YORKE SERIES VTURNTABLE & MK 7ARM/SUMIKO BPSMINT/BOXED £ 3450
ORACLE DELPHI V & TURBO POWER SUPPLY (£ 4000?)
MINT £2250
CLEARAUDIO EVOLUTION & TANGENT PARALLEL ARM
MINT/BOXED £ 1895
ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE SAMBA MK II & ARM (£2300?)
NEW £ 1595
ZETA TONEARM
MINT/BOXED! TEA
WI JMW MEMORIAL ARM
DIS/BOXED £695
GRAHAM 2TONEARM
MINT/BOXED £995
HELIUS CYALINE TONEARM
E)(CT £595
FIDELITY RESEARCH 64S? (SILVER WIRED)
EXCLT £695
EXCLT £395
NVA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2-BOX
OLDEN £299
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £299
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE
EXCLT £375
McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE (MM/MC £600?)
EX DEM £349
MUSIC FIRST SILVER STEP UP
BNIB £2450
MUSIC FIRST COPPER STEP UP
BNIB £ 1250
LEHMAN SILVER CUBE
MINT/BOXED TBA
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EV MKIII
MINT/BOXED £ 350

TRANSPORTS/CD/DACS

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA 30 CD
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSEND TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £ 1995
McKINTOSH MCD-201 SACEVCDNOLUME (£3500)
NEW/BOXED £2995
MARANTZ SM 1-S1 SACD/CD PLAYER (£2K+)
MINT £ 1275
PERP TECH.P3A 24/96 MODWRIGHT SIG.2
NEW/BOXED £895
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO ( NEW MECA £ 1703?)
MINT/BOXED £795
MERIDIAN 200T TRANSPORT
EXCLT £350
MERIDIAN 602/606 TRANS/DAC
EXCLT £995
CONSONANCE 120 UNEAFI CD PLAYER
NEW/BOXED £ 595
ORELLE EVO 100 CD PLAYER
MINT/BOXED £ 795
RESOLUTION AUDIO CESCIUM TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £995
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLO XLFVRCA ( NEW MECH)
EXCLT/BOXED £895
EINSTEIN 'THE CD PLAYER
EXCLT
£ 1500
PROCEED PDT- 1TRANSPORT & 20 BIT DAC
MINT/BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £ 1295
THETA CARMEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
PRIMARE V-25 CD/DAD PLAYER (£ 1000 NEVD
NEW/BOXED £475
ARCAM CD 82
MINT/BOXED £295
EPA LITTLE BIT- 3
VGC £ 149
AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE V1.0 & PSU
EXCLT £ 149
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 V3 TUBE BUFFER
MINT/BOXED £ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D TUBE BUFFER
£ 125

SOLID STATE

H- CAT P- 12A PRE AMP (£2800?!
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU- VISTA PRE
M. FIX. NU VISTA PRE/300 POWER AMPS
MUSIC FIRST SILVER PRE AMP (£ 31()

DEM £ 1250
MINT/BOXED £ 795
BOXED £2400
DEM £2495

MUSIC FIRST COPPER PRE (£ 1600)
ROTEL RB-1090 ( 50 KG? 2X400 WATTS))
ROTEL RB-870BX 2OFF
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR PR/MF-2500A (£6500+?)
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE AMP
PASS LABS ALEPH PPRE/ 0MONOS
AN S-2000 MONOBLOCS
PLINIUS SB-300 (NEW £510
PLINIUS SA- 201 ( RETAIL £3600)
McCORMACK RLD-1 & DNA- 125 (4.510
ORELLE EVO 100 PRE /POWER (£ 3.510
TIC PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS GLOSS BLACK
ADVANTAGE i200 INTEGRATED AMP
MARANTZ PM66 IA- SIX AMP
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI 2BOX PRE & POWER
KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS (3YEARS USE)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 3B PRE AMP

DEM £ 1250
EXCLT £995
MINT £299
MINT/BOXED £2995
EXCLT £995
EXCLT/CRATED £3250
MINT £650
EX.DEM/DIS £2495
EX.DIS £2295
MINT/BOXED £2250
MINT/BOXED £ 1195
MINT/BOXED £ 1795
EXCLT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £275
MINT/BOXED £ 1595
MINT/BOXED £2750
MINT/BOXED £995

VALVE AMPS

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU-VISTA PRE
MINT/BOXED £ 795
M. FIX, NU VISTA PRE/300 POWER AMPS
BOXED £2400
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01000DT TWIN 845 MONOBLOCS (£5000) EXCLT £2795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS A01001DT INTEGRATED
EXLT £ 795
ANTIQUE SOUND LABS LHO1 PRE AMP/HEADPHONE AMP
MINT/BOXED £295
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX
EX.DEM £249
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAMP
MINT/BOXED £895
GRAAF 50/50 POWER AMP (NEW (TORS)
MINT £ 1295
COUNTERPOINT SA- 5000A LEGENDARY PRE/PHONO STAGE (2BOX)SERVICED/BOXED
£ 1995
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER
MINT/BOXED £ 1495
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INT.AMP
MINT £2999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 9CAN PHONO STAGE ( RARE BLACK)
MINT/BOXED £995
MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £299
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10-V3 TUBE BUFFER
MINT/BOXED £ 195
MUSICAL FIDELITY X- 10D TUBE BUFFER
£ 125

LOUDSPEAKERS

SNELL TYPE-AMKII (SUPERB)
KUPSCH K- HORNS (B.EYE MAPLE)
LIVING VOICE AVATAR OFIX
KEF 203 REFERENCE 4WAY (CHERRY)
REFERENCE 3A VEENA (SUPERB £3000)
REFERENCE 3A DULCET ( £ 1700)
AURUM CANTUS V3M GLOSS BLACK (£1700)
AURUM CANTUS M-103 ( £ 1300)
AURUM CANTUS SUPREME (AWESOME! £10.000)
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (Elk+ NEW)
BAS 128 RIBBON HYBRID ( £2800)
REGA XEL ( ROSEWOOD £ 1250)
MONITOR AUDIO GS 10 & STANDS (£ 1000)
CELESTION A-3 BLACK ASH

EXCLT £ 1450
EXCLT £3450
MINT/BOXED £ 1995
EX/BOXED £ 1795
EX.DEM £ 1850
EX.DIS £ 1150
EX.DIS £1150
EX.DEM £ 795
BRAND NEW £6995
EXCLT £3750
MINT/BOXED £ 1395
EXCLT £475
MINT £595
MINT/BOXED £ 1250

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FVWOOD (£ 15/1600?)
FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE FERRARI RED)
AURUM CANTUS VOLLA ( RETAIL £2500)
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS £ 2500
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£ 1250)
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE (£900)
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £ 1200)
PROAC STUDIO 150

TUNERS/MISC
MUSICAL FIDELITY AS DAB TUNER (£ 1500)
AN 7BAND TUNER RDS ( SSERIES VERY RARE)
HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII
SONY ST 5950 SD TUNER AM/FM

BRAND NEW £ 225
BRAND NEW f65
£65

MINT £450
EACH 95/85
£ 125
EX.DEM £275
NEW £95
NEW £50
EXCLT £50
EXCLT £40
RING

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR NINJA DCT 3M
NORDOST SPM 3M BI-WIRE (EX)
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI- WIRE (EXPENSIVE!)
SILVER SOUNDS 4METRE BI WIRE
TARA LABS RSC AIR 2METRE PAIR
TARA LABS PRIME RSC 18 FEET BIWIRE!!
EPA BLACK SUNK (£ 100 PER M.) 4.5 METRE
SONORAM PLATEAU 4METRE. PAIR
MIT MH-750 BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI CABLE 10 FT PAIR
RENAISANCE SILVER SIG. 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300)
RENAISANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
PS AUDIO X- STREAM 3METRE PAIR
DIAMOND HI SILVER 3METRE PAIR
AUDIONOTE AN- L3METRE PAIR
CHORD RUMOUR 2 4METRE PAIR

d Winning North of England Retailers...

Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acous,t1
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

£795
£395
£ 175
£ 175

INTERCONNECT CABLE
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR BALANCED (£ 1200)
XL0 PRO RCA 1METRE/0.5 METRE 6OFF
VAN DEN HUL SECOND 1METRE RCA
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE XLV
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 1METRE RCA(E180)
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE RCA
QED SILVER SPIRAL 1METRE RCA
GEE SILVER SPIRAL 0.8 METRE
CHORD COLOBRA/COBRA2/SILVER SIREN DIN TO RCA

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk

Aw

AS NEW
MINT
EXCLT
GC

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC
TARA LABS RSC AIR- 26FT (SHUKO)
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS POWER CORDS
ISOTEK POWER CORD

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF

BRAND NEW £995
DIDEM £4750
EX.DISPLAY £ 1750
NEW £ 1795
EX.DIS. £795
EX.DIS £595
EX.DIS £795
EXCLT £695

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-Hin.co.uk

DEM £995
TM
MINT £ 550
MINT £395
NEW TEA
MINT/BOXED £ 595
EXCLT £ 395
EXCLT £ 500
EXCLT £ 595
EXCLT f995
EXCLT £795
EXCLT £750
EXCLT £500
EX.DEM £500
NEW £ 175
EXCLT £50

FYW
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

.
Katison te ®

UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR ALL RAYSONIC & ORACLE PRODUCTS.
ANATEK, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD COMPANY,
CHORD ELECTRONICS, CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, EDGAR, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE.
FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT, LSA, METRONOME, NORTHSTAR,
NOTTINGHAM, ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, PARTINGTON,
PRO-JECT, QUAD, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE.
TANNOY PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

R

adlett Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynayector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
lsotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Nairn Audio
Neat
Npttingham Analogue
Rego Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Tron
1M/ Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visitirc
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

011,ANTRA

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

fr

nedyte Sedetc,

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

Atipwcp

ORDER SECURELY @ littps://dop.oamtra-audlo.co.uk
SEE WEBSITE FOR MONTHLY OFFERS & FULL PRODUCT LOSE
ITEMS EX STOCK DELIVERY BY RETURN OTHERWISE 3- 111 DUI

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Elekba

ils

1012 GX

£ 116

£75

SR 125

£ 140

£ 153

£97

SR225

£ 175

£ 171

£ 120

SFI-325i

£260

RS- 1

£635

RS- 2

£4i0

£ 153 £ 122

EX

N/A

£273 £217

EX

N/A

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock

Goldring Headphones
DR50 £31i

AT 95 E

£ 25

Ï.18

AT 4411 MLa

£90

i:70

AT 0C9 MLII

£270 £255

EX

We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.

DR100 £40
DR150
Active Noise Reduction

07C

NS 1000 £ 140

Sennheiser Headphones
£ 105 £95

EX

NIA

£ 190 £ 170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£79 £69

IX

N/A

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

WA

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

DL 103R

Grado

FICI415

£29

HD435 £38
HD465 £45
1-113485

f54

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Prestige Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold

£ 110

£ 77

Lyra

We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digital replay and speakers.

Reference Series

Audio Technica

DL 101;

As well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonstration
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we
car offer our customers home demonstrations.

£75

1022 (i)(

Denoo

Athliuguu Seduction are dedicated towards two
channel Hi Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.

SR 60

£90

Elite

lob di

Prestige Series

SR 80

Erma LX/H

r

£24
£65

1042

p

£33
£88

1006

I

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Goidring

£85

MiltyPro Super Exstatic Brush

£ 13

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£795 £695

EX

WA

Milty %all 8Roller

Donan
Argo

MIcessories USB Phono Plus Pre- Amp

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

Shure
M 97 XE

£98

£58

Sumiko

£24
£ 16

£1:8

Milty Permaclean Record Cleaning Kit

£; 5

Blue Point Special £ 195 £ 165

EX

(Junes J2P 3.5mm mini lack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors £27

Blackbird

EX

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

£585 £500

New vinyl records now stocked
EX - Exchange price same make moving colt cartridge

Tel: +44 ( 0)1733 344768

VISA

e

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CZI 7
.i

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 SSO

i

iCube

www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound

stackable vinyl storage
The ultimate vinyl storage system. Simply unpack and stack.
Ready-made natural 18mm mdf with stylish contoured edges.

• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers

7" ¡
Cube
was £37.95
now only

• HMS cables

£18 .
"

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

Buy 7
Get 1

World's
Best
Amplifier?
103

robos

FREE!

ASR's Revotutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.

info@manger-audio.co.uk

mobile: 07970 908619

£28 .
"

7

it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve
had to upgrade the r
eference system to meet the ASR's mettle.

caII:0161 304 0099

12" iCube
was £57.95
now only

p&p only

£4.95

Orderline 01328 730405

Open 7days aweek from 94M-9 PM. Call now.

DEFINITIVE

AUDIO

KSL Kondo Neiro Line Intetrated Valve Amplifier

T. +44 ( 0) 115 973 3222 E. shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?4.

tel: 0845 6019390

Analogue

Ariston RD80, ex condition
99
Acos Lustre
149
Alphason Opal arm, excellent
149
AR Legend, Linn Basik LVX
149
AVID Acutus, ex demo as new in Chrome
CaII
Clearaudio Evolution with parallel tracking arm
999
Garrard 301, SME3009, Behrens Plinth
799
Heybrook TT2 c/vi Linn Basik LVX
229
Image/Dais, Dais deck, early Tom Fletcher design
199
Linn LP12, lttok LV11 and Sumiko BPS really pretty example
899
Linn LP12, Lingo 2, Akito 2in cherry, Cirkus etc
1599
Linn LP12, Lingo, Ekos, reasonable
1499
Linn Lingo, vgc
499
Linn Ekos, vgc
749
Linn lttok 12, VERY VERY RARE ITEM, .... Offers
Linn lttok LV11, vgc in rare black
399
Michell Gyrodec SE
Call
Michell Orbe SE, DC/NC version RB300, cancelled
order
1599
Michell Focus One, Focus arm, excellent ... 299
Michell Iso c/w Hera p/s
249
Mission 774 original arm
149
Musical Fidelity XLP ex
99
Musical Fidelity XLPSy2 ex boxed monoblock
phonostage & p/s
299
NAD ( Rega Planar 2), RB250
119
Rena Planar 3, RB300, vgc
179
Roksan Xerxes 20/XPS7 as new
1899
Roksan TMS1.5, DSU and SME V
2999
SME 3, lovely
199
SME 3009, excellent
149
SME Model 20/2A, nr mint ex demo
Call
Systemdek 10(900, offboard p/s, acrylic platter
and RB250
379
Systemdek II ( biscuit tin), ADC arm, vgc
249
Townshend Elite Rock, Excalibur arm, Merlin p/s,
plinth & lid
749

Accessories/Cables

Chord various AV cables, call for details
Call
Crus P902, Graphite Black and Siker available from 229

Amplifiers
Accuphase E212, mint boxed
1199
Accuphase P450, very large power amp, ex boxed
1749
Arcam P75, great power amp
225
ATC SIA150, excellent boxed
1199
ATC CA2 remote preamp
399
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 150w monster
Integrated
1199
Audio Analogue Primo, mini size integrated . 299
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta
899
Audio Innovations Series 700 integrated, excellent
boxed
499
Audio Research 51,16, inc phono stage ex boxed
1299
Audio Research VS55, excellent
1399
Audiolab 8000P, excellent original grey version
boxed
149
AVI Lab Series Integrated with phono ex demo
1499
AVI S2000 Integrated
249
Bryston 4BST Power amp, excellent in black 1199
Cyrus PSXR, various from
249
Cyrus Smartpower
Call
Exposure 3010, as new boxed with £ 200 mm
phono stage
599
Krell KAV400xi, excellent boxed
1749
Linn Majik Integrated
299
Linn Kolector ex boxed
329
Meridian 565 Digital Surrouind Sound processor
349
Meridian 562V Digital Controller
349
Meridian 518 Digital interface unit
449
Musical Fidelity kW500, excellent
2499
Nad C325BEE, excellent boxed display
199
NAIM NAP140, excellent boxed power
299
NAIM 92/90 pre/power, ex boxed, c/w phono
boards
349

NAIM NAIT 5, ex boxed
399
NAIM NAC82, ex boxed
999
NAIM NAP180, ex boxed
399
NAIM NAC112, current style preamp
349
Pathos Classic One Mk2, ex boxed
749
Quad 77 Integrated with full remote
279
Quad 44 Preamp, 405 Power amps NOW from 99
Quad 33/303, vgc for year fully serviced
199
Radford STA25 Rennaissance and SC25
Pre/Power, excellent
999
Roksan Kandy Mk3 power
379
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Pre IL & Power 1,
749
TACT/Lyngdorf Audio SDA2175, great press, as
new
699

Digital
Accuphase DP75V, excellent boxed
2999
Arcam Alpha 5+, excellent
149
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dem
899
AVI Lab Series, mint boxed used bargain
799
Cairn Fog v2, absolute steal, was f1250 ex demo
499
Chord Blu Dual Data, ex demo
3999
Chord DAC64, ex demo
1999
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW!
1499
Cyrus Quattra, c/w tuner, UNDER HALF PRICE!
499
Cyrus CD8, boxed ex c/w remote
499
Esoteric UX1, brand new sealed box save f4000+
4975
Krell KAV300CD, excellent boxed
899
Linn Karik, ylate version ex boxed
499
Linn Numerik, ylate version
499
Linn Mimik, ex c/w remote
399
Meridian 500 Transport, excellent remote
279
Meridian 563 DAC
349
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
199
Meridian 203 DAC, excellent
199
Meridian G91DAB, good order c/w remote, boxed
2749
Micromega Stage 1, excellent
99
Musical Fidelity A308CR CD, excellent, remote,
box
799
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR CD player, excellent,
boxed
999
Pathos Endorphin, crated ex demo unit ... 2999
Roksan Atessa transport
399
Shanling, CD3000, ex display
799
TEAC VRDS10, good condition, boxed remote399
Wadia 302, as new, ex demo, warranty, boxed,
remote etc
2499

Radio/Recorders

Linn Kudos, excellent
Meridian 204, excellent
Nakamichi DR2 ex boxed
Pure 702ES, excellent multiband tuner

299
249
149
149

Quad FM3, excellent
Quad FM4, excellent
Rega Radio
SONY JA2Oes minidisc, superb
TEAC TR610 FM tuner

99
199
99
349
49

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy Aelite 3, sealed boxes
399
ATC SCM7, nr mint boxed in cherry
399
Audiovector M3 Sig, active crossovers, new f4k+,
amazing
Offers
Audio Pro Bravo FX04 in piano black, bargain
Offers
AVI Neutron IV, excellent ex demo units boxed in
cherry
399
Castle Harlech, excellent boxed in yew
399
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 mk2 ex boxed
799
JR149 lovely little 153/5 derivatives
249
Linn Sara, excellent boxed with Sara stands 299
Linn Isobarik CMS or PMS/Xoverbox/Dirak Offers
Magneplanar 2.5R
599
Martin Logan Summit, ex demo slight mark, save
over f1000
Call
Meridian DSP5000, excellent
1199
Meridian M2500, nr mint mega sub - bargain!!!
499
Meridian DSP5000C, excellent
749
Monitor Audio FtS1 in Natural Oak, nr mint boxed
299
Monitor Audio 58, ex boxed in Natural Oak 399
Monitor Audio GS10, Natutral Oak, excellent Call
Mordaunt Short, Performance 860, ex boxed 599
Neat Acoustics Petite 3SE c/w Ultimatum bass
drivers NOW
399
Neat Acoustics Motive Centre
Offers
Peak Consult Princess & Stands, ex boxed . 2499
Quad ESL989, excellent boxed BARGAIN!
1999
Quad ESL63, excellent
599
Revolver RW16, brand new last pr
249
Revolver Music 5, brand new cancelled order Call
Triangle Comete ES, ex demo nr mint boxed 329
Triangle Antal ES, nr mint boxed
599

SPECIAL SYSTEM DEALS

AVI Lab Series Amp c/w phono, CD Player and
pair Neutron IV
Call
Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta Amp and CD
Player
Call
Cairn Fog v2 CD player and 4808 Amplifier Call
Linn Classik K inc tuner, speakers available Call
klarantz Layla CD/Receiver and cassette in
Chelsea blue!
Call
Primare 121 and CD21, excellent boxed
Call
Quad 99 Pm and 909 Power c/w 989 ESL speakers
Call
Roksan Caspian Full system
Call
TEAC 257i One box system with matching speakers
Call

Tel 0845 6019390 Tues to Sat 10 tu l5, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk

which
way
to
hifisound?
0845 6019390
to find out

High End Cable

New from

www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects

100wrir/Vicmco-Enc.cles

Analysis Plus
Audience

AHNE

Chord Company
Ecosse
Furutech

INTRODUCTION
TO THE
WORLD
OF SERIOUS
TUBE POWER"
Hi Fi World
April 2008

NÔÉDOST

Hovland
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
True Colour Industries
van den Hul
Wyrevdizard
IsoTek
Cable Tower
Oehlbach Accessories
Acoustic Resonators
Bel Canto
Leema Acoustics
Project Turntables
Audio Physic Speakers
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arye CO IsoTek CD

ECOSSE

Taw krem&N

r

The Rock V turntable
Universal speaker cradles
Moving Coil
Lyra - Ortofon - SurnIko

IsoTek

Component cables
Dig ,tal cables
HDMI
Optical cables
video
SCARY
Firewire
XIS cables
Sub woofer cables
Chord 1Pod cables
Nordost ' Pod cables
DIN cables
Chord cables for balm
Mains & Power cables
Jumpers
ONLINE SHOP
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Previously owned cables

Reference cables include free Burn In.

Pemier Audio
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Up to 25% Trade In
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Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266
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Leeds —
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Linconshire —
Birmingham —

Sheffield

Asmall selection below of our current line up
OrCICie

Avol Y,rvObi

Smooth, precise and powerful. Without any harshness. Massive 100w
headroom means you can comfortably drive speakers normally out of reach of
most valve amps. Hand crafted mono blocks exceed the performance of many
other brands Check our specification: Incredible 100 watts (28.3v @ 80).
New all valve design by David Shaw. Low & high sensitivity means Can be
passive or pre-amp driven. Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7
valves. Silver audio cable. Switchable 50w Triode output. Choke PSU. Hand
wired " Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and
Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility.

From

£1,799pr Inc

Russian valves

(
Various upgrades available)

Mirale MCM,Cirill WIC ALM")

Designed and developed in Leicester
All triode valves inc Mollard 12AT7 &
EH Super 2x 6H3Opi Military valve
Will match all headphones from 8-600 0
Plus 2+2 watts speaker outputs
Custom wound multi- rap transformer
Each hand finished in Leicester
All Class "A" Single ended design

Only £ 359.95 complete
FeS 1 Azill ‘TaLlirte Pliemo Stage
'Nicely engineered With 11012 weakness &where"
Ni NI fi World ',warded 5619hes"
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIM. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output.
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available
From only £499.95 complete MC e649.951

cispeakzers
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Powerful, Beautiful, and Versatile!

':..tig Beautifully confrollet sound..iinaging yety detailed...distortion an all
lime low ot 0.000e0... excellent reliability Hl Il Iles lull 2006
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Valve rectification 2x EZ81
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design 3x 6SN7
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d
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High & low level outputs
Will
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£699.95 complete
clef'
Peasisiirte ..Phre-Earrie (
Featured in HiFi Wodd)

BeLca into

4inputs,

stereo vox
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For latest deals & info

DAC

w.depea 'ex's

dem always

tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable

Gold plated terminals. Ideal for Leak, QUAD Only £ 249.95

availabie

at

affordable

prices

www.premier-audio.net

Common Features: Designs by David Shaw. Hand built Point to Point wiring No printed circuit board
ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. Silver Teflon audio cable. Steel 8. alloy
plate construction Soft .
liad Unique HT delay Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

fifid0111111010:WebSi10811YMEICOMIldille0111
Or ask lor an illustrated leaflet Ask Your Dealer
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
L acret.
*Conditions apply

il

.•

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

'TOTAL RECALL'

Well it may not be the year 2084, however all of us at KJ are waxing lyrical about this
truly amazing ` Sci-Fi Sound' system combination. It is light years ahead in every
conceivable way. Here are just afew unique benefits on offer when choosing this system
•

The worlds finest subjective performance from your treasured i
pod device

•

The world's finest fully differential output from an internal DAC

•

The world's finest active hybrid Active Electrostatic loudspeakers.

•

The world's finest futuristic looking sound system

•

The world's most affordable Reference music library playback set-up

Yes the

reil

KIU

martIn Logan vurity combination is simply afuturistic system

capable of achieving a' total recall' of all your treasured musical material.
Make the right choice... Visit KJ West One for an audition

www.kjwestone.com

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
KJ London

26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

London W1G 8TY

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

W. www.kjwestone.com

F: 01733 358 141

the abso!ute sound
2007 Golden Ear
Award Winner

MIT Oracle MA loudspeaker cable:
2007 Comen tar Awarn winner.
"Instrumental images within the
soundstage were presented
with more air and space around
them...Had I
not heard the Oracle MA,
Magnum MA would be my reference."
Robert Harley— The Absolute Sound
Distributed by:

Amasterful cable that will cause astir.

MIT Music Interface Technologies

P.O. Box 988, Cheltenham, Glos., GL50 9FJ

wvvw.audiobility.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 777 2991

UK

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDERs

hi-fi new

GET FREE
POSTAGE &
\PACKING

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Zen & the art o tonearm rewiring

W

we first introduced the Incognito tonearm wiring
m into the UK almost ten years ago, we never for

AND NOW SILVER! We are able to offer the same range of looms
wired throughout in our own pure silver Litz wire, complete with

one moment considered just how big an impact it

silver cartridge tags! A little more expensive than copper but with all

would have! The Incognito loom started life as four

the refinement and detail that is associated with high- quality silver
interconnects. All our looms are available either as DIY kits, or can

ngths of best quality Cardas copper titz wire, running

all the way from the cartridge tag to the phono plug, through

be installed by staff in our workshop in Bedford. Turnaround time is

the arm, down the pillar and out through a 1.2m screened outer

typically 2-3 days for our installations; from stock for the kits.
When sending an arm, we suggest the use of acourier service

harness to the amplifier.
Initially designed as aretrofit exclusively for Rega tonearms, it

such as UPS, or the Special Delivery service of the Post Office. Send

was an obvious upgrade, offering better quality wire, the removal

it direct to our Bedford Office at:

of atotal of 15 solder joints from the arm as supplied, and the

Hi -Fi Accessories Club,

reworking of the signal leads into a ' semi- balanced' form with

10 Dane Lane,

separate earth and signal paths. The r
f

Wilstead,

iHer

aconsiderable
earms that had

ingiTOM \,e0(11‘"°‘\ 'o

utp,c con
e netl%esig,,
Futy balonc:d Fmsberl
ores T' un

,« One P' ece

All prices include secure return delivery within the UK. Export

viable reputation

shipment will incur additional postage at cost.

oughout the

For dyed- in- the wool DIY aficionados, we have also listed the

ustry.

separate component parts that we have available from stock:

Since that

in- arm wire, cartridge tags, connectors, etc.

i

e, with the

utC_AP\"g s

development of

-O universal form
,the loom, we
ve worked the

Is

Bedford MK45 3HT

eady achieved an

.
:cognito

magic

nvirtually every

For those who are not quite so adventurous, our workshops
offer acomprehensive arm rewire service, rewiring to original
specification with arange of materials and wire. Please call for a
specific quotation...

Incognito Silver Loom ( Rega) 1.2m

make and model of

DIY Kit

arm on the market

Incognito Silver Loom ) Rega) 1.2m

-and that's not

Installed

to mention the

Incognito Silver Loom ( Universal)

thousands of Rega

1.2m DIY Kit

tonearms o an types that have passed through our hands. Arms

Incognito Silver Loom ( Universal)

that have been through our Bedford workshop in recent months

1.2m Installed

include models from SME ( of all types), Hadcock, Zeta, Mission,

Incognito Cardas Copper ( Regal 1.2m

Syrinx, Helius, Manticore, Alphason, Roxsan, Linn ( particularly

DIY Kit

its Ittok, Akito and Ekos models), Origin Live, Pro-Ject, Decca,

Incognito Cardas Copper ( Rega) 1.2m

Townshend and Breuer. Surely aformidable list by any standards.

Installed

We don't claim to be infallible however; we were beaten by the

Incognito Cardas Copper ( Universal)

March range of arms with their moulded- in arm tube wiring.

1.2m DIY Kit

Still, you can't win • 2m . 1i I

Incognito Cardas Copper ( Universal)

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Telephone

Post Code

1.2m Installed
Cardas Copper 34swg in- arm Utz wire.
4colour bundle/metre
Pure Silver in- arm Litz wire per single
metre

Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

Card Number

Expiry (date)
Signature

nn

I

LI II

£255.00
£265.00
£295.00
£137.50
£155.00
£175.00
£200.00
£25.00
£12.00
£18.00

Silver Cartridge tags per set 4

£18.00

5- Pin Male JLS Arm Connector ( Fixed
5- Pin Female JLS Arm Connector
(Cable end) Cardas

QUANTITY

£225.00

Cardas Gold Cartridge tags per set 4

in Pillar)
Cheque/postal order enclosed for f _ _ ( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN

RRP

PRODUCT

£12.00
£40.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of he form) to: HEN Acces ocies Club 8. CD
Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH. UK OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028 OR
Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at

CV

Security Number

wwwhifiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and
packing for all items, whatever their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very
welcome. Where applicable they wit be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at
cost. Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E80E.

All products online at hifiaccessoriesclub.com
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apicture can say athousand words so we let them do most of the talking
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CLASSIC KIT

RETRO

THE

NEW

'TiMNOY'
VAEMUCTENCE
CARTRIDGES

PHONO
MARE,'

ROUNDUP
John Howes traces the
history of Tan noy, one of the
few speaker companies to
become ahousehold name

G

uy RFountain founded the
'Tulsmere Manufacturing

ABOVE: Early advert proclaims ' Luxurious
listening', and ad for Variluctance cartridge

concentric loudspeaker, designed by
Ronnie Rackham. The 15in Black dual

and public address amplifiers were being

concentric was first shown publicly
at Radiolympia in 1947 and sold for

Company' in 1925. Based in

West Norwood, London, it

manufactured radios, battery chargers

produced. Tannoy PA equipment was used

£26.5s.0d. This ingenious design had a

and battery eliminators. Fountain's early

by Bertram Mills Circus at Olympia in 1932,
which was agreat advertising boost.

horn- loaded tweeter mounted inside the
driver's Alnico magnet. The conventional
cone then acted as further horn loading

'Tannoy' trademark.

WIDE RANGE

for the tweeter, with the combined effect

In the English dictionary ' Tannoy'
is described as anoun and an English

Several moves to target-premises were

trademark for asystem of loudspeakers
for public information. As with Hoover,
Tannoy has become ahousehold name,

of increased sales. Tannoy PA installations

being atrue point source.
In the following years, with refinements
and cosmetic changes. the Black dual

designs utilised ' Tantalum Alloy' rectifiers,
which when shortened became the

which is an accolade in itself.
In the late ' 20s and early ' 30s, a
prolific number of radios, radiograms

necessary during these early years because

'Recently apair of the company's Autograph
loudspeakers sold for £14,600 on eBay'
could be found in schools, hotels, hospitals,

concentric became the Silver in 1950,

swimming pools dance halls, factories

Red in 1956, Gold in 1967 and finally the
HPD ( high performance dual) in 1974.

and railway stations. In 1936 Tannoy was
producing amplifiers from lOW to 1000W
outp..it, which meant its range catered or
any application.
Another early Tannoy product was the
power microphone, aclever device that did
not require an amplifier. When coupled with
ahorn speaker and a 12V battery, the power
microphone drew 5A when in use! Many of

VERY GRAND DESIGNS
Over the years Tannoy has produced many
different speaker cabinets and amuch
larger article would be needed to cover
them all. The GRF and Autograph models
are very sought after these days, with
apair of Autographs recently selling for

these systems were used by the Poke and
auxiliary fire service during World War Two.

E14,600 on eBay.
Tannoy's headquarters are now

Without doubt the most successful
product produced by Tannoy was the dual

based in Scotland, and the company still

LEFT: The Tannoy GRF1 corner speaker

produces some of the best loudspeakers
in he world that incorporate dual
concentric drive units. i
1
)

July

issue goes on sal
ON TEST:
Benchmark DA 1Preamp
Group Test: Top-flight in- ear 'phones
Denon AVC-A1HD HD AV amplifier
—) Sony VPL-VW200 Full HD projector
Lyngdorf DP-1/BW-1 loudspecter
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Audio Exposed:
Music & Emotion — we explore the
pleasure centres
PLUS:
We interview Mike Creek
plus Styli Wars: new versus old

THE BEST PRODUCTS ALWAYS STAND ALONE
AND WITH A LINE UP LIKE THIS, DO YOU REALLY
NEED TO LOOK ELSEWHERE?

Coda

auchograpPy 2008.

Acoustic Systems

eiffly,

Hovland

LET YOUR EARS DECIDE.
Metropolis Music, UK Distributor
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
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Sonus faber.
CREMONA SERIES. LUOK TO THE PAST TO HEAR THE FUTURE.

'

TRANSPARENT, DYNAMIC,
OPEN, CLEAR, VIVID."

F

HI Fl CLUBE / JOSÉ VICTOR HENRIQUES / CREMONA ELIPSA

Sonus Faber's introductions in the early " Noughties" of the floor- standing Cremona and the smaller
Cremona Auditor were hailed as milestones in the Industry's long standing quest to achieve the
highly- desired marriage of both aesthetics and sound quality. Such amarriage would please both
ends of the consumer spectrum, the audiophile as well as the cineaste.
Indeed, it se ,

-dincredible

that the legendary, exquisite craftsmanship of the original Cremona and
the Cremona Auditor could have been surpassed.
However, the recent launch of two new models with ' M'
designations, along with aflagship speaker, the Cremona
Elipsa, were inspired by that most astounding of transducers,
the Stradivari. Thus, they are testaments to the fact that
Sonus Faber's designers are in aconstant process of
perfecting the art of music reproduction, and of pushing the
boundaries in the creation and engineering of awe-inspiring
handcrafted works of art. These speakers are all the more
precious because of their rarity, in aworld characterised by
so much automation and mechanisation.
The Auditor M, the smallest of the new Cremonas and the
successor of the original Auditor, is aversatile two-way
system ideally suited for smaller environments craving a
large-scale musical picture. Its natural maple enclosure
follows the Sonus Faber signature form of a lute in crosssection, while its components and final sound have been
ear- tuned by the Sonus Faber team.
For larger rooms, the original floor- standing Cremona has
evolved into the new superior Cremona M, which displays
a more elegant, stylish finish and benefits from the
introduction of new components.
Like their Homage siblings, both the Auditor M and
Cremona M reflect the findings of Sonus Faber team's
longstanding research, with attention paid to every
detail, from small components, to wiring, to the drive
units themselves. Equally, the aesthetics and external
details have been refined to indicate anew stage in the
speakers' evolution.
At the top of the new Cremona range lies the brandnew Cremona Elipsa, designed for the connoisseur
with both the means and the environment to exploit
alarger system. The Cremona Elipsa provides
near- Stradivari performance in amore compact,
economical package. Its sound is room- filling, open
and natural, while its form is as beautiful as
the speaker that inspired it. The Elipsa is,
without question, another Sonus Faber
masterpiece.

Sonus Faber CREMONA M

Sanwa Faber CREMONA ELIFSA

For your nearest dealer contact'

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road. London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com infoeabsolutesounds.com

Sonus faber.

